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ES EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER) documents the progress of the Northwest
Energy Efficiency Alliance’s (NEEA’s) commercial sector Market Transformation initiative,
known as BetterBricks. This report details the evaluation findings for the activities within each
of BetterBricks’ three target markets and two cross-cutting markets. It focuses on the period
from approximately October 2007 to November 2008, and provides a cumulative assessment of
each initiative component from its inception to the evaluation period.
BetterBricks has three target market components that address distinct commercial market sectors
within the area served by NEEA. These sectors are comprised of organizations that have a
demand for building services:
 The Hospitals & Healthcare (Hospitals) component targets regional hospitals and
hospital systems.
 The Grocery component targets regional grocery stores.
 The Office Real Estate (ORE) component targets managed office real estate (other than
owner-occupied buildings).
The two cross-cutting market components are comprised of trade ally organizations that supply
building services across multiple markets:
 The Design & Construction (D&C) component focuses on those serving the
commercial new construction market, principally architects and design engineers.
 The Building Operations component targets those supplying building operations
services in existing buildings.
Although the specific goals vary among the five components, BetterBricks’ overarching goal is
to improve the energy efficiency of buildings in the Northwest by: 1) promoting business
practices for better energy management within the target markets; and 2) working within the
cross-cutting markets to create market capability to supply products and services supporting
energy best practices. Targeted business practice areas include procurement, capital upgrades,
building operations, and design and construction.
BetterBricks’ strategy for achieving targeted behavior changes is to “work with a few to
influence the many.” This initially has meant utilizing a multi-pronged approach of working
directly with participants in the five markets, disseminating case studies, lessons learned, and
success stories, and holding targeted education and training events focused on energy efficiency
best practices. The BetterBricks teams have provided services to help the participant
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organizations adopt the targeted behavior changes and move toward sustained behavior change.
The experiences of those organizations achieving sustained change are being used as models to
stimulate change in other similar organizations.

SUMMARY OF EVALUATION FINDINGS
The following sections summarize the chief findings presented in this MPER. The topics
include: the progress in each of the market components; interactions and synergies between the
target and cross-cutting markets; updates on the status of BetterBricks education and training
(E&T) and marketing activities; current information on energy savings; and results from a
survey of utilities and other key stakeholders. Market-specific conclusions and recommendations
are included in Chapters 4 through 8.
Market Progress
The evaluation assessed market progress in terms of how far participating organizations have
gone in adopting energy-related business practice changes (target markets) or promoting best
practices in products and services (cross-cutting markets). We express each participant’s level of
adoption as its position on an adoption continuum comprised of four stages: engaged with the
initiative staff; committed to the targeted behavior changes (adoption of recommended practices
or promotion of best practices); practicing the targeted changes; and sustaining the targeted
behavior changes. No participant organization was considered to be sustaining, although several
were judged to be sufficiently near sustaining that BetterBricks should consider planning the
development of exit strategies for those participants.
For two of the target markets (Hospitals and Grocery) we also assessed the percent of
penetration of the market relative to specific market progress indicators (MPIs). We used those
assessments to gauge progress toward goals identified in the 2005-2009 business plan –
specifically, that decision-makers in the Hospitals and Grocery markets would implement
energy-efficient business practices related to Design & Construction and Building Operations in
25% and 16%, respectively, of the market.1 We could not do this for the other initiative
components: the Office Real Estate component is still in the process of developing MPIs; and
while MPIs have been identified for the cross-cutting components, those components do not
track percent penetration of the market relative to the MPIs.
Market progress varied among the three target markets, reflecting the differences among them in
the initiative’s duration of activity with targeted participants.

1

Strategic & Business Plans: 2005-2009. Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance.
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Hospitals & Healthcare
Hospitals & Healthcare has been actively involved with participants for the longest period of
time – up to 53 months at the time of the evaluation – and has considerable progress to show for
it. It has engaged with eleven community-based hospitals and five hospital systems. With respect
to the business plan goal (implementation of recommended design-and-construction- and
building-operations-related practices by decision-makers, representing 25% of the market), we
found that adoption of recommended practices ranged from 13% to 32% of regional beds. The
executives and managers responsible for over 40% of the region’s hospital beds are aware of the
benefits of adopting – and 30% have adopted – a Strategic Energy Management Plan (SEMP),
the tool the initiative promotes to guide energy-related business practice changes. The
organizations with SEMPs have committed to energy savings of up to 30% of current baseline
over a period of up to five years. Methods have been established for tracking energy savings and
reporting progress to management at hospitals comprising over 30% of regional beds, and the
same percentage has already attained energy savings from SEMP actions. In total, ten hospitals
or hospital systems (62% of all participating hospitals or systems) have adopted a variety of
recommended business practices, with three of them (19% of participating hospitals or systems)
considered to be ready for the development of an exit strategy.
Grocery
The Grocery component had been in ongoing contact with 12 grocery store chains for up to 37
months at the time of the evaluation. Relative to the business plan goal (implementation of
recommended business practices in 16% of the market), we found that adoption of recommended
design-and-construction- and building-operations-related practices ranged from 9% to 28% of
regional floor space. Seven of the participants (58% of all participating chains) were at the
practicing stage, with two of those (17% of participating chains) ready for an exit strategy. Five
chains remained at the engaged (but not committed) stage.
Office Real Estate
Office Real Estate is the youngest BetterBricks component; it had been working with three real
estate firms for about seven months and one firm for just one month at the time of the evaluation.
The first three firms are in the committed stage, although the ORE component has not been
actively engaged with participants long enough to achieve a high level of progress. Therefore,
there is not yet sufficient data to evaluate progress toward the business plan goal
(implementation of recommended business practices in 15% of the market). However,
approximately 16% of office space in the Northwest has been benchmarked through an initiativesponsored event and additional office space is in the process of being benchmarked. This reflects
an important first step in energy management.
The BetterBricks components aimed at the two cross-cutting markets show approximately equal
progress.
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Design & Construction
Design & Construction has had ongoing contact with five participating design firms –
representing about 25% to 30% of the architects in the top 25 firms in the region and over 50%
of the combined Hospitals and Office Real Estate D&C markets – for up to 30 months at the time
of the evaluation. All five participants are now setting energy goals for every project – an
important part of integrated design (ID) and a key progress indicator – and three of the five are
performing three additional ID practices: early and repeated energy modeling; analyzing
interactions among climate, occupancy, and systems; and performing post-occupancy
evaluations. All five are at least at the practicing stage, with one (20% of participating firms)
ready for exit strategy development. As noted, there was insufficient market penetration data for
the Design & Construction market to assess progress toward the business plan goals.
Building Operations
Building Operations has been actively engaged with seven organizations for up to 31 months as
of the evaluation, including the two largest mechanical contractors in the region.2 Through the
initiative’s influence, five participants are now using ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager to
benchmark building energy performance, have trained staff on Portfolio Manager’s use, and are
leveraging the BetterBricks brand in their marketing activities. Four firms are using a
recommended diagnostic tool for rooftop HVAC units and are actively selling on-site diagnostic
services; three have incorporated assessment and tune-ups into standard service offerings and are
training technicians to use the diagnostic tool. Five of the seven participant firms (71%) are at
the practicing stage, with two (29%) ready for an exit strategy. As noted, there was insufficient
market penetration data for the Building Operations market to assess progress toward the
business plan goals.
Overall Findings
Three overall findings emerged.
 Participant organizations in all three target markets have adopted business
practices relating to energy monitoring or tracking. Similarly, participants in both
cross-cutting markets have adopted and promoted related products and services.
 Evaluators identified several participant organizations in which the executive
management had adopted the BetterBricks approach, even though it was not clear
that the organizations would maintain the targeted behavior changes without initiative

2

The evaluators were not able to obtain sufficiently detailed data to estimate the percentage of the Building
Operations market that the participant organizations in this initiative component comprise, or the percentage
of the relevant target markets that they influence.
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involvement. This was most clear in the Hospitals component. As specifically called out
in the evaluation for that target market, the initiative appears to lack a strategy for
transitioning those organizations that have adopted the BetterBricks approach from
dependence on initiative support to independent maintenance of business practice
changes – that is, it appears to lack an exit strategy. This finding points out the need for
each initiative component to begin developing exit strategies as its participants begin to
internalize the BetterBricks approach and show stable change in the targeted behaviors.
 There is substantial variability in the duration of initiative contact that is required
for a given participant organization to get to the point at which an exit strategy
should be developed. Some internal factors may account for this, including the size,
complexity, and organizational structure of organizations, as well as their financial
circumstances. Additionally, such factors as concern over energy cost and global climate
change, appear to be contributing to market transformation, which could result in faster
adoption in the future.
Interactions/Synergies Between Target and Cross-Cutting Markets
Several examples exist of interactions or synergies between the target and cross-cutting markets.
Examples are clearest in Hospitals and ORE, where there seems to be a better fit between the
participant organizations and the cross-cutting components.
For example, the Hospitals component has made Design & Construction a priority area in the
development of tools and services, and has coordinated with the D&C component in developing
them. Synergy also was seen when a contractor’s participation in the Building Operations
component helped enable it to win a contract that a hospital put out with assistance from the
Hospitals component. Regarding ORE, interactions and synergies include coordination with
Building Operations on tool development and the use of shared tool sets and training by those
two components, which helps establish consistent understanding of BetterBricks’ principles and
prevents duplicated staff effort.
The Grocery market, in which refrigeration is the main source of energy use,3 produces less of a
fit with the cross-cutting components.
Education & Training Status and Updates
BetterBricks conducted or co-sponsored 154 E&T events during 2008 – 48 in Oregon, 63 in
Washington, 31 in Idaho, 8 in Montana, and 4 regional events offered by web.4 Activities

3

Refrigeration accounts for 44% to 57% of energy consumption in grocery stores in the energy zones within
the NEEA service area. Source: Managing Energy Costs in Grocery Stores. National Grid Fact Sheet.
Available on ENERGY STAR® website (www.energystar.gov).
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focused largely on providers of cross-cutting services and benefited from partnerships forged
with other organizations. Training through the Integrated Design Labs (IDLs) and the Lighting
Design Lab (LDL) continued to be successful in 2008, enabling some clients to achieve high
levels of savings at relatively little cost. The design labs co-sponsored 49 of the 154 events.
Four of the five initiative components have worked – either on their own, with the BetterBricks
E&T and Marketing teams, or with other organizations – to offer market-specific training.
Examples include: training on energy-efficient purchasing practices for hospitals; partnering
with the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA) to offer its BOMA Energy
Efficiency Program (BEEP) and energy performance benchmarking training for real estate
professionals; supporting training for HVAC technicians through a local union; arranging
presentations on sustainable design through a guest-lecture series; and sponsoring various sectorspecific conferences. The departure of the Grocery component’s refrigeration expert resulted in
the discontinuation of training on advanced refrigeration tune-up techniques, and that initiative
component offered no other sector-specific E&T in the past year.
Marketing Status and Updates
BetterBricks continues to raise awareness of the initiative, its key business practices, and its
E&T activities in the five markets. This has been accomplished through an active and
coordinated marketing effort carried out through multiple channels, including: the BetterBricks
website; marketing collateral; public event sponsorship and speakers; public relations; and
dissemination of success stories to publications read by the specific target audiences in each of
the initiative’s markets. Three specific marketing channels or tools in particular were identified
by the evaluation as having played a key marketing and outreach role for certain BetterBricks
components:
 Implementation and sponsorship of public events, such as the BetterBricks Awards
(ORE, D&C, and Building Operations)
 The BetterBricks website (Hospitals, D&C, and Building Operations).
 Dissemination of success stories (Hospitals, D&C, and Building Operations)
As with E&T, marketing activities have leveraged partnerships with other related organizations,
multiplying the effect of a given level of marketing effort.

4

Source: BetterBricks Professional Education and BetterBricks Professional Training email newsletters dated
from December 2007 through December 2008.
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Energy Savings
A separate evaluation contractor analyzed BetterBricks’ project-related energy savings. Based on
a sample of 57 D&C and 180 Building Operations projects from BetterBricks activities between
2005 and 2008, the evaluators validated 2.08 aMW of electrical energy savings and 592,217
therms of natural gas savings. They also identified an additional 0.55 aMW and 97,088 therms of
pending savings (savings quantified by the implementation team or end-user, but not yet verified
or validated), and 5.74 aMW and 1,922,513 therms of committed or planned savings. They
suggested that additional savings could potentially be identified with more comprehensive
project data collection and consistent follow-up.
Utility and Stakeholder Perceptions of BetterBricks
Among utility contacts and other funders, there is strong familiarity with BetterBricks and an
appreciation for the technical knowledge that initiative staff and contractors bring. BetterBricks’
activities are seen as complementary to utilities’ goals, and communication and coordination by
initiative staff are generally satisfactory. However, communication could be improved in some
areas and there are indications that some contacts do not fully understand BetterBricks’ purpose
and approach.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions and recommendations specific to each BetterBricks component are presented in
Chapters 4 through 8. The following conclusions and recommendations emerged from the survey
of utilities, as well as from the overall analysis in Chapter 2.
 Conclusion 1: The BetterBricks initiative fits well with the goals and priorities of
utilities and other stakeholders, enjoys good familiarity among them, and is considered to
have a moderate effect on improving their customers’ energy efficiency. Initiative staff
received high marks for technical knowledge, and communication and coordination is
generally satisfactory. However, some room exists for improvement in communication
and coordination, particularly with the Hospitals and Grocery components, and in
BetterBricks’ understanding of regional differences in needs. In addition, some utility
contacts do not fully understand the BetterBricks approach.
Recommendation: BetterBricks should work with the Market Specialists in the
Hospitals and Grocery components to improve their knowledge of utility
programs and their communication with utility contacts. In addition, it should
continue to increase the level of direct (face-to-face) communication between
BetterBricks management and utilities to explain the BetterBricks approach and
value to utilities, and to gain a better understanding of regional differences.
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 Conclusion 2: The BetterBricks adoption continuum that identifies participants as
engaged, committed, practicing, or sustaining is a useful tool for providing a summary of
progress and quickly identifying how each participant has responded to the initiative over
its duration of engagement. However, the experience of the Hospitals component in
particular illustrates the need for the initiative components to develop exit strategies to
help transition those participant organizations that have adopted the recommended
business practices to a point where they can sustain those practices without further
initiative support.
Recommendation: Each initiative component’s model of progress should
explicitly include an exit strategy for those participants considered ready to
become sustaining. Sustaining should be used only with those participants with
whom an exit strategy is in place or perhaps only for those for whom an exit
strategy already has been implemented.
 Conclusion 3: Energy monitoring or tracking is a key practice. It gives participating
organizations important feedback on their energy usage, which motivates and reinforces
business practice change. Moreover, it provides the evaluation team with a source of data
to use in estimating energy savings within participant organizations. Yet, some
participants, notably in Grocery, indicate concern about the amount of time and effort
that energy tracking takes.
Recommendation: Across all components of the initiative – particularly for the
target markets – BetterBricks should elevate the importance of energy tracking.
As recommended particularly for Hospitals (see Chapter 4), BetterBricks
management should consider modifying the initial approach used with
participants to focus on the importance of knowing about their energy
expenditures and opportunities. In addition, BetterBricks should seek ways to
address and minimize the burden of energy tracking by developing tools that are
appropriate to the sector participants’ capacity and capability.
 Conclusion 4: Interactions between the target and cross-cutting markets have enhanced
the effectiveness of the overall BetterBricks initiative, but they could be honed and
strengthened.
Recommendation: BetterBricks’ management should work with the target market
and cross-cutting market managers to identify areas where interactions between
them would be most useful and to develop strategies to achieve them.
 Conclusion 5: The BetterBricks website provides access to a comprehensive set of
energy management tools and resources. As such, it is a potentially effective marketing
tool. However, it appears to be those with design and technical roles that find the website
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most useful. The key to maximizing the website’s effectiveness is getting other actors to
use it. Since the website requires proactive effort on the part of the target population – the
members of the population must decide to use it, whereas other marketing channels
“reach out” to the population – it is important to find out how to generate more web
traffic from those who are under-using the site.
Recommendation: BetterBricks management should continue looking for ways to
make the website as user-friendly as possible, and to articulate the strategies and
tactics that will drive trade allies to the website, helping to make it the first thing
that members of the target population think of when they want information on
energy management. For each of the target markets, specific research should be
conducted to understand how each group uses websites. For example, research
might identify the types of information various groups are most likely to search
for on the website.
 Conclusion 6: It is somewhat difficult to gauge the progress of initiative components
toward the goals established in the business plan. For the Hospitals component, there are
multiple MPIs, with no single indicator able to fully capture progress toward the business
plan goal; rather, each indicator represents a piece of the goal and progress among these
indicators varies. Lack of appropriate data made it impossible to assess market
penetration for MPIs relevant to Design & Construction. Further, lack of precise market
size estimates for the cross-cutting markets, such as have been developed for the target
markets, made it impossible to compute penetration rates for MPIs to evaluate their
progress toward the business plan goals.
Recommendation A: Establish an agreed-upon method for using MPIs to assess
progress toward the business plan goals for the Hospitals market.
Recommendation B: Develop the appropriate market data to assess MPIs relevant
to Design & Construction.
Recommendation C: Develop precise estimates of the target markets of the crosscutting initiative components.
 Conclusion 7: The evaluation has demonstrated that 10 hospitals or hospital systems and
7 grocery chains have adopted some of the recommended business practices, and that 5
each of the D&C and Building Operations participants are offering best practice products
and services. These changes have brought about 2.08 aMW of electrical energy savings
and 592,217 therms of natural gas savings, with an additional 6.29 aMW and 2,019,601
therms of savings pending, committed, or planned. However, more work is needed to
definitely establish the energy savings values for specific business practice changes.
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Recommendation: NEEA should perform the research and analyses needed to tie
the validated energy savings to specific business-practice changes.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO OVERALL BETTERBRICKS INITIATIVE
The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) is a non-profit corporation supported by the
Bonneville Power Administration, electric utilities, public benefits administrators, state
governments, public interest groups, and energy efficiency industry representatives. These
entities work together to make affordable, energy-efficient products and services available in the
marketplace.5
This Market Progress Evaluation Report (MPER) documents the progress of NEEA’s
commercial sector activities, collectively known as BetterBricks.6 The goal of BetterBricks is to
“Make energy efficiency an integral part of business decision-making.”7 The strategy for
achieving this goal is two-pronged: to work toward changing energy-related business practices to
achieve energy efficiency within certain identified target markets; and to work with trade allies
within two cross-cutting markets – Design & Construction, and Building Operations – to create
natural market demand for best practices in related products and services.
In broad terms, the distinction between the target and cross-cutting markets is between those in
which organizations have a demand for energy-related services (target markets) and those in
which firms supply energy-related services (cross-cutting) across the target markets.
At the time of the evaluation, BetterBricks addressed three target markets (Hospitals and Health
Care, Groceries, and Office Real Estate) and two cross-cutting markets (Design and
Construction, and Building Operations):
 Hospitals & Healthcare (Hospitals)8 is targeted to hospitals and hospital systems that
have their headquarters in the region served by NEEA.
 Grocery9 was targeted to regional grocery stores. (This component was discontinued
after completion of the evaluation.)

5

See the website at www.nwalliance.org.

6

Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance. 2006. Commercial Sector Initiative 2006-2008 Project Description
(July 5, 2005). Portland, OR: Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance.
See: http://www.nwalliance.org/proposals/rfps/CSIProjectDescriptionForRFP.pdf.

7

Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance. 2006. Commercial Sector Initiative 2006-2008 Project Description
(July 5, 2005). Portland, OR: Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, p. 6.
See: http://www.nwalliance.org/proposals/rfps/CSIProjectDescriptionForRFP.pdf.

8

Formerly the High Performance Hospitals Program.
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 Office Real Estate (ORE) targets managed commercial real estate, excluding owneroccupied buildings.
 Design & Construction (D&C) focuses on those serving the commercial new
construction market, principally architects and design engineers.
 Building Operations targets those supplying building operations services in existing
buildings.
The relationship between the targeted and cross-cutting components is shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: BetterBricks

As the above graphic suggests, key aspect of the BetterBricks theory is that more rapid market
transformation can be achieved by directing initiative activities both at target and cross-cutting
markets and, in particular, at the intersections between them. The former are defined by the types
of organizations that are involved (under the theory that the organization type drives the set of
recommended business practices). The latter are defined by the building-related services they
offer across a range of organization types. By targeting both types of markets, BetterBricks
works simultaneously on the demand and supply sides of building services. So, for example,
when a hospital’s management has been convinced of the value of incorporating energy
management into design and construction considerations, there will be design and construction
firms equipped to provide the necessary services.
BetterBricks believes that changes in targeted behaviors within the target and cross-cutting
markets will reduce facilities’ energy-related capital and operating costs. Such changes also have
the potential to create non-energy benefits, such as occupant comfort and productivity, and to
bring design and construction projects into alignment with industry best practices.

9

Formerly the Smart Markets Program.
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INITIATIVE THEORY AND LOGIC
BetterBricks’ strategy for achieving targeted changes is to “work with a few to influence the
many.” In the first phase of the initiative, BetterBricks has worked with participant organizations
in the target markets to illustrate the value of adopting a set of recommended business practices
specific to their individual needs. It has worked with participant organizations in the crosscutting markets to create natural market demand for best practices in related products and
services. To simplify the discussion, we will occasionally refer to adoption of the vertical
markets’ recommended business practices and promotion of the cross-cutting markets’ best
practice products and services collectively as the initiative’s targeted behavior changes.
Each component of BetterBricks has provided a range of services to help the organizations
within its purview adopt the targeted behavior changes. The aim is to help move participant
organizations to the point where they will be able to maintain the recommended practices – and
associated energy savings – without continued initiative assistance. Those organizations that
achieve sustained business practice change then will be used as models to stimulate change in
other similar organizations.
A detailed logic model for BetterBricks is included in Appendix A. Simplified versions of the
logic model for the various initiative components are included in Chapters 4 through 8.

REPORT OBJECTIVES
This evaluation is part of a multi-year effort. In previous years, separate MPERs have been
prepared for each market-specific component of the BetterBricks initiative. This report
constitutes a combined MPER for all five components that were active at the time of the
evaluation, documenting their progress between October 2007 and October 2008. It represents
the fourth MPER each for the Hospitals and Grocery components, the second for ORE, and the
third each for D&C and Building Operations. Although the Grocery component has been
discontinued since the completion of the evaluation, the relevant findings and recommendations
remain in the report in case BetterBricks management decides to renew activities directed toward
that target market in the future. Additional details about market-specific activities and previous
MPERs are found in Chapters 4 to 8 of this report.
This report has two main purposes: 1) to report on the short-term objectives and field activities
by initiative staff and contractors; and 2) to provide a “mid-point” check on progress achieved
between the initial market surveys and the 2010 goal date. The progress check covers both
market progress and impact.
The intent of the market progress check is to focus on the core practices that BetterBricks is
promoting as part of its overall market transformation theory of “working with a few to influence
the many.” To achieve that end, the evaluation closely examined the work that the initiative has
been doing within each target and cross-cutting market to influence the few, and attempted to
determine what measurable effect that work has had on the initiative’s participants.
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In particular, this report addresses several priorities that NEEA has identified for the market
progress check:
 Document the business practice changes occurring among the organizations that
BetterBricks is working with in the target markets, as well as product and service best
practices being offered by the trade allies BetterBricks is working with in the crosscutting markets.
 Document the progress of initiative participants along a continuum of adoption of
recommended business practices (target markets) or product and service offerings (crosscutting markets).
 Assess the extent to which participants in both the target and cross-cutting markets have
performed energy tracking, and how they have performed it.
Other objectives were to:
 Update information on the initiative’s penetration into each of the target and cross-cutting
markets.
 Assess participants’ perceived value of BetterBricks.
 Evaluate the delivery of the market value propositions to participants.
 Update the characterization of each target and cross-cutting market.
 Evaluate education and training, as well as marketing activities, including the
effectiveness with which those activities have leveraged partnerships with other actors.
 Assess utilities’ and stakeholders’ perceptions of BetterBricks.
This report also provides an estimate of energy savings to date, obtained through a separate
energy savings estimation study.10 The study was based on available data from projects that have
resulted from direct involvement with participants by initiative staff and contractors.

HIGH-LEVEL METHODOLOGY & EVALUATION PLAN MATRIX
A variety of evaluation tasks have been performed across the market initiatives since 2005.
Because of limited resources, not all tasks can be repeated every year. Overall initiative process
and the available time and resources determine the priorities set each year. As a result, some
tasks have been repeated more frequently than have others.

10

BetterBricks Energy Savings Accounting. Prepared for Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance by The Cadmus
Group, Inc. February 13, 2009.
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In particular, budget and time restraints meant limiting the information-gathering activities for
the current MPER mainly to reviewing program documents, conducting interviews with
initiative staff and some participants, and conducting a survey of utilities and stakeholders. As a
result, it was not possible to obtain the level of detail about education and training (E&T), and
about marketing, that was desired. The plan for the 2009 MPER includes more focused attention
on those two activity categories, as well as non-target market activity on behalf of the crosscutting markets.
Table 1.1 and Table 1.2 show the evaluation tasks that have been performed for each MPER to
date and those planned for the 2009 evaluation.
Table 1.1: Evaluation Tasks for BetterBricks’ Three Target Markets
COMPONENT

MARKET

MPER
2005

Conduct Baseline/Market Survey

2006

z



Grocery

z

z



z



Hospitals

z

z

z

Grocery

z

z

z

z

z




z

z

z

z

Grocery

z

z

z

z

z

z




Hospitals

z

z

z

z

Grocery

z

z

z

z

ORE
Assess Progress Toward Goals



Hospitals

ORE
Assess Market Progress

2009

z

ORE
Assess Logic Model

2008

Hospitals

ORE
Market Characterization

2007

z




Hospitals

z

z

z

z

Grocery

z

z

z

z

ORE

z


Continued
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COMPONENT

MARKET

MPER
2005

Estimate/Validate Savings Impact

2006

2007

2008

Hospitals

z

Grocery

z

2009

ORE
ACE Model Review

Hospitals

z

Grocery

z

ORE

z

Note: For each market, the tasks associated the current MPER are shown as blue circles, those associated with previous
MPERS are black circles, and those planned for the next MPER are shown as black squares. The Grocery component was
discontinued in 2008, so no evaluation tasks will be carried out for it in 2009

Table 1.2: Evaluation Tasks for BetterBricks’ Two Cross-Cutting Markets
COMPONENT

MARKET

MPER
2006

Conduct Baseline/Market Survey

Market Characterization

Assess Logic Model

Assess Market Progress

Assess Progress Toward Goals

ACE Model Review

2008

2009

D&C

z

Building Operations

z

D&C

z

z

z



Building Operations

z

z

z



D&C

z

z

z



Building Operations

z

z

z



z

z



D&C



Building Operations

z

z

z



D&C

z

z

z



z

z



D&C

z



Building Operations

z



D&C

z



Building Operations

z



Building Operations
Estimate/Validate Savings Impact

2007

Note: For each market, the tasks associated the current MPER are shown as blue circles, those associated with previous
MPERS are black circles, and those planned for the next MPER are shown as black squares.

Each MPER is based on analysis of data collected through a combination of secondary data and
program document review, and in-depth interviews and/or telephone surveys with BetterBricks
staff, contractors, and initiative participants. The data collection activities and sources associated
with each MPER, including those planned for 2009, are summarized in Table 1.3 and Table 1.4.
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Table 1.3: MPER Data Sources for BetterBricks’ Three Target Markets
DATA SOURCES

MARKET

MPER
2005

2006

2007

2008

2009



INTERVIEWS / SURVEYS
NEEA Staff, Contractors, Market
Specialists, Technical Advisors

Hospitals

z

z

z

z

Grocery

z

z

z

z

z

z



z

z

z



z

z

z

ORE
Market Professionals / Advisors
(E&T and/or T&M Professionals,
Marketing Contractor; Refrigeration
Service Providers for Grocery Market)

Grocery
ORE

z

z

Utility Contacts

Hospitals

z

z

Grocery

z

z

ORE

z

z

Hospitals

z

E&T Participants

Hospitals
z





Grocery
z



z

z



z

z

ORE
Owners and/or Key Staff of Market
Partners (Participants)

Hospitals

z

Grocery

z

z

ORE

z





DOCUMENT REVIEW
Initiative Documents, Tools and
Materials, Marketing Materials

Hospitals

z

z

z

z

Grocery

z

z

z

z

z

z




ORE
Logic Models, Indicators

Hospitals

z

z

z

z

Grocery

z

z

z

z

z

z



z

z



Grocery

z

z

ORE

z

z




ORE
OTHER
Literature Review: Industry or Trade
Journals

Review CTS

z

Hospitals

Hospitals

z

z

z

z

Grocery

z

z

z

z

z

z

ORE

Note: For each market, the tasks associated the current MPER are shown as blue circles, those associated with previous
MPERS are black circles, and those planned for the next MPER are shown as black squares.
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Table 1.4: MPER Data Sources for BetterBricks’ Two Cross-Cutting Markets
DATA SOURCES

MARKET

MPER
2006

2007

2008

2009

INTERVIEWS / SURVEYS
NEEA Staff, Contractors, Market
Specialists, Technical Advisors

D&C

z

z

z



Building Operations

z

z

z



Market Professionals / Advisors
(E&T, T&M, and/or Product &Service
Professionals, Marketing Contractor,
and Service Providers)

D&C

z

z

z



Building Operations

z

z

z



Utility Contacts

D&C

z

z

Building Operations

z

z

E&T Participants



D&C
Building Operations

Owners and/or Key Staff of Market
Partners (Participants)

D&C

Targeted Audience / Product Users

D&C

z

Building Operations
z

Building Operations

z

z



z

z



z

z



z

z



z

z



DOCUMENT REVIEW
Initiative Documents, Tools and
Materials, Marketing Materials, Other
(proposals, procedures, evaluation
forms)

D&C

z

z

z



Building Operations

z

z

z



Logic Models, Indicators

D&C



Building Operations

z

z

z



OTHER
Literature Review: Industry or Trade
Journals

D&C

z

z

z



Building Operations

z

z

z



Review CTS

D&C
Building Operations


z

z

Note: For each market, the tasks associated the current MPER are shown as blue circles, those associated with previous
MPERS are black circles, and those planned for the next MPER are shown as black squares.
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OVERALL FINDINGS

Though each initiative component is unique, the evaluation looked at the overarching themes
affecting BetterBricks. This chapter provides a summary of market progress across the three
target and two cross-cutting markets, a description of interactions and synergies between the
markets, and updates on education and training, and marketing activities.

MARKET PROGRESS SUMMARY
The market process summary covers the adoption of targeted behavior changes by the initiatives’
participants (illustrated by their placement along a continuum of adoption), in particular their
adoption of energy tracking. As part of this discussion, we address issues concerning the amount
of time required to bring about behavior change.
The Stages of Adoption
BetterBricks seeks to bring about changes in business practices related to energy management in
targeted markets and to advance market demand for best practices in energy-related products and
services in cross-cutting markets. One goal of this evaluation is to measure the degree of
program success by identifying each participant’s place along a continuum of adoption of
targeted behavior changes, from engaged to committed, to practicing, to sustaining (Figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: Stages of Adoption
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These general definitions of each stage of the continuum, shown in the above figure, were
tailored somewhat for each initiative component, as detailed in Chapters 4 through 8.
Participants are considered to be engaged if the organization’s management is involved in
ongoing interaction with that initiative’s staff or Market Specialists. Committed indicates that the
organization has made some explicit commitment to adopt targeted behavior changes. Practicing
means that the organization has begun to demonstrate behavior change – either by adopting
recommended business practices (target markets), or by adopting or promoting best practice
products and services (cross-cutting markets). Finally, classifying a participant as sustaining
indicates that the organization has internalized the program’s approach to the extent that it likely
will continue and possibly expand the behavior changes, even after program contact is
withdrawn.
In attempting to assign participants to the above stages, we identified some issues concerning the
definitions of the committed, practicing, and sustaining stages as well as of some of the inputs
into them.
Committed
Within the target markets, BetterBricks management originally conceived of committed as
requiring the adoption of a written plan of action with timelines for implementation of particular
practices. The experience of some of the initiatives suggests, however, that adoption of a written
plan may not necessarily be the best way to operationalize the committed stage in all cases.
Among the target markets, Hospitals and ORE have come closest to maintaining this definition.
In ORE, commitment is defined by completion of an assessment and resulting report, which is
used to create a specific plan for a firm. Although ORE is still in a relatively early stage of
implementation, the “assessment-and-report” definition of committed appears to be viable.

Success Story: One hospital

system has included a 30% energy
reduction in its 3-year strategic
plan. Other healthcare
organizations are taking notice and
contacting initiative staff to
become involved.

For Hospitals, development of a written Strategic
Energy Management Plan (SEMP) has been
considered an important initial step toward sustained
energy management. However, one of the conclusions
from the evaluation of Hospitals (see Chapter 4) is that
SEMP development may not be as critical to the early
stages of initiative success as other activities
(specifically, monitoring and reporting processes).

While at the time of the evaluation it was still formally
part of the Grocery component’s strategy to get
grocery chains to adopt a written Action Plan, no chain had done so, although several had
enthusiastically taken on recommended business practices and were saving energy. BetterBricks’
management agreed in this case that because of grocery chains’ distinctive operating conditions,
committed could be redefined not to require a written plan.
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The two cross-cutting components – D&C and Building Operations – require participating firms
to sign a memorandum of understanding as a condition for their participation. However, while
D&C considered all firms that signed the agreement to be committed, Building Operations
considered firms committed only when they started preparing a business plan or activity plan.
Practicing
The key issues in defining this stage were in identifying the recommended business practices or
best practice products and services for any particular initiative component, and determining what
constitutes a change in behavior. Within the target markets, evaluators identified a range of
targeted business practices for both the Hospitals and Grocery components, based on market
progress indicators (MPIs); ORE, the newest initiative component, is still developing MPIs. The
targeted behavior changes were defined somewhat differently for the two cross-cutting initiative
components. For D&C, the evaluator identified targeted changes based on key aspects of the
Integrated Design approach. For Building Operations, they were based on categories of service
offered. The targeted behavior changes are shown in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Targeted Behavior Changes by Initiative Component
TARGET MARKETS:
BUSINESS PRACTICE CHANGES
HOSPITALS
• SEMP Adoption
• O&M Upgrades,
Enhancements, TuneUps
• Energy Efficient D&C
• Energy Monitoring
• Energy Efficiency in
Procurement
Specifications

CROSS-CUTTING MARKETS:
BEST PRACTICE PRODUCTS & SERVICES

GROCERY

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION

Action Plan Adoption
Refrigeration Tune-Ups
Energy Tracking
Energy Advocate
Adoption
• Refrigeration Service
Training
• Energy Awareness
Materials Use

• Energy Goals
• Early Energy Modeling
• Climate/Occupancy/
System Interaction
• Building
Commissioning
• Post Occupancy
Evaluation

•
•
•
•

BUILDING OPERATIONS
•
•
•
•
•

Service Packages
Marketing Materials
Sales Training
Technical Training
Selling Services

In some cases, the targeted behaviors are rather narrowly defined (e.g., SEMP adoption, building
commissioning), while in other cases, they may be more broadly defined (e.g., energy
monitoring/tracking, energy goals) or may actually cover a variety of possible activities (e.g.,
O&M upgrades, selling services). The challenge for this evaluation was in determining for each
initiative component what kind or degree of change was sufficient – what types of activities
counted and how broadly and consistently they had to be instituted by a particular participant –
as this was not defined by BetterBricks.
As is seen in later chapters, the evaluators for each component established independent criteria in
considering a targeted behavior change to have occurred. In doing so, they relied heavily on
input from the initiative team, as well as on feedback from participants and other stakeholders.
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Sustaining
Establishing a reliable definition of this stage also was a challenge for the evaluators. All
members of the evaluation team attempted to adapt the above general definition to the specific
initiative component they were assessing, but the exact approach varied somewhat among
evaluators.
In the case of Hospitals, the evaluators initially defined
sustaining by adoption of two particular recommended
practices, indicating system-wide energy management;
adoption of any other recommended business practice
identified a participant as practicing, but not necessarily
sustaining. For Grocery and the two cross-cutting
components, the definition of sustaining was based on a
more subjective assessment of the degree and depth of
behavior change.

Challenge: Early unproductive

efforts at working solely with
facility managers or management
taught the Hospitals team the
importance of engaging both
facility managers and upper
management in supporting the
BetterBricks objectives.

However, further reflection indicated the need to
reconsider how sustaining is defined and identified. This
was made most clear in the Hospitals and D&C components. Four hospitals instituted systemwide energy management activities, meeting the initial definition of sustaining, but evaluators
found that Market Specialists were spending more time in SEMP implementation than they spent
in SEMP development – demonstrating the need for continued close Market Specialist
involvement. Thus, there is reason to suspect that those hospitals might not maintain the new
business practices if initiative support were withdrawn – a key element of the general definition
of that stage.

Success Story: Design Labs have

helped clients achieve energy
savings 35% above code at 1%-2%
cost increases. Firms now come to
the labs at the outset of projects
rather than at the end and are
employing the labs’ interns.

Similarly, the evaluator for D&C found that the one
participant that has most thoroughly embraced the
defining set of best practices nevertheless
acknowledged that it could not maintain its
commitment without continued access to the business
assistance that the initiative provides through the
Seattle/Puget Sound Integrated Design Lab (IDL).

The Hospitals evaluators observed that the initiative
team has yet to articulate an exit strategy that would
ensure (to the extent possible) ongoing SEMP
implementation by the hospitals. A similar observation can be extended to the other initiative
components as well. This suggests a general conclusion that a participant should not be
identified as sustaining until an exit strategy has been developed and implemented to phase it off
initiative support and to help ensure sustained behavior change.
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Adoption Levels by Initiative Component
For each component of the initiative, the evaluators classified each participant’s position on the
continuum of adoption described above. As described more thoroughly in Chapters 4 through 8,
participants were classified based on data collected through reviews of documentation and
interviews with initiative staff and the participants themselves.
Because of important differences in how the initiative components for the target markets and the
cross-cutting markets are defined and implemented, it is not appropriate to compare across these
different groups. In addition to the difference in how the markets themselves are defined (the
target markets represent the demand side, while the cross-cutting markets represent supply) and
the fact that the target market sizes have been defined more precisely than the cross-cutting ones
(see Chapter 1), there are other important considerations. One is that several D&C and Building
Operations participants already had been influenced by earlier activity with BetterBricks
Training and Advising Services and the Building Performance Services Initiative. In addition,
the target market components conduct outreach mainly through Market Specialists, while the
cross-cutting components do so mainly through Technical Advisors and IDL staff.
Figure 2.2 shows the number of participating organizations (hospitals, grocery chains, and real
estate firms) judged to be at each level of adoption within each of the three target markets.
Figure 2.2: Summary Adoption Continuum – Target Markets
Building Operations
Penetration Goal - ORE

20%

Penetration Goal - Hospitals

40%
71%

Practicing as Percent of Participants
Number at Each Stage

2

5

Design & Construction
Penetration Goal - ORE

20%
30%

Penetration Goal - Grocery

40%

Penetration Goal - Hospitals

50%

Practicing as Percent of Target Market

100%

Practicing as Percent of Participants
Number at Each Stage

5

Number Engaged

Number Committed

Number Practicing
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For Hospitals and Grocery, this figure also shows the number participants at the practicing level
as a percentage of the total number, and the combined size of the practicing participants (number
of hospital beds, square feet of retail grocery space) as a percentage of the total market size.
Finally, it shows the penetration goal for each initiative component. This figure shows that both
the Hospitals and Grocery components have brought about business practice changes in
participants. In Hospitals and Grocery, about three-fifths of participant organizations are at the
practicing stage. The percentage of the market that is at the practicing stage is near the
penetration goal for Hospitals and has exceeded the Grocery goal.
ORE is the only component that shows any participants as committed, but not practicing,
reflecting its short time in the field. The fact that none of the participants in Hospitals and
Grocery are classified as committed reflects the reality that most participants take up
recommended practices shortly after or at the same time as they commit to a plan – therefore,
there is a brief window for identifying a participant as committed, but not practicing. Detailed
discussion of the business practice changes of individual participants of these three initiative
components is found in Chapters 4 through 6.
Figure 2.3 shows similar information for the cross-cutting markets. As no detailed size estimate
was available for the Building Operations markets, it does not show the practicing participants as
a percentage of the total market size.
Figure 2.3: Summary Adoption Continuum – Cross-Cutting Markets
Hospitals
40%

Penetration Goal

32%

Practicing as Percent of Target Market
Practicing as Percent of Participants

62%

Number at Each Stage
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6

Grocery
30%

Penetration Goal

36%

Practicing as Percent of Target Market
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Number at Each Stage
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7

Office Real Estate
Penetration Goal
Number at Each Stage 1

20%
3
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Number Committed
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There is a high degree of similarity between D&C and Building Operations – both have five
participants at the practicing stage, which represents all D&C participants and 71% of those in
Building Operations. Detailed discussion of the degree to which individual participants in these
components have instituted best practices products and services is found in Chapters 7 and 8.
Progress Toward Business Plan Goals
The BetterBricks business plan for 2005-2009 identified specific market penetration goals for
each initiative component. For the initiative’s target market components, the plan established
goals for achieving behavior change by decision-makers of participating organizations; those
goals were expressed in terms of the percentage of the respective market segment affected by the
behavior change. Similarly, behavior change goals were established for the two cross-cutting
market components. For both of the cross-cutting markets, three separate sets of goals were
established, expressed in terms of the percentage of each of the target markets affected by the
behavior change.
Table 2.2 summarizes the goals and the progress toward those goals for each initiative
component and market segment. For the target markets, progress toward the goals is illustrated
in terms of the MPIs for each initiative component. As the table shows, there is no single MPI
that directly addresses the target market goals for either the Hospitals or Grocery component. For
example, the goal for the Hospitals component was that decision-makers implement energyefficient business practices in hospitals representing 25% of the total market floor space; the
MPIs do not directly address that goal, but show the percentage of hospital beds in the market
that have been affected by changes in decision-makers’ behavior relating to enhanced O&M, use
of life-cycle cost analysis (LCCA) in making decisions about capital upgrades, and purchasing
procedures that incorporate energy efficiency. If the 25% goal is evaluated against the hospitals
that require enhanced O&M from providers (13% of beds in the market), then the goal has not
been met; however, if it is evaluated against the use of LCCA (32%), then it has been exceeded.
The MPIs for the Grocery component show penetration rates ranging from 9% to 28%, compared
to a goal of 16%. As noted elsewhere, detailed MPIs have not yet been established for the ORE
component, which had been in the field for less than a year at the time of the evaluation.
However, the evaluators found that the percentage of Pacific Northwest office space that had
been benchmarked through initiative-supported activities (16%) was similar to the penetration
goal (15%) for that component.
The progress of the cross-cutting initiative components could not be assessed against the goals
laid out in the business plan, as the evaluators for those components were not able to quantify the
degree of penetration of the BetterBricks practices into the cross-cutting market firms’ efforts
with the three target markets. In general, the D&C component’s participating firms that have
adjusted business offerings account for at least 50% of the combined target markets, which
exceeds all three target market-specific goals. No comparable data are available for the Building
Operations component.
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Table 2.2: BetterBricks Status Relative to Strategic Business Plan
GOAL BY MARKET SEGMENT

PROGRESS TOWARD GOALS
TARGET MARKETS

Decision-Makers in the Following Markets Implement Energy-Efficient Business Practices Related to
Design and Construction and Building Operations:
• Healthcare (Hospitals): 25% of Floor Space
(hospital beds)

Percent of Northwest Hospital Beds:
• 17% – Performed enhanced O&M and tune-ups
• 13% – Required enhanced O&M from providers
• 32% – Made capital upgrades based on LCCA
• 18% – Incorporated energy efficiency into
purchasing specifications

• Grocery: 16% of Regional Grocery Chain Floor
Space

Percent of Northwest Grocery Floor Space:
• 28% – Adopted and use a BB-like energy-tracking
spreadsheet
• 9% – Adopted and use BB-like energy awareness
materials
• 23% – Adopted the Energy Advocate concept (2%
with an actual position at local stores)
• 28% – Conducted refrigeration tune-ups in one or
more stores (20% conducted refrigeration tune-ups
in two or more stores)
• 20% – Conducted BB-like refrigeration service
training at stores and have applied knowledge from
training at other stores

• Office Real Estate: 15% of Targeted Office Real
Estate Floor Space

Percent of Northwest ORE Floor Space:
• 16% – Benchmarked through Kilowatt Crackdown in
Puget Sound and Office Showdown II in Portland

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION CROSS-CUTTING MARKET
Architectural Firms that Serve the Following Markets Adjust Their Business Offerings to Design High
Performance Buildings in:
• Hospitals (Healthcare): 25% of New Floor Space
• Grocery: 16% of New Floor Space in Regional
Grocery Chains
• Office Real Estate: 15% of New Floor Space

Overall, D&C participating firms that have adjusted
business offerings account for at least 50% of the
combined target markets. However, insufficient data
exist for the D&C market to estimate market penetration
for specific MPIs or to provide separate estimates by
target market.

BUILDING OPERATIONS CROSS-CUTTING MARKET
Service Providers that Serve the Following Markets Adjust Their Business Offerings to Improve Building
Operating Performance for:
• Healthcare (Hospitals): 24% of Existing Floor
Space
• Grocery: 17% of Existing Floor Space in
Regional Grocery Chains

Insufficient data exist to estimate to estimate market
penetration for specific MPIs or to provide separate
estimates by target market.

• Office Real Estate: 9% of Existing Floor Space
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Energy Tracking
As noted in Chapter 1, one of NEEA’s priorities for the market progress check is assessing the
extent to which participants have performed energy tracking and how they have performed it.
Energy monitoring, tracking, or modeling is part of the targeted behavior changes in all of the
five initiative components. Further, as detailed in Chapters 4 through 8, all components provide
– or plan to provide – tools for energy tracking, modeling, or benchmarking.
Data to confirm the actual practice of energy tracking are not available. However, the following
evaluation findings provide evidence that several target market participants are adopting and
benefiting from energy tracking and monitoring:
 Hospitals representing between one-quarter and one-third of regional hospital beds have
established methods for tracking and reporting energy savings, and have established
energy-use benchmarking tools. Regularly reporting energy savings to management is
nearly as widespread.
 Grocery chains representing between one-quarter and one-third of the regional market
floor space are conducting energy tracking using BetterBricks-like energy-tracking
spreadsheets. Most contacts view it as useful, providing their chains with the best
evidence that the other practices they have adopted are producing savings.
 ORE-supported training on benchmarking buildings’ energy performance was well
attended and valuable to initiative participants. Other events that the ORE component cosponsored resulted in the benchmarking of 27 million square feet of office real estate in
Portland and the Puget Sound area, about 15% of the total Northwest office space.
The following findings show that most of the participants in the cross-cutting markets have made
energy tracking and monitoring a significant part of their products and services:
 Three of the D&C component’s five participating firms now conduct early energy
modeling as part of standard business practices, and a fourth firm is conducting early
modeling on most projects and is developing in-house modeling capability.
 All five of the Building Operations initiative’s active participant firms are using
ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager software and one is using Energy Expert
monitoring software.
Time Required to Accomplish Targeted Behavior Change
The above discussion of market progress invites two questions:
1. How long does it take to bring about the targeted behavior change?
2. Does the time required to bring about change differ among the initiative components?
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These questions are difficult to answer with certainty, however we offer these observations.
Regarding the first question, Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 indicate that longer initiative involvement
is somewhat related to the degree of advancement along the continuum, within both the target
and cross-cutting markets. However, that was not true in all cases. Within both the target and
cross-cutting markets, some participants who remain at the engaged stage have had longer
program contact than others who are practicing; and some are ready for an exit strategy after a
shorter period of program involvement than others, who are still practicing or who are not even
to that point.
This is illustrated clearly in the target markets. As Figure 2.4 shows, it has taken as little as 5
months for a target market participant to achieve practicing status, while others have not
achieved that status after 48 months of initiative contact. (Compare Grocery participant F with
Hospitals participant F.) Not quite so dramatic, but still a notable difference, one Grocery
participant (K) was judged ready for an exit strategy at 27 months, while five Hospitals
participants (I through M) were still not at that point after 35 or more months. Figure 2.5 shows a
similar story with participants in the cross-cutting markets.
The evaluators have noted that some evidence suggests that a strong relationship with the Market
Specialist helps induce participants to adopt recommended business practices. Other internal
organizational factors may also influence the speed of adoption. For example, within the
Hospitals segment, such internal factors may include the size, complexity, and organizational
structure of organizations, as well as their financial circumstances.

Challenge: Participating office

real estate firms found it a
challenge to fit initiative-related
activities into their workload, and
some asked for a time out to deal
with other issues.

There also is evidence of external factors pushing
market transformation, which could speed up adoption
of business practices in the existing participants and
result in overall faster adoption in future efforts. Such
factors include concern over increasing energy prices
and climate change, and organized efforts to respond
to such drivers, such as the American Institute of
Architects (AIA) 2030 Challenge, an initiative aimed
at making new buildings carbon-neutral by 2030.

The second question was whether the time required to bring about targeted behavior change
differed among initiative components. With respect to the target markets, one of the lessons
learned for the evaluators is that it is not possible to compare market progress directly, as the
initiative components differ in important aspects.
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Figure 2.4: Duration of Program Involvement and Stage of Adoption – Target Markets
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Figure 2.5: Duration of Program Involvement and Stage of Adoption – Cross-Cutting Markets
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One factor is that the components have been in active contact with participants for varying
lengths of time. Figure 2.6 illustrates the fact that the target market components vary in the
length of time they have been actively involved with participants. Hospitals had up to 53
months’ contact with participants at the time of the evaluation. The Grocery component had been
in contact with participants for about 36 months. The newest component, ORE, had been in
contact with its first participant for just 7 months at the time of report preparation.11
Figure 2.6: Duration of Interaction with Participants, by Initiative
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When Figure 2.6 is compared with Figure 2.4, it is evident that there is a relationship between
the overall duration of field involvement and the general level of progress among participants.
However, it is not possible to judge whether the difference in the progress level shown in Figure
2.4 would disappear if we were able to eliminate the difference in duration of field involvement.
Moreover, although all of the target market components share a common overall approach, each
has unique features. Market progress indicators are defined differently for each component. In
addition, while ORE focuses intently on a small number of firms, Hospitals and Grocery began

11

This refers only to each initiative’s period of involvement with participants, not to other activity in the market.
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with a larger number of partner organizations and have pursued varying levels of engagement
with each partner. It is not known what impact those differences might have.
Figure 2.5 shows similar overall levels of progress for the two cross-cutting components and
Figure 2.6 shows that they both had about the same duration of field involvement (under the
BetterBricks designation) at the time of the evaluation.

INTERACTIONS AND SYNERGIES BETWEEN TARGET AND CROSSCUTTING MARKETS
A key aspect of the BetterBricks program theory is that more rapid market transformation can be
achieved by directing activities both at target and cross-cutting markets. In so doing,
BetterBricks works simultaneously on the demand and supply sides of building services.
An important part of this evaluation, therefore, was to identify such interactions or synergies
between the target and cross-cutting markets. We found cases of such interaction, particularly in
the case of BetterBricks’ Hospitals and ORE components.
The evaluation of the Hospitals component found that most hospitals were engaged in some
stage of new construction or major renovation, offering a good opportunity for synergy with the
D&C component. The Hospitals team clearly understands design and construction opportunities,
and has made design and construction a priority area in the development of tools and services for
that market. The section of the BetterBricks website devoted to the Hospitals & Healthcare
market provides a good assortment of related information, including a “how to” guide for
organizing and running an energy design charrette agenda and the Guide to the Design &
Construction of High Performance Hospitals. The development of the latter was jointly managed
by the Hospital and D&C Market Managers.

Success Story: When the

Hospitals team helped one of its
participants develop an RFQ for
contractor services, the
competition was won by a Building
Operations Firm Focus contractor,
illustrating the value of the
BetterBricks approach of
simultaneously working on the
demand and supply sides of
building services.

The following case illustrates the interaction between
these two markets. A major regional medical center
had been working with the Hospitals component to
develop a SEMP and various O&M activities. When it
needed a contractor to deliver services, it worked with
the Hospitals team to develop and put out a Request
for Qualifications (RFQ) and to review the responses.
Among the firms that submitted proposals were two of
the Building Operations Firm Focus contractors, one of
which was chosen to deliver the services. Thus, two
BetterBricks teams working separately affected the
decision to pursue enhanced services and helped make
it possible to deliver them.

We also documented interactions between the Building
Operations component and both the Hospitals and the ORE components in the area of tool
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development and use. Building Operations offers assistance with several tools – specifically,
screening and scoping reports, walkthroughs, and proposals – that are the primary tools that
BetterBricks Technical Advisors use to support projects for the Hospitals component. In
addition, two key assessment tools – the ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager and BetterBricks’
own O&M Assessment Tool – are used by both Building Operations and ORE. Use of common
tool sets across initiative components should promote consistent understanding and application
of BetterBricks principles at the same time that it prevents duplicated effort on the part of
initiative staff.
Similarly, both Building Operations and ORE make use
of training offered by the Building Owners and
Managers Association (BOMA).12 This not only
supports BOMA’s efforts, but also helps to establish a
uniform level of understanding of energy efficiency
issues between two groups of professionals that have
considerable input into building O&M decisions.

Challenge: The earliest facilities

management firms participating in
BetterBricks struggled to
understand the concepts and
expectations of the new initiative
component. Newer firms benefit
from a clearer message coming
from BetterBricks about the
opportunities and expectations of
the partnership.

Less evidence was found of interaction or synergy
between the Grocery component and the two crosscutting components. While some grocery chain
personnel attended training at BetterBricks’ lighting
labs, little other use was made of design and
construction services. Half of the contacts reporting
design and construction activities over the past year were not aware of BetterBricks’ D&C
component, and most did not encourage their design and construction firms to use BetterBricks
tools and services. Some of the brochures for the Grocery component refer to the importance of
incorporating energy management in design and construction decisions, but it is not a major
focus. Moreover, none of the brochures refers specifically to BetterBricks’ D&C component.
One challenge has been the fact that refrigeration, the main source of energy use in grocery
stores,13 is not a focus of BetterBricks D&C.

EDUCATION & TRAINING STATUS AND UPDATES
Over the past year, BetterBricks conducted or co-sponsored some 154 education and training
(E&T) events – 48 in Oregon, 63 in Washington, 31 in Idaho, 8 in Montana, and 4 offered

12

The BOMA Energy Efficiency Program (BEEP) training. See Chapter 6.

13

Refrigeration accounts for 44% to 57% of energy consumption in grocery stores in the energy zones within
the NEEA service area. Source: Managing Energy Costs in Grocery Stores. National Grid Fact Sheet.
Available on the ENERGY STAR® website (www.energystar.gov).
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throughout the region via the web.14 The Lighting Design Lab (LDL) and Integrated Design Labs
(IDLs) co-sponsored 49 of the events. More than 70% of the BetterBricks’ E&T activities
focused more generally on Design & Construction, and Building Operations, rather than on
target markets. Of those with a target market focus, about three-quarters were targeted on the
Office Real Estate market.

Success Story: A grocery chain

that adopted four of five
BetterBricks-recommended
business practices has reduced its
energy costs by an estimated 5% to
10% as a result.

Training has continued to be offered through the IDLs
and LDL. The assistance provided by the labs has
enabled some of those they have worked with to
achieve highly cost-effective energy savings. The
Idaho lab reported that two clients achieved savings
35% above code at only 1% to 2% cost increases.

The evaluation found several indications that these
resources are having a growing impact on the market.
Contacts from some labs reported that many design
firms are contacting labs for assistance at the outset of a project, whereas in previous years,
requests for assistance were more likely to come at the end of a project. The labs also have been
successful at placing interns into design firms: one contact reported that “interns are being well
accepted throughout the nation” and another that interns who have been placed into architectural
firms are bringing principals of those firms back to E&T events and are internally training their
organizations. At the time of the evaluation, the Oregon lab was in the process of developing an
education program for a large national architecture firm.
BetterBricks has attempted to achieve market leverage by partnering with other organizations
with similar goals and overlapping target audiences. In particular, it has offered training through
partnerships with the following organizations:
 Cascadia Chapter of the U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC)
 American Institute of Architects (AIA)
 American Society of Heating Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE)
 Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA)
 American Society for Healthcare Engineering (ASHE)
 International Facility Management Association (IFMA)

14

Source: BetterBricks Professional Education and BetterBricks Professional Training email newsletters dated
from December 2007 through December 2008.
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Typically, the education and training developed by the BetterBricks E&T team focuses on
particular topics that have application across the broader Design & Construction, and Building
Operations markets. However, all training sessions are open to the public and are advertised via
email to BetterBricks contacts, including the participants of the target market initiatives.
In addition, several of the initiative’s teams have developed, conducted, or sponsored training for
their sectors, either alone or in partnership with the E&T team and/or other organizations. Key
among these efforts:
 The Hospitals team has conducted E&T activities for specific hospitals in response to
requests by the hospital management for staff training in certain areas. For example, one
hospital held a webinar on energy-efficient purchasing practices, attended by facilities
staff in all four of its regions.
 ORE partnered with BOMA to offer the BOMA Energy Efficiency Program (BEEP) and
related training series to real estate professionals in 2007 and 2008. This training was
well attended, particularly in the first year offered, attracted new attendees in the second
year, and resulted in positive evaluations. Contacts for the Building Operations
component reported that the BEEP training series also was an important resource for that
sector.
 ORE also worked with BOMA to hold training on benchmarking the energy performance
of buildings using the ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager tool, again with positive
responses.
 Building Operations hosted a trainer training and supported the purchase of the field
diagnostic tool FDSI Service Assistant for a local union. The union provides continuing
education to members (HVAC technicians) in assessing the efficiency and performance
of rooftop units.
 The D&C component provided training for its participants by arranging for speakers
from a BetterBricks-sponsored lecture series – supported by BetterBricks marketing – to
visit each of its participating firms and make presentations on sustainable design
techniques being used elsewhere in the U.S. and in Europe.
 BetterBricks co-sponsored a national conference held in Colorado, Successful Strategies
for Achieving Green Hospitals, and promoted hospital-sector-specific conferences and
education conducted by ASHRAE, and by the Washington and Oregon chapters of AIA.
No sector-specific E&T was offered within the Grocery sector in the past year. What seemed to
be lacking in particular was a continuation of training on advanced refrigeration tune-up
techniques, which had been offered to refrigeration service providers. The Grocery component
discontinued this training because it lost the services of a highly skilled refrigeration expert and
thus far has been unable to replace his services. At the time of the evaluation, funding for this
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initiative component already had been cut and so finding a replacement did not appear to be a
high priority.
Table 2.3 summarizes E&T activities that the individual teams have undertaken for their sectors.
Table 2.3: Market-Specific Education & Training Activities by Initiative Teams
MARKET

TRAINING ACTIVITY
Training for specific hospitals on requested topics

Hospitals

None

Grocery
Office Real Estate
Building Operations
Design & Construction

BOMA Energy Efficiency Program (BEEP) and related training series
BOMA training on ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager
Trainer training for local union technicians
Visiting speaker presentations to D&C participants
Planned for future: How to Sell Integrated Design course

Notwithstanding the above, contacts for at least some of the target and cross-cutting markets
indicated that increased training efforts would be valuable and, in some cases, are planned. As
reported in more detail in Chapter 8, Building Operations Technical Advisors noted a need to
focus more attention on education and training to build capacity in the market. The evaluators
noted that the Building Operations staff recognize the value of education and training, and plan
to increase its role in the staff’s activities in 2009.
In the D&C component, plans are still underway for a course for participants and other similar
firms on how to sell the Integrated Design concept to building owners.

MARKETING STATUS AND UPDATES
Marketing of BetterBricks, its various market-specific
components, and its E&T activities continues to exploit
a variety of channels: improvement and maintenance of
the BetterBricks website and other electronic
communications; development and dissemination of
brochures and other collateral; organizing public events,
such as the BetterBricks Awards; and dissemination of
success stories and case studies to both print and
electronic publications. Each of these channels has
found successful application in one or more components
of the initiative. The relative importance of each one to
the overall marketing effort has varied somewhat among
the components, however, as illustrated in Table 2.4 and
described below.

Challenge: A Building Operations

consultant unfamiliar with hospital
regulatory requirements initially
advised a hospital to install faucet
aerators to save energy and water.
However, those allow bacteria to
build up, creating an infection
control hazard. This led the
hospital facility director to doubt
the technical advisor’s hospital
expertise.
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Table 2.4: Key Marketing Channels and Activities by Sector

TYPE OF MARKETING
ACTIVITY

HOSPITAL

GROCERY

ORE

D&C

BUILDING
OPERATIONS

Website

z

{

{

z

z

BetterBricks Collateral

{

z

{

{

{

Assist Participant Marketing

—

—

—

z

z

Success Stories / Case Studies

z

{

{

z

z

Public Events

{

—

z

z

z

Partnerships / Co-Branding

{

z

z

z

{

Key: z = Greater Importance; { = Less Importance; “— “ = contacts did not mention this activity.

As with E&T activities, an important marketing strategy has been to work through partnerships
or otherwise leverage interest in sustainability created through the efforts of other organizations
with similar goals. Two key examples:
 The ORE component has sponsored events in partnership with the U.S. Green Building
Council, the Urban Land Institute, and BOMA.
 The D&C team placed an ad for BetterBricks in the AIA Annual Directory that linked
BetterBricks to the 2030 Challenge, an AIA-backed initiative that aims to make new
buildings carbon neutral by 2030.
In fact, the E&T activities themselves (described above) can be considered marketing activities.
Collateral development has been ongoing for all initiatives. In the case of the target markets,
much of this has been directed at current participants, as well as other members of the target
population, and has taken the form of how to-type materials – that is, information on achieving
savings through business practice change. This type of material thus can serve a dual purpose as
a marketing tool and as an information resource. However, it is not clear how broadly such
collateral has been disseminated within the general population of each target market.
In the case of the cross-cutting markets, collateral development has included development of
materials that target firms can use in their own marketing efforts. For example, BetterBricks
worked with a marketing firm to develop a brochure on Fat Buildings, which some Building
Operations participating firms (and some utilities) have used as is or have incorporated into their
own materials to market their services. The D&C team also has worked one-on-one with
participating firms to develop marketing collateral, as well as public relations materials.
Clearly, initiative participants find the BetterBricks connection to be important in their
marketing. The role of the BetterBricks Awards is a case in point. The awards serve multiple
functions: they provide a forum to bring together diverse groups of building D&C and operations
professionals to share their perspectives on energy management, to showcase award winners’
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best practices before other attendees and the larger market, and to provide publicity for the
winners. That the last-mentioned function is valued is illustrated by the finding that most
recipients of BetterBricks Awards have issued press releases about receiving the award and have
referred to the award in their marketing pieces. The significance within the larger building
design, construction, and operations community of winning a BetterBricks Award is seen in the
attention that has been given to winners by local media.
The marketing team also has developed case studies or success stories for all the initiative
components, although this appears to be a more important or effective activity for some than for
others. The D&C component has developed case studies on several projects by participating
firms that have successfully demonstrated the value of the Integrated Design approach. One in
particular resulted in a number of facility tours, illustrating the potential effectiveness of this
activity.
The BetterBricks website has been a valuable tool –
comments on its usefulness by participants have been
reported by members of the Hospitals and Building
Operations teams – although it has had a more important
role in some components than others. Participants in the
Grocery component, for example, reported little use of
the website.

Success Story: A double-skinned

building designed with
BetterBricks’ assistance was
completed on budget in Spokane,
Washington, prompting other
engineers to approach initiative
staff for assistance.

The evaluation identified one challenge, associated with
developing case studies. Some participants may not
want to share performance information that is needed to
create a convincing story. This happened with one Building Operations participant that did not
want to disclose how inefficient its operations were before involvement with BetterBricks. This
does not appear to be an insurmountable problem – the challenge is in finding a way to highlight
the value of BetterBricks to the participant without focusing on the previous inefficient
operation. Other, less serious, challenges are mentioned in Chapters 4 through 8.
Finally, the evaluation found that it may be time to target some groups that have not yet been
identified as audiences for BetterBricks marketing, such as real estate brokers and tenants. These
groups have not yet been called out as a primary audience because of the early state of the ORE
component. However, they may be worth reaching: a recent study conducted for Energy Trust of
Oregon15 found that, while building tenancy is a barrier to making investments in energy
efficiency, most tenants realize that there are opportunities to control energy costs other than

15

Impact and Process Evaluation of the 2006-2007 Building Efficiency Program: Draft Report. Prepared for
Energy Trust of Oregon by Research Into Action, Inc., November, 2008. (At the time of this BetterBricks
MPER, this report was in draft version only.)
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through equipment purchases and building upgrades, such as through operations and
management practices.

ENERGY SAVINGS
NEEA retained a separate evaluation contractor to complete a comprehensive accounting of the
projects and energy savings associated with BetterBricks.16 The analysis covered buildings
within the three BetterBricks target markets as well as buildings included within the D&C
component that lie outside the BetterBricks target markets, such as schools, universities, and
community centers.
The contractor collected and reviewed available data on
BetterBricks activities between 2005 and 2008 and
evaluated a sample of projects to develop a minimum
estimate of energy savings for BetterBricks projects.

Challenge: Despite the team’s

efforts, some participating design
firms do not value the integrated
design approach. Some architects
continue to approach the earliest
phases of design without direct
input from the engineering team,
and some engineers they work with
continue to resist doing energy
models early in the design phase.

The initial sample frame consisted of 588 projects – 362
D&C projects and 226 Building Operations projects. Of
these 588 projects, 423 came from NEEA’s Commercial
Tracking System (CTS) database, 107 from NEEA’s
HVAC Service Assistant program, 47 from NEEA’s
Kilowatt Crackdown program, and 11 from BetterBricks
staff that had not yet been put into CTS. From that
frame, 57 D&C projects were chosen on the basis of
comprehensive Integrated Design, high savings
potential, available or easily obtainable data, and good documentation. In addition, 180 Building
Operations were selected.
Four evaluation levels were defined:
 Validated Savings were evaluated through a site visit and a review of calculations or
a professional assessment.
 Pending Savings were quantified by the implementation team or end-user, but not yet
verified or validated by the evaluation contractor.
 Committed Savings were those the implementation team expected would be achieved
within the next two years from projects either in progress or with an established budget.

16

BetterBricks Energy Savings Accounting: Final Report. Prepared for Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance by
the Cadmus Group, April 24, 2009.
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 Planned Savings were from projects identified, but without an established budget and
that were not expected by the implementation team to be completed within two years.
The total validated savings amounted to 2.08 aMW of electrical energy savings and 592,217
therms of natural gas savings. The evaluation contractor identified an additional 0.55 aMW and
97,088 therms of pending savings, and 5.74 aMW and 1,922,513 therms of committed or
planned savings. Additional work is necessary to validate those savings identified in this report
as pending, committed, or planned.
Noting that the evaluation was based on a small fraction of projects, the evaluators suggested
that comprehensive project data collection by BetterBricks initiative staff and consistent followup would allow validation of a larger proportion of projects – thereby identifying more savings.
They further indicated that the accuracy of savings estimates for completed and in-process
projects could be improved by NEEA support of additional post-occupancy and post-installation
evaluation to increase the reliability of realization rate calculation
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UTILITY / STAKEHOLDER
PERCEPTIONS OF BETTERBRICKS

To determine awareness levels and perceptions of BetterBricks among utilities and other NEEA
funders, we surveyed 37 representatives of public and private utilities, the Bonneville Power
Administration, and the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., a public benefits administrator. Given the
size of the population, this sample provides high confidence and precision levels. (Additional
details of the survey methodology are provided in Appendix B.)
The survey addressed respondents’ energy efficiency priorities and their experiences with
BetterBricks’ three target and two cross-cutting initiatives. The 37 contacts varied in the
experience they had had with the BetterBricks initiative. Twenty-two had experience with at
least one initiative component. Just over half had interacted with principal contacts for the ORE
or D&C (17 and 18, respectively), somewhat fewer (14) with Hospitals, 9 with Grocery, and
only 4 with Building Operations.
Where possible, we identify how results compare to a similar survey with 38 respondents
conducted in 2007. Both surveys drew from the same population. The samples overlapped: 20 of
the 22 separate entities represented in the 2007 survey were also represented in the 2008 survey
(8 new entities were included in the 2008 survey); 17 individuals responded to both the 2007 and
2008 surveys.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY PRIORITIES
To establish a context for the survey responses, we asked respondents about their energy
efficiency goals and priorities. Nearly all respondents indicated that saving energy was a priority
for their organization, but only 15 said their organization had specific savings goals. Most of the
remaining respondents expressed goals in terms of meeting the requirements of BPA’s
Conservation Rate Credit (CRC) program, regulatory requirements, obtaining all cost-effective
savings, or the like. Five were not sure or provided no response.
Most respondents identified one or more BetterBricks markets as among their organization’s
most important customer groups or segments. As Figure 3.1 shows, most named existing
buildings and operations in general, while new construction and specific target markets were less
frequently mentioned. The relative ranking of importance of commercial segments was quite
different from that found in the 2007 survey, in which grocery stores and industrial/warehouse
buildings were most often mentioned.
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Figure 3.1: Utilities’ Most Important Commercial Customer Groups/Segments
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Which commercial customer groups or segments are most important to your utility's
efficiency goals and priorities? (n=37; multiple open-ended responses allowed)

FAMILIARITY WITH BETTERBRICKS
Familiarity with BetterBricks in General
It is not clear whether NEEA’s outreach activities increased the level of utility representatives’
familiarity with BetterBricks. Six of 37 contacts reported that their familiarity with Better
Bricks’ initiative components had increased. However, nearly three-quarters reported no change
in familiarity since last year (a few were not sure) and overall familiarity was similar to 2007
levels – two-thirds were either moderately or very much familiar and most others were a little
familiar.
When asked how they would describe BetterBricks to a customer, most focused on its role in
providing energy efficiency-related resources for commercial buildings Figure 3.2. Example
comments include:
 “…an educational program for business owners and larger corporations to help them
manage their expenditures.
 “…a holistic approach to building design, with an eye to high efficiency in energy
use….”
 “…a program with information on how to build smart and be energy-efficient and
environmentally friendly.”
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 “…a methodology to convince the facility owner to build new construction as energy
efficiently as possible, using case studies, charrettes … to hire an architect and
mechanical team to be more energy efficient.”
Figure 3.2: How Respondent Would Describe BetterBricks
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How would you briefly describe BetterBricks to one of your customers
that hasn’t heard about it? (n=37; multiple open-ended responses allowed)

Of those who referred to a specific market sector, the majority mentioned cross-cutting markets
such as Design & Construction or Building Operations, while only a few cited specific target
markets and only three respondents specifically mentioned market transformation. These
responses parallel those regarding the entities’ priorities, as shown in Figure 3.1, suggesting that
their view of BetterBricks is (naturally) conditioned by their own priorities.
Familiarity with BetterBricks Market-Specific Activities
We asked respondents about their familiarity with key aspects of BetterBricks’ activities within
the three target and two cross-cutting markets. We asked questions about familiarity with the
target markets only of respondent that had interacted with the appropriate Market Specialists
(Hospitals and Grocery markets) or were familiar with Building Owners and Managers
Association (BOMA) training events (ORE market). We asked about familiarity with
BetterBricks D&C activities of everyone whose utilities target new commercial construction in
energy efficiency activities. We asked about familiarity with Building Operations activities if the
utility encourages O&M practices that improve the energy efficiency of existing buildings and
the respondent had interacted with BetterBricks Technical Advisors for Building Operations.
Responses were grouped by market component:
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 Hospitals (14 Respondents) – Familiarity was good with the Strategic Energy
Management Plan (SEMP) approach that BetterBricks is promoting for hospitals. Nine of
the 14 who reported interaction with Hospital Market Specialists were either moderately
or very familiar with the concept, while five were not at all familiar, indicating some
room for improvement. All but one of those familiar with SEMP indicated that it
provides a tool to involve all levels of hospital staff to integrate energy management into
daily business decisions.
 Grocery (9 Respondents) – We found less familiarity with the concepts that
BetterBricks was promoting for customers in the Grocery sector. Of the nine contacts
with Grocery initiative experience, only two reported moderate or high familiarity with
either the refrigeration tune-up process or the Energy Action Plan concept. Three gave
descriptions of a refrigeration tune-up that indicated a basic level of understanding:
•

“Adjusting the refrigeration pressures to get the appropriate temperatures”

•

“Enhanced O&M protocol for refrigeration system optimizations”

•

“Tune-ups enhance the bottom line and profit”

All respondents struggled to describe an Energy Action Plan, with two describing it as a
business planning tool that includes energy efficiency and the others providing vague
responses.
 Office Real Estate (17 Respondents) – Familiarity was mixed regarding three key
activities promoted in the real estate sector. All but one of the 17 relevant contacts said
they were familiar with the BOMA Energy Efficiency Program (BEEP) education series
and other related training events. Nine reported familiarity with the Office Building
Benchmarking Competitions (known as Kilowatt Crackdown in the Puget Sound area and
Office Energy Showdown in the Portland area). On the other hand, only four contacts
indicated moderate or higher familiarity with the High Performance Portfolio Framework
(HPPF), a business approach BetterBricks is promoting for office real estate, and most
were not at all familiar with it. No common theme appeared in descriptions of the HPPF:
one each referred to a national benchmarking system and to a method for evaluating
assets in terms of maintaining good energy performance across the portfolio; the other
responses were unspecific.
 Design and Construction (28 Respondents) – Although 28 of the 37 contacts reported
that their utility currently targets new commercial construction with their energy
efficiency activities, we found moderate levels of familiarity with BetterBricks activities.
Only half of them were moderately or very familiar with the Integrated Design approach
that BetterBricks promotes for new construction projects, and most of the rest were not at
all familiar with the concept. Those who were familiar with the approach cited a range of
features, the most common being the incorporation of energy efficiency into building
design and the coordination of individuals and organizations in design and construction –
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14 contacts mentioned either of these two features. Provision of design and construction
assistance was also mentioned.
A clear majority of those familiar at all with the integrated design approach (16 of 19)
reported that their utility provides technical assistance or financial incentives to
encourage their customers to use it when designing new buildings.
All 28 of the contacts who currently target new commercial construction for efficiency
activities were asked about the American Institute of Architects (AIA) 2030 Challenge,
an initiative aimed at making new buildings carbon-neutral by 2030. Although threequarters said they are familiar with the initiative, only one contact reported specific
activities designed to address it. Only three recalled that BetterBricks staff provided them
with information on the 2030 Challenge, with the rest reporting they either have not
received such information or do not remember.
 Building Operations (4 Respondents) – Finally, of the 27 contacts whose utilities
encourage efficient operations and maintenance practices in existing buildings, only four
reported interactions with BetterBricks technical advisors for Building Operations. Three
of those reported being moderately or very much familiar with the Building Operations
O&M approach for existing buildings.

SATISFACTION WITH BETTERBRICKS
Respondents’ assessments of BetterBricks on several topics were somewhat mixed, although
generally favorable. Of 27 contacts who gave a response and had an opinion,17 24 (89%) said that
BetterBricks complements utilities’ energy efficiency goals moderately or very well (the
remainder said it does so a little). This reflects an improvement over the previous survey, in
which only 56% of respondents who had an opinion reported that BetterBricks was aligned
moderately or very well with the utility’s goals and 14% reported that it was not at all aligned.
BetterBricks’ services and resources have proven useful. Thirty of the 37 respondents (81%)
reported reading the BetterBricks newsletter, about two-thirds used case studies and the website,
about half said they have read a BetterBricks brochure, and about one-third have attended events
such as BetterBricks Awards or sponsored trainings.
Communication by BetterBricks staff was largely good. Of 31 respondents reporting an opinion,
the largest group (15, 48%) said that frequency of communication had remained at the same
level over the past year; however, more than twice as many reported that communication
increased (11, 35%) as reported that it had decreased (5, 16%). Communication generally was
rated as satisfactory or very well done (Figure 3.3). However, this was less the case for specific

17

Two did not respond and eight reported that they did not know.
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initiative teams and ongoing projects, for which nearly a third of respondents indicated that
communication could be better and one said it was very poorly done. Suggested improvements
focused mainly on the volume and relevance of information provided, and the frequency and
directness of contact.
Figure 3.3: BetterBricks Communication with Utility Staff
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Overall, how would you rate BetterBricks’ communication with your utility...
...regarding events, such as the BetterBricks Awards? (n=33)
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Generally, levels of satisfaction with the outreach staff18 for BetterBricks’ components were
high, particularly with those serving D&C. A few contacts indicated that coordination and
communication with Hospital and Grocery Market Specialists needs improvement, with some
suggesting that the Hospital and Grocery Market Specialists make earlier and more frequent
contacts with utility staff about their interactions with the utilities’ customers. Several contacts
cited instances where a lack of communication had caused confusion between utilities and their
customers. There also appeared to be significant desire for face-to-face meetings to learn more
about what BetterBricks can offer utilities.
Across the segments, all respondents who had accompanied BetterBricks Technical Advisors on
facility assessments or who had attended a work session or design charrette with IDL staff

18

Outreach was performed by Market Specialists and Technical Advisors for the Hospitals initiative, by Market
Specialists for the Grocery initiative, by staff of the Integrated Design Labs for the D&C initiative, and by
Technical Advisors for the Building Operations initiative.
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indicated that they were satisfied or very satisfied with the technical knowledge of Technical
Advisors and IDL staff, as well as with the suggestions they offered to improve efficiency.
Consistent with this, several respondents reported positive customer comments – mainly general
in nature or relating to technical assistance – while only two negative comments were reported:
one about confusion regarding the program and one about limited participation opportunities.

BETTERBRICKS’ EFFECTIVENESS
We found no clear consensus of opinion on BetterBricks’ model of market transformation, which
we explained to respondents as:
Work intensively over three to five years with a few firms in some target markets to build market
capability and business practice change, and later diffuse those changes to the broader market.

Somewhat fewer than half of the contacts expressed agreement with the approach as described,
with the remainder slightly more likely to express no opinion than to disagree (Figure 3.4). A
few contacts expressed a desire to see demonstrated effectiveness of NEEA’s market
transformation diffusion model with measured savings.
Figure 3.4: Agreement with BetterBricks Market Transformation Method
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Please tell me whether you strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, are neutral,
somewhat agree or strongly agree with the [BetterBricks] approach. (n-36)
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Even though nearly half of the contacts agreed with BetterBricks’ approach, only about a third
believe that it has contributed to increased participation in utility programs and slightly more
than half said that it did not do so (the rest did not know). Most of those who indicated increased
participation based their impressions on customer anecdotes, while a few mentioned
improvements in grocers’ participation.
For each BetterBricks component, a majority of contacts indicated that BetterBricks had helped
their customers become more energy efficient, with somewhat more saying BetterBricks helped
moderately than very much. Some contacts suggested that effectiveness could be enhanced by
improving Market Specialists’ understanding of utility programs. Little can be said beyond this
because of the small number of contacts providing responses for most segments.
We specifically addressed contacts’ views about the E&T activities within the newest
component, ORE. Consistent with the 2007 survey, a strong majority rated the workshops as
either moderately or very valuable for their customers and for their efficiency programs. The
respondents who gave lower usefulness ratings were those who were less familiar with BEEP
and who thought it was not relevant to utility priorities. Just over half indicated a moderate or
higher level of interest among their real estate customers in the Office Building Benchmarking
Competitions.

SUMMARY OF UTILITY/STAKEHOLDERS’ PERCEPTIONS
A majority of the responding utility contacts was aware of BetterBricks and its role as an energy
efficiency resource for new construction and existing building operations, but few mentioned the
market transformation goal.
While there was not strong evidence for increased familiarity since 2007 with BetterBricks in
general, more utilities seem to consider BetterBricks to be complementary to their goals and
priorities than previously reported. At the individual sector level, familiarity with specific
aspects of the Hospitals and D&C components was greater than for the others.19
Over all, utility contacts rated the technical knowledge of BetterBricks and IDL staff highly, and
communication and coordination by BetterBricks and IDL staff were at least satisfactory
(although some indicated that communication could be improved within the Hospitals and
Grocery sectors). The various components of BetterBricks were considered moderately effective
in helping utilities’ customers become more energy efficient.
A few themes emerged in respondents’ open-ended comments. First, several contacts shared
their perceptions that BetterBricks focuses on the larger metropolitan areas and that other areas

19

It is not surprising that familiarity was not great with the ORE initiative, since it has not been in existence as
long.
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do not receive sufficient attention. Some commented that BetterBricks’ effectiveness could be
increased by paying greater attention to regional differences in needs.
Second, several comments were related to increased communication and coordination between
BetterBricks and utility staff. Some of the suggestions were principally directed toward
improving BetterBricks’ effectiveness by enhancing initiative staffs’ understanding of utility
programs; other comments were related to preventing confusion between utilities and their
customers. Some contacts, however, stated a preference that BetterBricks provide resources to
utilities and their customers, but not directly interact with utilities’ customers. Those who made
such comments tended to be the ones that gave lower ratings to BetterBricks’ communication.
This suggests a misunderstanding of BetterBricks, which depends on direct contact with utility
customers; BetterBricks staff should attempt to address this misunderstanding as they address
communication issues.
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HOSPITALS & HEALTHCARE
COMPONENT: MPER #4

This chapter constitutes MPER #4 for the Hospitals & Healthcare (Hospitals) component of the
BetterBricks target market, providing a cumulative assessment from its inception in 2003
through fall 2008. We present a brief background, review progress indicators, and discuss the
relevant market experience. The assessment methods are described in Appendix B.

BACKGROUND
The Hospitals component is targeted to hospitals and hospital systems that have their facilities in
the region served by NEEA. The goal is to have these organizations adopt Strategic Energy
Management Plans (SEMPs). SEMPs are designed to create lasting changes in business practices
and lead to reduced energy consumption in all buildings. This initiative component is currently
funded through 2008 as part of BetterBricks.
The role that Hospitals plays in the overall BetterBricks commercial sector initiative is illustrated
in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: BetterBricks Hospitals & Healthcare (Hospitals) Target Market Component

Description
The Hospitals component works directly with hospital systems headquartered in the region and
larger independent hospitals in the Pacific Northwest to change energy-related business
practices.
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The goal is to transform the regional healthcare market so that hospitals and associated facilities
are designed and operated according to best energy efficiency practices. In its first phase, this
initiative component is working directly with market leaders to validate the benefits of changing
energy-related business practices and thus to create success stories that can then be used to
influence the remaining market.
The Hospitals component operates with a single Market Manager supported by four Market
Specialist teams – consultants under contract to BetterBricks – who work directly with hospitals
to create organizational change for sustained energy efficiency. There is also a team of specialty
contractors that assists in developing tools, products, and materials for hospital and Market
Specialist use. The Market Specialists work with targeted hospitals to develop and implement a
SEMP.
Once a SEMP is developed and signed by the chief executive officer (and sometimes by the
board of directors or other executives or management groups), the Market Specialists assist in
plan implementation. The main categories of business practice changes contained in a SEMP are
design and construction, operations and maintenance, financial practices and purchasing, capital
upgrades, and monitoring and tracking. Typical early steps include: the identification of
efficiency opportunities for facility operations and upgrades; estimation of the resources required
and return on investment; and creation of an action plan to address the opportunities over several
years. Changing business practices for purchasing and new construction involves complex
technical issues, as well as complex organizational concerns. Hospitals that are engaged in such
business practice change have continued to request Market Specialist assistance in addressing
these complex issues.
Figure 4.2 provides a simplified logic model that NEEA has developed for the Hospitals
component. A detailed logic model is given in Appendix A.
For a more detailed description of the background of the Hospitals component, please see the
third Market Progress Evaluation Report.20
Market Characterization
Approximately one-third of the region’s hospitals are part of multi-hospital systems, although
this percentage varies dramatically by state.
Table 4.1 below presents the total number of hospitals and hospital beds in the region, by state,
and the number of multi-hospital systems and the number of hospitals and beds comprising these
systems. These data were provided by the Hospitals Market Manager and are current as of July
2005, the latest data available.

20

See: http://www.nwalliance.org/research/reports/E08-188.pdf.
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Figure 4.2: Simplified Logic Model for BetterBricks Hospitals & Healthcare (Hospitals) Target Market Component
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Table 4.1: Size of Hospital Market: Number of Hospitals

STATE

ALL
HOSPITALS

HOSPITAL SYSTEMS

COMMUNITY
HOSPITALS:
300 BEDS OR MORE

COMMUNITY
HOSPITALS:
UNDER 300 BEDS

NUMBER OF NUMBER OF PERCENT OF NUMBER OF PERCENT OF NUMBER OF PERCENT OF
SYSTEMS
HOSPITALS HOSPITALS HOSPITALS HOSPITALS HOSPITALS HOSPITALS
OR

60

10

32

53%

2

3%

26

43%

WA

106

18

38

36%

5

5%

63

59%

ID

40

6

7

18%

2

5%

31

78%

MT

68

6

14

21%

1

1%

53

78%

Region

274

33*

91

33%

9

3%

174

64%

* Six systems cross state lines. Region total less than the sum of the states reflects subtractions made to avoid doublecounting.

All hospitals are facing enormous financial pressures from many interrelated factors. Not only
are the financial pressures high, the underlying trends are escalating in their rate of change,
compounding the difficulties from year to year. A detailed discussion of these issues can be
found in MPER #3 and MPER #2,21 and are summarized below:
 Hospital revenues are in chronic jeopardy. Insurance reimbursements for nonspecialty areas are lower than hospitals’ costs and are still falling. Increasing numbers of
uninsured are turning to hospitals for care and all hospitals with emergency facilities (as
well as many not-for-profit hospitals, as consistent with their charter) are required to
serve them, even if the patients are unable to pay. Hospitals’ own insurance costs
(malpractice and liability) are rising at ever-increasing rates. To garner market share as a
means of increasing revenues, competition among hospitals is intensifying.
 Aging facilities and equipment. Technical advances are occurring with increasing
rapidity, increasing the speed at which facilities and equipment become obsolete and
increasing the complexity, cost, and risk of large capital investments.
 Ongoing construction and renovation. Most hospitals are engaged in new construction
or major renovation projects due to aging facilities and increasing demand caused by the
aging of the population.
 Quality of care and patient safety. No matter the position held by a hospital employee,
providing the conditions that support high quality care and ensure patient safety is
everyone’s responsibility.

21

For MPER #2 see http://www.nwalliance.org/research/reports/07-166.pdf; as previously noted, for MPER #3,
see http://www.nwalliance.org/research/reports/E08-188.pdf.
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 Staff recruitment and retention, especially among facility managers. There are
national shortages of doctors and nurses. There is also a dearth of volunteers. The
impending retirement of much of the facility manager workforce is compounded by the
job’s complexity, and often low pay and lack of internal recognition.
 Regulatory compliance and emergency preparedness. Regulation and litigation
occupy significant resources and limit the expression and adoption of new ideas.
Regulatory and accrediting organizations come unannounced; the hospital must always
be ready. Emergency preparedness is a current pressing regulatory issue.

MARKET EXPERIENCE
Usefulness of Tools
The Hospitals Market Manager has devoted a great deal of effort to the development of tools and
materials to support the Market Specialists, and the hospitals engaged in developing and
implementing SEMPs. The BetterBricks Hospitals & Healthcare website22 provides links to tools
and materials in the public domain – primarily, but not exclusively, those developed by
BetterBricks. It currently has links to 35 hospital tools and materials, organized into the
following topics: Assessment; Planning; Financial; Purchasing; Operations & Maintenance;
Design & Construction; Staff and Public Awareness; and Tracking & Recognition. This
organization represents an evolution of the website since the period covered by MPER #3, when
it contained fewer tools and was not as effective in orienting users to the BetterBricks approach
to business practice changes. In addition, the website provides 16 links to relevant case studies –
both from BetterBricks participants and throughout the country – and links to 16 additional
references and hospital resources.
As tools and materials are developed by the BetterBricks team for a specific hospital facing a
need, these resources are generalized for use by other hospitals and posted on the website. For
example, the website includes a how-to guide for organizing and running an energy-design
charrette agenda.
Two of the singularly most important hospital documents produced by BetterBricks are the
Guide to the Design & Construction of High Performance Hospitals (the development of which
was led by the Design & Construction manager),23 and the Guide to Optimizing Hospital Facility
Investments (development led by the Hospital Market Manager).24

22

See: http://www.betterbricks.com/subHomePage.aspx?ID=1.

23

See: http://www.betterbricks.com/graphics/assets/documents/DC_Healthcare_Broch0208_final.pdf.

24

See: http://www.betterbricks.com/graphics/assets/documents/FinanceGuideFinal.pdf.
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Hospital Market Leverage Effectiveness
Education and Training
BetterBricks continues to develop an education and training (E&T) strategy for the Hospitals
component in support of the program’s logic that the broader market will be inspired by the
successes of targeted hospitals and supported in emulating them by both the BetterBricks tools,
discussed above, and hospital-specific education and training.
In 2005-2006, considerable effort was made developing a multi-course, multi-day training that
presented the benefits of SEMP and taught methods for SEMP development. A one-day training
that presented a distillation of the basic ideas was also created. While BetterBricks staff
anticipated the state associations serving hospital facility managers and executives would be
interested in offering all or some of the courses on a regular basis (perhaps annually or every two
years), such interest did not materialize.
In 2006-2007, BetterBricks conducted eight different E&T workshops targeting the staffs of
hospitals and the firms that serve them. The workshops included, among others: Financial
Decision-Making Tools for Hospitals; High Performance Hospitals and Medical Research
Facilities; Lighting for Healthcare Facilities; and Understanding the Value of Commissioning.
Thirty-two hospital staff and 121 hospital consultants and contractors attended Hospital E&T
events in 2006-2007. Based on survey research, it appears the hospital staff attendees were
primarily management-level personnel engaged in construction and/or facility management; the
attendees were roughly equally distributed among hospitals of 50 or fewer beds, 51 to 200 beds,
and over 200 beds. Again extrapolating from survey research, the non-hospital staff in
attendance were roughly equally distributed among the categories of architects, engineers, and
other consultants and contractors.
The 2008 BetterBricks E&T activities addressed Design & Construction and Building
Operations in general (as these groups comprised the majority of attendees of prior years’
hospital-specific workshops), and did not have an exclusive focus on the hospital sector.
BetterBricks co-sponsored and publicized to all who receive email notification of E&T events a
national conference held in Colorado entitled Successful Strategies for Achieving Green
Hospitals, as well as promoting hospital-sector-specific conferences and education conducted by
the American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) and
by the Washington and Oregon chapters of the American Institute of Architects (AIA).
In addition to these activities, the BetterBricks team has conducted E&T activities for specific
hospitals, training staff in areas requested by the hospital management. For example, one
hospital held a webinar on energy-efficient purchasing practices, attended by staff at facilities in
its four regions.
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Marketing
The detailed logic model for the Hospitals component indicates that partnerships with
professional organizations serving hospitals will provide a key marketing venue. These
organizations are the state societies for healthcare engineering – serving facility directors – and
the state hospital associations – serving executives. The most successful of these partnerships has
been with the Washington State Society for Healthcare Engineering (WSSHE). Contacts at
WSSHE describe a positive relationship with BetterBricks.
The WSSHE membership values the BetterBricks website (described as “a five-star resource”),
tools, educational offerings, periodic emails, and the participation of the Market Specialists in
WSSHE activities:
 “BetterBricks has tons of useful information for those who want it. We’ve been making
our membership aware of this.”
Market Specialists conduct workshops at one or sometimes both of the two WSSHE conferences
held each year and staff an exhibitor’s booth at both yearly conferences. WSSHE leaders and the
Market Specialists recently agreed to put a link on the WSSHE website to the BetterBricks
website and to incorporate BetterBricks content into website articles.
Several BetterBricks presentations have occurred at each of the other chapters – OSSHE
(Oregon), ISSHE (Idaho), and MSSHE (Montana) – yet partnerships have not evolved between
BetterBricks and these chapters. One contributing factor is simply the personalities and
inclinations of the all-volunteer leaderships of these chapters, as well as annual turnover for
specific positions. According to the Market Specialists, ISSHE and MSSHE have indicated they
may form a closer relationship with BetterBricks as it develops tools appropriate for their mostly
small and very-small organizations.
Value of BetterBricks to Participants
Interviews conducted for previous MPERs found that senior managers, executives, and facility
managers all expected and realized several benefits from developing and signing a SEMP:
 They perceived that their organizations now understand how energy management can
directly support hospital goals of excellent patient care, excellent working environment,
community and environmental leadership, and an improved operating margin.
 Facility managers and executives confirmed that, as expected by BetterBricks staff, the
SEMP provided facility managers with a “language” for presenting to management the
case for improved facility operations, design, and equipment.
 Hospital staff noted a key value of the SEMP as providing the organization with a
roadmap, a plan, and an orderly process. Interviewed staff reported the very complexity
of the objective would be daunting in the absence of the structured, comprehensive, and
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orderly approach – with tasks and timelines – that the SEMP and SEMP implementation
provide.
These interviews also found participants derived benefits from their work with the program’s
Market Specialists:
 Contacts were unanimous in praising their Market Specialists for their commitment,
knowledge, hard work, dedication, organizational skills, and ability to inspire others to
take action.
 All contacts indicated their hospitals could not have developed SEMPS on their own or,
had they tried, would have developed plans that would not have been nearly as
comprehensive and which would have taken many times longer to complete.
 In addition, nearly all contacts were highly satisfied with the technical consulting
services they had received through the Building Operations and D&C components.

PROGRESS INDICATORS
Penetration
Table 4.2 updates progress toward accomplishing the overall goals of the program as articulated
in the logic model. Three new indicators are included in this report and so lack estimates from
MPERs #2 and #3; one of these indicators is under area 2. SEMP Commitment, and two are
under area 6. Monitoring. In addition, this presentation moves area 3. Design & Construction, to
a narrative discussion following the table for reasons to be explained.
Table 4.2: Hospitals Target Market Component Progress Indicators
MARKET PROGRESS INDICATOR

PERCENT OF NORTHWEST
HOSPITAL BEDS
MPER #2

MPER #3

MPER #4

Executives Are Aware of the Benefits of BetterBricks-Like SEMPs
1
(e.g., the SEMP Value Proposition)

31%+

39%+

39%+

Managers for Facilities and New Construction Are Aware of SEMP
1
Benefits

31%+

39%+

40%+

1. SEMP VALUE PROPOSITION

Continued
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PERCENT OF NORTHWEST
HOSPITAL BEDS
MPER #2

MPER #3

MPER #4

Have Adopted a BetterBricks-Like SEMP for Use in Facility
Operations, New Construction, and Equipment Purchasing

13%

25%

30%

Executives Devote Staffing and Financial Resources to SEMP
Implementation

13%

25%

27%

Financial Decision-Making is Clear and Uses Total Cost of
Ownership

0%

3%

18%

Resource Conservation Manager (or similar) Position Filled

—

—

21%

—

—

—

Have Adopted BetterBricks-Like Enhanced O&M and Tune-Up
Practices

0%

8%

17%

Require Enhanced O&M from Equipment Service Providers

0%

5%

13%

0%

23%

32%

Purchasing Specifications Have Explicit Energy Efficiency
Requirements

0%

14%

18%

Adopted Comprehensive Purchasing Policies Designating Energy
Efficiency as a Key Specification

0%

—

Established Methods for Tracking and Reporting Energy Savings to
Management

13%

23%

31%

Established Tools for Benchmarking Energy Use

13%

23%

27%

Energy Savings Reported Regularly to Management

—

—

19%

Staff Recognized/Rewarded for Energy-Related Efforts

—

—

24%

13%

25%

30%

2. SEMP COMMITMENT

3. DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
(Data not comparable to other performance indicators. See text
following table.)
4. OPERATIONS & MAINTENANCE (O&M)

2

Capital Upgrades Based on Life-Cycle Cost Analysis

5. PURCHASING

3

2%

6. MONITORING

7. ENERGY SAVINGS
Saving Energy Through One or More Concrete Actions in Above
Items 3-5
1

The percentages are those contacted individually by BetterBricks; the actual percentage is higher, as many contacts have
occurred in group settings (such as through the hospital associations and BetterBricks educational events). The evaluators
lack the data necessary to estimate the number of contacts that occurred in group settings.

2

This performance indicator has been modified for this early period of program implementation. Based on the logic model, the
long-term performance indicator is that the majority (by dollar-value) of capital upgrades are based on life-cycle cost analysis
(LCCA). For this early period, the evaluators looked for any examples of capital upgrades based on LCCA.

3

MPER #3 reported this value to be 12%. The evaluators now consider that estimate to be erroneous.
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There are three market progress indicators (MPIs), listed in section 4 of the above table, that
relate to Building Operations. Based on the penetration rate for Capital Upgrades Based on LifeCycle Cost Analysis (32%), the Hospitals component exceeded the goal set in the 2005-2009
business plan (“Decision-makers implement energy-efficient business practices related to …
building operations” affecting 25% of the market floorspace).
There are two Design & Construction MPIs: “Design to meet energy efficiency performance
targets, typically using BetterBricks-like integrated energy design”; and “Require trade allies to
have the skills and capacity to meet energy performance targets and support integrated design.”
MPER #3 identified 6% and 12% , respectively, of total regional beds for these two indicators.
(A larger percentage was given for requiring trade allies than for designing for energy efficiency
because the tally included facilities that were working on RFPs/RFQs in advance of any new
construction activity.)
After considering the topic issue further, the evaluators realized that the appropriate denominator
for these indicators is not total regional beds, but total regional beds that are in the early phase of
design and construction/renovation efforts – a number not available for the region.
Consequently, the items have been removed from the progress indicator table.
For MPER #4, the evaluators explored with each Market Specialist the number and size of new
construction projects in a sufficiently early phase as to have been potentially influenced by
BetterBricks. Table 4.3 provides the findings across the eight hospital systems most involved
with BetterBricks; all eight hospitals have current or recently completed new construction
projects and several hospitals have more than one project.
Table 4.3: Status of BetterBricks Influence on Targeted Hospitals’ New Construction Projects
(Multiple Responses Allowed)
PROJECT TYPE

BETTERBRICKS
INFLUENCE

NUMBER OF
SYSTEMS WITH
PROJECT TYPE
(N=8)

None

3

Not yet

3

Projects Underway, yet On-Hold due to Economic Recession

Yes

3

Projects Underway

Yes

4

Somewhat

1

No

1

Projects Too Far Along at Time of BetterBricks Involvement
Projects in Pre-Master Planning Stage

Total New Construction Projects Among the Eight Hospital
Systems

15

In addition to these projects, one system has written a prototype request for proposals (RFP) for
design services that will meet the system’s aggressive energy targets.
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Seven of the eight hospital systems have centralized new construction planning and execution,
suggesting that successful energy-efficiency design practices will be subsequently used
throughout the system. The eighth hospital system is the hospital with the most complex
organizational structure and considerable regional and local autonomy; it is taking steps to move
toward more uniform construction practices throughout the system.
Documented Business Practice Changes
Thirty-eight hospitals comprising 9,689 beds are actively engaged with BetterBricks. These
participants constitute 14% of all hospitals in the region and 32% of all beds in the Northwest.
All but one of the hospitals discussed in Table 4.2 has a signed SEMP and all but one of those
signed plans are less than two years old. Because each SEMP practice area is complex and
comprises numerous activities, Table 4.2 counts a hospital as meeting the progress indicator if it
has taken a concrete action that satisfies the indicator. No hospital has yet to completely conform
any of its practice areas to the level of commitment made in its SEMP. Yet, because each of
these hospitals has a signed SEMP stating its commitment, has staff enthusiastically supporting
the SEMPs, and is requiring staff to report on SEMP progress, this evaluation considers a
progress indicator as met at the time a hospital takes its first concrete action within a progress
indicator, making the implicit assumption that the intital step is the first of many. At the end of
the planning periods of the SEMPs discussed in this MPER, it will be appropriate to assess the
market progress indicators with more stringent standards to capture the extent to which hospitals
are fully engaged in the business practice changes to which they have committed.
The seven organizations with SEMPs have committed to energy savings of 10% (“at a
minimum,” according to staff) to 30% of current baseline over periods of three to five years. In
mid-2008, one of these organizations reported to its senior management that SEMP
implementation in 2007 reaped 2% energy savings system-wide, for an annual cost savings of
$200,000.
Placement of Organizations Along the Adoption Continuum
Figure 4.3, below, shows the progress of participants in the program, as well as the length of
time that they have been involved. Engaged participants are meeting with Market Specialists.
Committed participants have signed SEMPs, or in one case, the explicit commitment of
management without a signed SEMP. Practicing participants have undertaken SEMP-directed
energy-saving actions and strategies in the areas easiest for the organization to influence in the
early years of its SEMP. Initially, participants that have instituted energy management at the
system-wide level were considered to be sustaining. However, as noted in Chapter 2, above, it
became clear that even the hospitals that satisfied that criterion would not necessarily sustain the
recommended practices without initiative involvement. Therefore, no hospitals are yet
considered sustaining, but those with system-wide energy management are considered ready to
have a strategy developed for withdrawing them from initiative support (see below).
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Figure 4.3: Adoption Continuum for the Hospitals Target Market Component

*Hospital #1 (3 years)
Hospital #2 (4 years)
Hospital #3 (3+ years)
Hospital #4 (4 years)
**Hospital #5 (4 years)
**Hospital #6 (2 years)
SEMP Adoption

Hospital #7 (< 1 year)
Hospital #8 (2 years)

Design & Construction

Hospital #9 (4 years)

Operations & Management

Hospital #10 (2 years)

Purchasing

Hospital #11 (1 year)

Energy Monitoring

*System #1 (3+ years)
*System #2 (4+ years)
System #3 (3 years)
System #4 (2 years)
System #5 (2 years)
Engaged

Committed

Practicing

* Hospital #1 and Systems #1 and #2 are considered ready for an exit strategy.
** Hospitals #5 and #6 did not sign a SEMP. Therefore, they are not considered committed by the agreed-upon definition.
However, Hospital #5 has adopted three of the recommended business practices and Hospital #6 has adopted two of the
practices.

Critical Success Factors/Lessons Learned
The Hospitals team has learned a number of lessons since inception of this initiative component
and has identified critical success factors. The team’s ideas continue to evolve, with additional
success factors and lessons emerging, but as yet not fully articulated.
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Critical Success Factors
The following have emerged as factors critical to the success of the Hospitals component of the
BetterBricks initiative:
 Engage with both facility and senior management. The need to engage both facility
managers and upper management in supporting the BetterBricks objectives has proven
critical to the success of the Hospitals component. Early efforts were unproductive when
the Hospitals team was working solely with facility managers, without access to upper
management, and, conversely, when the hospital’s engagement was occurring through
management directive, rather than through staff desire.
 Present an effective and adaptable business proposition. A second critical success
factor is the necessity of an effective business proposition. The Hospitals component
achieved this about two years ago, although its development required learning from close
working relationships the team had already established with hospitals. The Hospitals
team does not consider the business proposition to be static and expects it may continue
to evolve as they learn from the market.
 A sufficient, dedicated staff is important to drive SEMP implementation, both
strategically and technically. A third critical success factor has become apparent in the
year or two since most of the active organizations signed SEMPs: implementing and
sustaining practice changes requires sufficient, dedicated staff. SEMP implementation is
too demanding for it to be successfully added onto the responsibilities of an existing
position. The amount of FTE needed for SEMP will vary by organization, but several
factors are key:
1. Staff must have clear responsibilities and accountabilities written into their job
descriptions; and
2. Those implementing the SEMP need capabilities of both:
a. Working with the executive team and driving the more “political”
organizational change; and
b. Driving the technical aspects of the SEMP (e.g., energy accounting, O&M
improvements, purchasing).
Four of the eight participating hospital organizations have one or more Resource
Conservation Managers (RCMs) or an equivalent position, and a fifth hospital is now
hiring to fill this position. In a number of cases, these positions are being co-funded by
the hospitals’ utilities. The Market Specialists are working with the hospitals to
determine whether both the strategic and technical aspects of SEMP can be covered by
the RCM or whether, perhaps, an additional person will be needed.
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Lessons Learned
The following lessons have been learned by the Hospitals initiative team:
 State partnerships lacked permanence. One lesson learned has been that the state
organizations of hospital facility managers and executives have served to get the word
out about BetterBricks, but in a more limited fashion than initially hoped. Further, these
organizations have not provided a relatively permanent platform for marketing,
education, and training, as had been hoped.
 SEMP implementation requires a significant time commitment from the market
specialist. A second lesson learned is that organizations implementing SEMP typically
draw on more Market Specialist time than they did in developing their SEMPs. A success
factor still to be formulated: What is an appropriate exit strategy for BetterBricks
involvement at an organization?
Additional issues relating to organizational engagement were also evident early in the
Hospital component’s existence and as yet a consensus has not been reached regarding
the elements critical to success: How does upper management commitment need to be
evidenced? and Do potential participants need to agree to a minimum floor of action on
their part in return for receiving BetterBricks?
 Signing the SEMP may not be the best first step. At the Hospital component’s
inception, the BetterBricks Commercial Sector Manager held a clear vision that
participating hospitals would create SEMPs that would be signed by the hospitals’ chief
executive officers. It took several years for the Hospitals team to accomplish this, as both
the team and the hospitals themselves were learning what it took to sell or embrace the
SEMP concept and develop an effective SEMP. Now that seven organizations have
signed SEMPs, the team is reconsidering whether SEMP development and signing needs
to be the first step in the process, as it remains a step that requires considerable Market
Specialist support, can be off-putting to prospective participants; also, there is some
evidence to date that sustainable progress can be initiated in other ways. An eighth
organization that is taking SEMP-compatible actions in consultation with the Market
Specialist has decided not to adopt the BetterBricks-developed SEMP and currently is not
involving upper management in their activities.
 Market specialists have little leverage. Regarding a possible requirement for minimal
action on the part of hospitals receiving BetterBricks services, to date there has not been
any penalty for organizations that choose to walk away from SEMP-related activities.
The only leverage Market Specialists have to influence organizational change is their
relationships or, in the words of one Market Specialist – schmoozing.
An emerging issue at the time of this fourth MPER is whether for-profit hospital systems
respond differently – more favorably – than not-for-profit hospitals and whether fewer
BetterBricks resources might be needed to attain the same outcomes. Experiences at a
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few for-profit hospitals suggest this may be the case, yet there is insufficient experience
as yet to decide the matter.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Comprehensive business practice change is occurring among a sizeable portion of Northwest
hospital beds. Of the 16 market progress indicators given by Table 4.2, two show a saturation of
more than 40% of regional beds, four have saturations between 30% and 39%, four have
saturations between 20% and 29%, five have saturations between 10% and 19%, and one has
minimal saturation (2% – adoption of comprehensive purchasing policies designating energy
efficiency as a key specification). BetterBricks’ Hospitals component appears to be transforming
hospital business practices in the Northwest.
The Hospitals initiative has developed a large number of tools to facilitate SEMP development
and implementation, and has made them easily accessible at a well-designed website.
These initial four to five years of implementation have generated a wealth of understanding of
the Hospitals market and of the challenges of energy efficiency in this sector. The experiences
have led the team to articulate critical success factors and lessons learned, and continue to
provide fodder for BetterBricks’ evolution.
 Conclusion 1: The BetterBricks Hospitals component has proven the value of a SEMP
for institutional energy users. The SEMP structure addresses all of the internal
management systems needed for comprehensive business practice change with respect to
wise resource use.
Recommendation: Consider how BetterBricks might capitalize on its investment
in the hospital sector by extending its reach into other institutional organizations.
 Conclusion 2: Several hospital systems have come close to the stage of sustaining
business practice changes. While these hospitals are still benefitting from initiative
support, they have the key elements in place – resource conservation managers (RCMs)
and regular reporting to executives on the progress toward SEMP goals – that will enable
them to continue evolving their business practices.
Recommendation A: Develop an exit strategy for hospitals that have RCMs in
place and regular reporting. As one possible exit strategy, Market Specialists
might work closely with staff in the process of preparing periodic (i.e., quarterly,
semi-annual) reports to senior management that detail what was accomplished,
associated savings, barriers encountered, and a plan for the subsequent period. In
this way, the Market Specialists would leverage the power of the management
reporting processes to direct SEMP activities and attain SEMP goals.
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Recommendation B: Consider strategies for developing early-on the monitoring
and reporting capabilities of the hospitals with which the Hospitals team is
engaged. The need that implementing hospitals have for Market Specialist
support might be reduced if the Specialists focus on developing and leveraging
the monitoring and reporting processes.
 Conclusion 3: The Hospitals team has been grappling since early on with the issue of
what commitment is necessary up front to receive BetterBricks assistance. The evaluation
findings suggest an answer to this question.
The elements that appear to be most central to changing business practices are the
business proposition, dedicated staff resources responsible for energy savings (as in an
RCM), benchmarking, and monitoring and reporting. Rather than focusing on selling the
idea of a SEMP and SEMP development, the monitoring and reporting process might be
profitably harnessed at the outset of initiative engagement with an organization.
As senior management’s interest in controlling energy costs increases, BetterBricks
might conduct a scoping study to identify opportunities and provide the inputs to an
implementation plan. This plan can be broadened over time into a SEMP, as the validity
and value of a comprehensive SEMP has been proven by BetterBricks’ Hospitals
component.
Recommendation: The Market Specialists should focus on creating executive
interest in knowing about energy expenditures and savings opportunities through
benchmarking, tracking, and monitoring assigned to a staff member with
responsibility for saving energy, later leveraging this experience into SEMP
development and implementation.
 Conclusion 4: The Hospitals component is currently not reaching small hospitals, which
are the predominant type in Idaho and Montana. While access to the SEMP tools is
available to all, the Market Specialists, working through the ISSHE and MSSHE
organizations, have not been able to interest small hospitals in the SEMP approach. The
Grocery component initially promoted strategic planning to the grocery store market, yet
evolved to promote Action Plans that provide a one-page checklist of the most important
actions and ongoing activities. Although the Grocery component has not succeeded in
getting any grocery chains to create an Action Plan, this largely has to do with the unique
characteristics of the grocery business and the efficiency expertise available to this sector
(see Chapter 5).
Recommendation 4: The Hospital component should develop and promote
Action Plans to encourage business practice change among small hospitals.
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This chapter constitutes MPER #4 for the Grocery component of the BetterBricks target market,
providing an assessment of accomplishments as of October 2008. We present a brief
background, review progress indicators, and discuss the initiative’s market experience. The
assessment methods are described in Appendix B.

BACKGROUND
This section provides a brief description of the Grocery component, a simplified logic model,
and a characterization of the target market. The role that this component plays in the overall
BetterBricks commercial sector initiative is illustrated in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: BetterBricks Grocery Target Market Component

Description
As described more fully in the third MPER,25 the BetterBricks Grocery component (Grocery)
worked with larger regional chain operators (with 5 to 35 locations) to change energy-related
business practices. The strategy was initially to work with a few selected chains to demonstrate
the benefits of changing energy-related business practices and to build capability to implement
those changes, thereby transforming the regional grocery market so that stores are designed and
operated more efficiently.

25

See: http://www.nwalliance.org/research/reports/E08-183.pdf
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Initially, the Grocery component was overseen by NEEA’s Grocery Market Manager, reporting
to the BetterBricks Program Manager. In 2008, the Grocery Market Manager left NEEA and the
bulk of his duties were taken over by the Program Manager. A contract Market Specialist and the
former Market Manager, now working under contract to NEEA, worked directly with grocery
chains and refrigeration contractors. They attempted to influence chains to adopt BetterBrickslike practices. They helped to identify energy-saving opportunities and plan sustainable changes
in business practices, provided BetterBricks tools and materials, arranged for services, and
helped identify opportunities to participate in incentive programs. Within the past year, the
initiative’s Grocery component began to coordinate some activities with resource acquisition
programs sponsored by local utilities and Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc. (Energy Trust).
To communicate the initiative’s value, the BetterBricks management team developed a market
value proposition that ties energy savings to improved cash flow, showing that $1 in energy
savings equals $50 to $80 in increased sales revenue. It also identified eight things that grocers
can do to achieve a sustainable change in business practices, four that produce immediate
savings (optimize controls, upgrade equipment, educate staff, and integrate energy
considerations into new construction design), and four that help grow and sustain the savings
(plan and prioritize actions, identify an advocate to lead energy management, track energy costs,
and evaluate lifecycle costs). (Originally, these were identified as Eight Steps, but Grocery
initiative staff later recognized that it was not necessary to follow them in any particular order.)
Previously, BetterBricks contracted with an experienced and well-respected refrigeration service
consultant to train refrigeration service providers in energy efficiency maintenance services
through in-store refrigeration tune-up demonstrations and classroom seminars. BetterBricks also
contracted with a business development consultant to work with them on how to sell those
services to grocery chains. Neither consultant is currently providing services to the initiative.
The Grocery component was also supported by the cross-cutting BetterBricks services, as well as
the BetterBricks marketing team and the education and training (E&T) team.
A simplified logic model for the Grocery component is provided as Figure 5.2. A more detailed
logic model is included in Appendix A.
Market Characterization
This section covers a brief overview of the independent retail grocery market (updated from the
previous MPER), as well as a more detailed analysis of current market concerns.
Market Description
The third MPER included a detailed description of the retail grocery market in the Pacific
Northwest, including changes between 2003 and 2007.
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Figure 5.2: Simplified Logic Model for BetterBricks Grocery Target Market Component

BetterBricks Grocery
Component Logic Model
Situation

Goal: Energy Management Becomes an Integral Part of Grocery
Operations in the NW, Resulting in Energy Savings in the Region

INTERVENTION
Target
Audience

Refrigeration
maintenance looks
only to keep cases
cold with energy
consequences not
considered.

DEMAND

Strategy
Grocery is an
energy-intensive,
competitive
business with low
margins.

SUPPLY

Service mechanics
lack energy
management
skills.

NW regional
grocery
decision
makers

Communicate the
importance of designating
an energy champion in
each store
Develop benchmarking
data (collect EUI data)
Hold refrigeration
demonstration projects
Provide technical
assistance and design
review for new
construction

Build service provider
awareness of energy
consequences of
system set-up and
maintenance
practices

Buyer groups
and wholesaler / retailer
meetings

Catalyze the sharing of
best practices.

Refrigeration
contractors

Train refrigeration
contractors in energyrelated service offerings,
and equipment
upgrades.

Process Analysis

MARKET EFFECTS
Short-Term

Develop guidance tools
and materials

Market Specialists
work 1-on-1 with
Grocery chains to
build awareness
and skills for
energy
management

Use the natural
forums of
wholesaler/retailer
groups to share
how-to and
success stories to
create diffusion of
EE practices in the
market

Interest in energy
has increased, but
information is
unorganized and
time/resources are
lean in grocery
stores.

ACTIVITIES

Activity Indicators

Long-Term

60% are aware of the
benefits of energy
efficient grocery
stores

Grocery decisionmakers expect EE
buildings and
operations.

30% adopt energy
action plans

Energy related
business practices
support EE buildings
and operations

Tracking spreadsheet
and other energy
management tools
are being utilized
An energy champion
is designated for each
store
A wider audience of
grocery store
managers becomes
engaged in EE
business practices
Refrigeration
contractors integrate
energy efficiency into
their contracts

Managers view
energy as
manageable
expense, rather than
as a fixed cost

Refrigeration
contractors see EE
as a business
opportunity.

kWh
Savings

New EE products &
services are offered

Market Progress Indicators

Perf ormance Metrics
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We reported a total of 1,184 chain-owned grocery stores (national and regional) operating in the
four Pacific Northwest states in 2007, with over 67 million square feet of retail space. Regional
chains owned 26% of the grocery stores (314 stores), but accounted for only about 17% of the
total retail space (about 12 million square feet). We did not note any changes in the number of
grocery chains or of stores within those chains since 2007. We have, however, slightly revised
the square footage of some stores and regional chains based on new information. This resulted in
a very slight decrease (about 0.7%) in the total square footage of floor space for regional chains,
from 11,754,132 to 11,674,000.
Primary Market Issues
Interviews conducted for the previous MPER identified two main market concerns: the ability to
stay competitive with large chains through catering to niche markets, and cost containment. To
get additional information on these concerns, we performed a content analysis of the January-toNovember 2008 issues of the trade journals Progressive Grocer and Supermarket News. We
identified several concerns (some that we had noted in a previous content analysis and some new
concerns) that expanded on the above issues: concern with customer service, natural and organic
products, locally-sourced foods, environmentally-responsible packaging, sustainability and
corporate responsibility – all related to remaining competitive; and concern about employee
costs and supply chain efficiency – both related to cost containment. Additional issues identified
were food safety and mergers.
We also repeated a content analysis of energy-related articles and ads in the April-to-September
issues of Progressive Grocer. The number of energy-related articles first increased from 2 in
2004 to 18 in 2007, but then decreased to 10 in 2008. However, while few articles made store
energy use the main focus in 2004 and 2007, it was a central concern in 8 of the 10 articles in
2008. Most articles focused on general energy use, with only one specifically mentioning
efficient refrigeration. By contrast, the number of energy-related ads increased from 9 and 10 in
2004 and 2007, to 28 in 2008, with 10 of the 28 ads in 2008 focusing on energy-efficient
refrigeration.
The above findings are consistent with several surveys in which 34% to 90% of grocery retailers
reported that energy efficiency or sustainability is or will be a part of investment plans.26 In a

26

Food Marketing Institute Research. 2006. 2005-2006 Annual Financial Review, as cited in McTaggart, J.
(2007, April 1). “Green is the New Black.” Progressive Grocer, 86(4), 18-22.
Food Marketing Institute Research. 2007. Facts About Store Development 2007, as cited in McTaggart, J.
(2008, April 15). “The 75th Annual Report of the Grocery Industry.” Progressive Grocer, 87(5), 24-42.
th
McTaggart, J. (2008, April 15). “The 75 Annual Report of the Grocery Industry.” Progressive Grocer, 87(5),
24-42.

Veiders, C. (2008, January 7). “Independents Take Measures Steps to Sustainability.” Supermarket News,
56(1), 18-19.
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2007 on-line survey, 75% of retailers reported that they were monitoring energy usage, and
about a quarter said their environmental initiatives were done in partnership with other
organizations, including the EPA’s ENERGY STAR® program, the Food Marketing Institute
(FMI), local utilities, and others.
Environmental sustainability held an increasingly prominent role at grocery industry conferences
and events. In 2008, both FMI and the Grocery Manufacturers Association (GMA) held firstever environmental and sustainability summits.27 At the latter, GMA announced one large
chain’s plans to reduce CO2 emissions by 6% by 2010. FMI instituted several initiatives to help
its constituency go green, including a Sustainability Starter Kit for retailers.28

MARKET EXPERIENCE
We completed interviews with contacts for six targeted grocery chains and three refrigeration
service providers. Their responses gave insights into the usefulness of BetterBricks services and
tools, market leverage effectiveness, and the initiative’s value to the market.
Usefulness of Tools
The initiative’s Grocery component made much progress in tool development and distribution
between 2007 and 2008. An energy-tracking spreadsheet, available previously in draft form, has
been made available on the BetterBricks website. A wide range of brief informational flyers also
have been placed on the website. In addition, employee awareness materials, including a DVD
and posters, have been completed and made available.
We asked contacts about their use of BetterBricks services and tools, and whether they
encouraged design and construction (D&C) and refrigeration service firms to use them. The
energy-tracking spreadsheet, brochures and flyers, and employee awareness materials all were
reported to be useful. The energy-tracking spreadsheet was valuable for identifying unusual
usage trends, relating usage trends to energy-management measures and weather patterns, and
for comparing energy usage across stores. All contacts found BetterBricks brochures valuable in
providing energy-management suggestions or explaining the value of energy management. All
four contacts that had received the employee awareness tools either were using them to train new
hires or reported plans to use them. However, only one contact reported that he had used the
website to find another resource, in that case, the DesignLights website.

27

For details see: http://www.fmi.org/forms/meeting/MeetingFormPublic/view?id=325320000004A on the FMI
event, and http://www.gmaonline.org/events/2008/sustainability/ for the GMA event.

28

McTaggart, J. (2008, January 1). Seeing Green. Progressive Grocer, 87(1), 44-52.
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However, grocery chains made less use of BetterBricks’ D&C component. Of the four contacts
reporting D&C activities in the past year, two were unaware of the BetterBricks’ D&C activities.
In one case, the architect argued that initiative involvement would have interfered with its short
timeline for design. In another case, the chain’s D&C firm had done work with BetterBricks in
the past, but not this time. Two contacts reported awareness of the D&C component, but no
D&C activities in the past year.
Moreover, only one contact reported encouraging D&C firms to use BetterBricks tools and
services, and this was done only if the firms asked, and only two reported encouraging
refrigeration service contractors to use BetterBricks.
Grocery Sector Market Leverage Effectiveness
Little market leverage has been achieved in the grocery sector. Little training has been offered in
the past year. Three contacts reported that an employee had attended a BetterBricks training in
this time – all three cases involved training at the lighting lab. These trainings were seen as
useful for the forum they provided to talk with other retailers about energy issues and for
learning about new technologies.
As noted, the Grocery component has coordinated, to some degree, with the sponsors and
implementers of resource acquisition programs operating in the region. So far, this has been
limited to joint presentations and co-branding some marketing materials. The resource
acquisition contacts we spoke with generally saw an advantage in relying on BetterBricks’
marketing expertise and its established relationships in the grocery market.
Partnering with these organizations can benefit BetterBricks as well. It provides increased
credibility, as the resource acquisition programs have a longer history with the grocers than does
BetterBricks. Moreover, because of that longer history, grocery chains have come to equate
energy efficiency with receiving an incentive. Participating in joint presentations allows
BetterBricks Grocery staff to present energy-saving opportunities that show significant return on
investment through tune-ups and maintenance, even though no rebate is provided.
However, the value the Grocery component gains from partnering with resource acquisition
programs may be limited due to the rules and conditions under which these programs and their
sponsors operate. For example, a contact pointed out that it is in the latter’s interest to push for
energy efficiency equipment upgrades and retrofits, even if the same amount of money spent on
a refrigeration tune-up will yield a greater return on investment.
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Value of BetterBricks to Grocery Participants
Grocery Chains
The grocery contacts place a high value on BetterBricks and would like it to continue. The
initiative was noted specifically for the “thinking outside the box” that it represents, its focus on
the long-term “eventual effect,” and the Market Specialist’s grocery-specific expertise.
Most or all contacts agreed that working with BetterBricks had improved their appreciation of
how energy efficiency reduces costs, their understanding of how to reduce energy use through
both equipment upgrades and changes in business practice, and their ability to communicate
energy efficiency or energy reduction issues to employees. They also believed that it had
increased the priority their chain places on energy efficiency and the adoption of more energy
efficient practices by their staff. All respondents indicated that the Eight Actions were effective.
Although most contacts could not quantify how much working with BetterBricks had allowed
them to save, four of the six agreed that it had reduced energy costs, mainly by identifying
energy reduction opportunities and helping to establish priorities. One put the value at about
$160,000 per year and another expressed it as a 5% to 10% reduction in energy costs.
One element that did not appear to have much impact on the grocery contacts was the market
value proposition. Only two contacts reported that they used something like the metric that it
proposes when considering the value of energy management. Others indicated that they evaluate
energy investments purely on the basis of return on investment or on an “intuitive” basis.
Suggested improvements included giving more consideration to grocers’ time constraints and
providing harder numbers to back proposals (e.g., for refrigeration tune-ups).
Refrigeration Service Providers
The three refrigeration service provider contacts that we spoke with identified several positives
about the Grocery component. Contacts specifically mentioned the value of refrigeration tuneups in reducing service calls, the Market Specialist’s expertise in the grocery business, and the
initiative’s value in educating grocers. Most or all agreed that involvement with the initiative had
increased their awareness of how much energy efficiency can reduce grocery chains’ costs, their
understanding of how to reduce energy use, and the priority that they place on energy efficiency.
However, only one contact agreed that the initiative improved their ability to influence grocery
chains’ adoption of energy efficiency or their ability to communicate about it to their staff, and
none believed that their involvement with the initiative had changed the service they provide to
their customers or had increased the volume of their business. None reported use of any
BetterBricks tool, nor had any had any interactions with other firms about BetterBricks.
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Suggested improvements were to be more proactive in making contact – both with the
refrigeration service providers and with grocers – and to create more opportunities to partner
with resource acquisition programs and to present their services to grocers.

PROGRESS INDICATORS
Following an update of the Grocery component’s market penetration, we document changes in
participating grocery chains’ business practices and describe each chain’s location on a
continuum of adoption of BetterBricks practices.
Penetration
In the previous MPER, we reported that the retail space in targeted chains that had had contact
with the Grocery component (participants) represented 34% of the total retail space in the entire
target market.29 In the past year, three additional participants have been added (Ridley’s Food
and Drug and Roth’s Fresh Market, both with 11 locations, and Paul’s, with 8 locations) and one
has been dropped (Bellingham Community Food Cooperative, with a single location),30 resulting
in a net increase in participants from 10 to 12. Moreover, the amount of program contact has
increased with several chains, as has the amount of energy management activity.
Based on the net increase in participants (particularly in terms of total retail space) and on
updated data on some participants’ total retail space, we have revised the estimate of overall
market penetration. The 12 participating chains have a total retail space of 4,848,500 square feet
(versus 4,011,000 in the previous MPER). This represents 41% of the total retail space of all
local grocery chains in the Pacific Northwest. However, that total includes several chains with
fewer than five stores, whereas the target market was defined as local chains with at least five
stores. If we exclude all chains with fewer than five stores, the penetration is 48%, rather than
41%.
Table 5.1 shows penetration with respect to the market progress indicators (MPIs) developed by
the evaluation team to track progress toward the program’s goals. Penetration is indicated in
terms of the total retail space of stores meeting each MPI as a percentage of the target market
total. For each progress indicator, penetration is shown with respect to all regional chains, as
well as regional chains with five or more locations. The results indicate progress since the last
MPER, particularly for energy tracking, the use of employee awareness materials, adoption
(although not implementation) of the energy advocate concept, and refrigeration tune-ups.

29

The square footage data were taken from Marketing Guidebook, 2008, Trade Dimensions International, Inc.,
Westport, CT. (www.marketingguidebook.com).

30

This store had been included, even though it did not meet the criterion of at least five locations, because the
Market Specialist had an existing relationship with it; however, this did not lead to any changes in business
practices and therefore the store was dropped.
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Table 5.1: Grocery Target Market Component Progress Indicators
MARKET PROGRESS INDICATOR

PERCENT OF PACIFIC
NORTHWEST RETAIL
SPACE:
ALL REGIONAL
GROCERY CHAINS

PERCENT OF PACIFIC
NORTHWEST RETAIL
SPACE:
GROCERY CHAINS
WITH 5+ LOCATIONS

MPER #3

MPER #4

MPER #3

MPER #4

1. ENERGY TRACKING
Chain Management Adopted BetterBricks-Like EnergyTracking Spreadsheet for Use by Store Managers

2%

24%

2%

28%

Grocery Store Managers Conduct Energy Tracking

2%

24%

2%

28%

2. ENERGY AWARENESS MATERIALS
Chain Management Adopted BetterBricks-Like Energy
Awareness Materials for Use in Stores

0%

8%

0%

9%

Chain Implementing Training Sessions in Local Stores

0%

8%

0%

9%

3. ACTION PLAN TEMPLATE
Chain Management Adopted a BetterBricks-Like Action
Plan Template for Use by Store Managers

0%*

0%

0%*

0%

Chain Management Uses Template to Identify Activities

0%

0%

0%

0%

4. ENERGY ADVOCATES
Chain Management Adopted the Concept of an Energy
Advocate Position for Implementation in Local Stores

19%

20%

22%

23%

Assigned the Role of Advocate to Each Local Store
Staff Member

0%

2%

0%

2%

Have Active Advocates Planning and Implementing
Projects to Reduce Store Energy Use

0%

2%

0%

2%

+

19%+

24%+

28%+

+

18%

17%

20%

+

19%+

17%+

20%+

+

18%+

17%+

20%+

5. REFRIGERATION TUNE-UPS
Have Conducted BetterBricks-Like Refrigeration TuneUps at One or More Local Stores in a Chain

17%

Have Conducted BetterBricks-Like Refrigeration TuneUps at Two or More Local Stores in a Chain

16%

+

+

+

6. REFRIGERATION SERVICE TRAINING
Have Conducted BetterBricks-Like Refrigeration Service
Training with Service Technician Teams for a Chain at
One or Two Local Stores

17%

Have Service Teams Apply Knowledge In Tune-Ups in
Other Local Stores of the Chain

16%

* In MPER #3, interviews with two grocery contacts suggested they had adopted the Action Plan template. More recent
reports indicate that they were considering an Action Plan, but had not adopted the template for use by store managers.
+

Percentages are the total square footage for chains that meet the MPI criterion.
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Documented Business Practice Changes
Energy Tracking
None of the participating grocery chains systematically tracked energy use before BetterBricks
involvement. Five chains – with one-quarter or more of the regional floor space – reported that
they now track energy usage and use the information in some way in their energy management
activities. Four of these chains reported that they have used the BetterBricks energy-tracking
spreadsheet to some degree.
There are five MPIs that relate to Building Operations or Design & Construction. Based on the
penetration rate for four of those five MPIs (use of energy tracking spreadsheets, adoption of the
Energy Advocate concept, conducting refrigeration tune-ups,31 and conducting refrigeration
service training), the Grocery component exceeded the goal set in the 2005-2009 business plan
(“decision-makers implement energy-efficient business practices related to design and
construction and building operations” affecting 16% of the market floorspace).
In the previous MPER, we reported that one chain had adapted an early draft version of the
spreadsheet to track energy use. Since that time, another contact reported that he had been using
a later draft version off and on for the past year and a half. A third was using the downloaded
spreadsheet. In a fourth chain, a corporate-level employee had begun using the spreadsheet, but
was let go because of budget cuts; the chain continues to track energy, but does not use the
BetterBricks spreadsheet. A fifth chain is tracking energy, but the extent and nature of the
tracking and its reliance on the BetterBricks tracking spreadsheet are not clear. It is difficult to
assess whether the fourth and fifth chains are using a “BetterBricks-like” spreadsheet (the market
progress indicator’s terminology), as this is not defined.
Tracking-related challenges that contacts mentioned were the time it takes to input energy use
data into a tracking format, the fact that various utility billing data are reported in different
cycles, and the need to train employees on use of BetterBricks’ tracking spreadsheet.
Employee Awareness Materials
At the time of the last MPER, NEEA had not yet completed the employee awareness materials
for the Grocery component. Since their completion and distribution to chains, two chains –
accounting for about 8% to 9% of targeted regional retail floor space – are using them to train
new employees. The contact for one other chain reported plans to begin using them early in 2009
and one said that his chain will use them as part of an unfinished comprehensive employee

31

This counts as a single MPI – pairs of MPIs where one is an expansion of another (e.g., percent of chains
“that have conducted BetterBricks-like refrigeration tune-ups at one or more local stores in a chain” and “that
have conducted BetterBricks-like refrigeration tune-ups at two or more local stores in a chain”).
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outreach strategy. Two contacts reported that they not yet seen the materials, one of whom
requested them.
These findings confirm that the regional chains will use the awareness materials when they
become available. It is not yet possible to determine whether the materials are useful in training
employees to become more energy conscious.
Energy Action Plan
Although two chains have been considering a draft action plan for more than one year, no chain
has yet formally adopted a written BetterBricks-like Action Plan. This does not indicate that this
component of the initiative is not achieving sustainable changes in business practices. As
indicated above, several chains are engaging in a variety of BetterBricks-recommended business
practices, with plans to continue and expand them. Moreover, one chain’s Green Team has
adopted a non-binding plan and the contact for another chain said that he is ready to “sit down
with the Market Specialist” and create an Action Plan as soon as the 2008 holiday season is over.
These findings do indicate that a formal, written action plan is not essential to achieving the
program’s goals. The BetterBricks Grocery staff contacts recognize that “the action plan not as
valuable as adopting the practices that action plans speak to” and have focused recently on the
latter.
Energy Advocate
None of the participating chains had yet assigned the job of Energy Advocate to specific storelevel staff, although contacts for four chains – accounting for over one-fifth of the targeted retail
floor space – reported that some store-level staff have been given a level of responsibility for
energy conservation (e.g., turning off lights and keeping cooler doors shut), indicating that these
chains have adopted the advocate concept. In one case, local Green Teams at each store function
in the role of energy advocates, planning and taking actions to reduce energy use. In two cases,
the store manager is responsible for energy conservation. At one additional chain, the Market
Specialist reported “some movement” toward assigning store-level Energy Advocates.
Refrigeration Tune-Ups
At the time of the third MPER, two chains had undergone a total of three refrigeration tune-ups.
Those two chains accounted for 19.4% of the total floor space of Pacific Northwest retail grocery
chains with five or more stores. At the time of data collection for this MPER, four chains had
undergone tune-ups at a total of six stores. Those chains account for 27.9% of the total regional
floor space (chains with five or more stores).
Although the total regional floor space accounted for by individual stores that have received
tune-ups remains low (0.9% of all chains with five or more stores at MPER 3 and 1.6% at MPER
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4), contacts for all four chains recognized the value of the tune-ups and reported plans to do
more. One currently had bids in for two more tune-ups and the others reported plans to complete
tune-ups at all stores – with time frames ranging from three months to two years. If these plans
are realized, the resulting 52 stores with tune-ups will represent about one-quarter of the targeted
retail floor space.
The primary challenges noted for completing refrigeration tune-ups were lack of financial
support and the feasibility of tuning-up older equipment, either because of the difficulty of
tuning older equipment or because it lacks control systems. Two contacts also noted that
difficulty in proving cost savings and obtaining an accurate cost estimate for the tune-up were
barriers.
Refrigeration Service Training
Refrigeration service training was carried out at two stores prior to the third MPER, representing
19.4% of the total floor space of Pacific Northwest retail grocery chains with five or more stores.
No additional in-store training was reported in the past year. However, because one of those two
chains added two stores, increasing its total square footage by about two-thirds, the percentage of
total regional floor space (chains with five or more stores) accounted for by those two chains
increased slightly to 20.1%.
The refrigeration expert that had carried out the trainings had to terminate his services with
NEEA in 2007. As of this MPER, the Grocery component had not found a new contractor to
provide comparable services and budget limitations may prevent its doing so. However, both of
the chains that hosted in-store trainings have used the trained contract service staff to conduct
additional tune-ups at other stores. So far, those staff have done tune-ups at six stores. If all
planned tune-ups are carried out, they will account for up to one-fifth of targeted floor space.
Progress Toward Sustainable Change
We coded participants’ self-reported business practices in terms of the eight actions to achieve
sustainable change (see Background, above). Contacts more frequently reported the immediate
savings actions (1 to 4) than the sustained savings ones (5 to 8) – all six reported at least one of
the former, while no more than three reported any of the latter – which is consistent with this
component’s intended approach.
Placement Along the Adoption Continuum
The program’s management defined a continuum of adoption of BetterBricks-like energy
management activities. The continuum’s four stages – engaged, committed, practicing, and
sustaining – are shown in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Definition of Adoption Continuum Stages
STAGE

DEFINITION

Engaged

The chain’s management has met with a BetterBricks Grocery representative and
indicated some interest.

Committed

The chain’s management has made an explicit commitment, in the form of a written
plan, to carry out a set of specific BetterBricks-recommended energy management
practices.

Practicing

The chain is actively performing at least one BetterBricks-recommended energy
management practice.

Sustaining

The chain’s management has adopted and internalized the program’s approach to the
extent that it is likely that the chain will continue and possibly expand its use of
BetterBricks-recommended practices in the absence of program contact.

We reviewed each participant’s activities to determine where it sat on the continuum. However,
we noted a difficulty with how the adoption continuum is defined in the above table. Although
the committed stages requires some written plan – in the case of the Grocery component, a
BetterBricks-like Action Plan – no chain had adopted such a plan, although more than half were
performing at least one recommended practice. Thus, by this definition, practicing can precede
committed.
Our contacts repeatedly pointed out that – because of relatively limited management resources
and the constant need to respond to a variety of urgent situations – regional grocery chains do
not engage in the level of long-term formal planning that larger national chains and other
businesses with similar energy usage do. Recognizing this fact, the BetterBricks senior manager
agreed that committed could be redefined not to require a written plan.
Figure 5.3 shows each chain’s place on the continuum and the number of months that the chain
has been a BetterBricks Grocery participant. Seven chains are considered practicing. Although,
as noted in Chapter 2, no participant in any component of the initiative is yet truly sustaining,
two of the seven practicing Grocery participants are near sustaining and ready for an exit plan.
For the seven practicing chains, the practicing segment of the bar is subdivided into bands
representing which of five business practices they have engaged in.32 As we see, five chains are
tracking energy use; four have carried out refrigeration tune-ups; two have used BetterBricks
employee awareness materials; two have conducted refrigeration service training; and one has
assigned the role of energy advocate to local store staff.

32

We examined the six practices upon which the 13 progress indicators are based. As indicated above, no
chain had adopted a written energy action plan. Therefore, this practice is not shown on the figure.
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Figure 5.3: Adoption Continuum for the Grocery Target Market Component

*Chain 1 (37 Months)
*Chain 2 (28 Months)
Chain 3 (21 Months)
Chain 4 (37 Months)

Tracking Energy Use

Chain 5 (16 Months)
Awareness Materials

Chain 6 (31 Months)

Energy Advocate

Chain 7 (5 Months)
Chain 8 (27 Months)

Refrigeration Tune-Ups

Chain 9 (21 Months)

Refrigeration Service
Training

Chain 10 (7 Months)
Chain 11 (7 Months)
**Chain 12 (1 Month)
Engaged

Committed

Practicing

* Chains 1 and 2 are considered ready for an exit strategy.
** Chain 12 had had some initial contact with the Grocery Initiative in spring or summer of 2005. However, no systematic
approach was made until fall 2008.

BetterBricks contacts identified only Chains #1 and #2 as near sustaining and ready for an exit
strategy. We could not identify any single criterion or simple set of criteria for identifying a
chain as ready for an exit strategy. For example, Chain #1 is so identified, even though energy
tracking is the only BetterBricks business practice in which it is engaged. However, in addition
to implementing a variety of energy-saving retrofits, this chain has taken steps that indicate that
it will continue making energy management a priority in the absence of BetterBricks contact. It
adopted environmental stewardship as a core value and is planning a comprehensive employee
outreach strategy that will incorporate energy management training. It also established a
corporate-level Environmental Sustainability Steward position, which it was in the process of
trying to fill as this report was being written.
Chain #2 is the only chain that is engaged in four of the BetterBricks business practices: energy
tracking, use of energy advocates at local stores, refrigeration tune-ups, and refrigeration service
training. It has performed tune-ups at three of five stores in the chain and plans to complete tuneups at the remaining stores within six months.
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Even though Chain #3 reported three of the four business practices that Chain #2 did, no
BetterBricks contact identified it as ready for initiative exit. One difference between them was
that, while both had completed three refrigeration tune-ups, this represented 60% of Chain #2’s
stores compared to about 10% of Chain #3’s stores. Also, Chain #2 appears to be taking a more
systematic approach to energy tracking. Nevertheless, the Chain #3 contact expressed strong
interest in continuing to work with the BetterBricks contacts to achieve sustainable change.
Critical Success Factors / Lessons Learned
Critical Success Factors
Through interviewing the Grocery Initiative team, we have identified several critical success
factors and lessons learned.
 Communicate the value of recommended practices clearly and quickly, and provide
evidence that they work. A point that contacts repeatedly made is that grocery facility
managers are always busy and constantly responding to some unexpected situation that
requires their attention. They feel constant pressure to place the urgent before the
important. They do not have time to listen to long sales pitches or attend a lot of
meetings. Moreover, cash flow is tight and they typically do not rely on credit for
upgrades, so it is important to convince them that any recommended measures have a
significant return on investment. In connection with this point, some of the BetterBricks
brochures have been effective in communicating the value of recommended business
practices to grocery chains.
 Track energy use. This practice – one of two of the initiative’s recommended business
practices that constitute critical success factors – was the most commonly reported of the
recommended business practices, reported by all but two of the practicing chains. Most
contacts said that it was useful. Consistent tracking of energy use provides the best
evidence to grocery chains that the other practices they adopt are producing savings.
 Conduct refrigeration tune-ups. This was the second critical business practice. Tuneups produce clear savings, demonstrating the effectiveness of the initiative's approach.
The early involvement of a highly experienced and respected refrigeration expert was
extremely valuable in driving the initial tune-ups and in demonstrating their effectiveness
to grocery chains and refrigeration service firms. The experience over the past year
suggests that refrigeration tune-ups are being adopted in additional chains and being
implemented in additional locations. It is not possible to precisely gauge the impact that
the loss of the refrigeration expert may have on continued adoption of this practice and of
its effectiveness.
 Commit Market Specialist time and attention to grocery chain managers. This
success factor is related to the above points. In some cases, good progress has resulted
from minimal contact. Taking a broader perspective, however, it becomes clear that
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regular contact is important to keep grocery chains moving toward adoption of the
critical business practices.
Lessons Learned
Interviews with initiative staff suggested three primary lessons.
 A written action plan is not a highly valuable progress indicator. This is seen most
clearly in the fact that seven chains have adopted at least one business practice without
having adopted a written action plan.
 Achieving sustained energy management does not require adopting all
BetterBricks-recommended business practices. Of the two chains that were considered
to have achieved this level, one had adopted a single recommended practice, while the
other had adopted four of six. This questions the original notion of focusing on getting a
small number of chains to adopt most or all recommended business practices, to serve as
models for others. It may, in fact, be more effective to try to promote the range of
recommended business practices as widely as possible within the target market and to
develop success stories based on those practices adopted and the savings that resulted.
 Coordinating grocery contact with resource acquisition programs is valuable. It can
provide increased credibility to initiative staff and increased opportunities to present the
initiative’s recommended practices. However, pressure on the former to achieve
claimable savings through equipment purchases and upgrades can create conflicts that
tend to limit the partnership’s value to BetterBricks. More effective coordination might
require buy-in from the relevant utility commissions.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
All indications are that the most active of the participating grocers view the Grocery initiative as
highly valuable and wish to see it continue. It has helped them save on energy costs and brought
about important changes in their understanding of and approach to energy management. Two
chains are considered to have achieved sustainable changes, with another that may achieve that
status soon and others on their way. Although the initiative has achieved success in many of its
objectives, the above findings suggest several possible strategies to broaden and deepen its
influence.
 Conclusion 1: Energy tracking is a key indicator of movement toward energy savings
and sustained business practice change. The past year has seen the number of grocery
chains that track energy usage grow from one chain to five, resulting in a ten-fold
increase in the grocery retail floor space affected by this practice.
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Recommendation: Increase efforts to encourage broader and more consistent use
of the BetterBricks energy-tracking spreadsheet, such as offering in-store training.
 Conclusion 2: Grocery chains are interested in using energy awareness materials to train
employees, but the materials have not been distributed to all chains. Although only two
chains, accounting for about 10% of retail floor space, are so far using energy awareness
materials to train employees, once plans by two other chains are put into place, these
materials will be used to train employees in about one-quarter of the total retail floor
space in the target market.
Recommendation A: Ensure that the awareness materials are distributed to all of
the chains and have the Market Specialist follow up with chains’ management to
encourage use of the materials in employee training.
Recommendation B: To help implement the first two recommendations, consider
allocating increased budgetary resources to support more activity by the Market
Specialist. Also, consider hiring an additional Market Specialist to cover specific
targeted territories in the Pacific Northwest.
 Conclusion 3: Refrigeration tune-ups produce immediate energy savings, demonstrating
the value of adopting the BetterBricks-recommended business practices. While tune-ups
yet affect only about 3% to 3.5% of the target market, currently planned tune-ups will
affect about one-quarter of the market. This represents a two-pronged success for the
initiative: both in demonstrating the value of refrigeration tune-ups to grocery chains and
in showing refrigeration service providers how they can help their grocery customers
save energy.
Recommendation: Continue efforts to find a replacement for the refrigeration
expert, as demonstrating the benefits of refrigeration tune-ups and training
refrigeration service staff were effective initiative activities.
 Conclusion 4: Awareness and use of a range of BetterBricks resources, particularly the
website and D&C resources is lagging in this sector.
Recommendation A: Conduct research to determine the barriers to using the
BetterBricks website and how to overcome those barriers.
Recommendation B: Work to achieve greater grocery market awareness of the
D&C initiative and to get the management of grocery chains to encourage D&C
firms and refrigeration service providers to use BetterBricks tools and services.
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 Conclusion 5: Although those who have attended BetterBricks-sponsored training and
roundtable sessions have found them valuable, this resource has been underutilized in
this sector and little sector-specific training has been carried out.
Recommendation: Continue to offer regular training and roundtable sessions to
grocery chains and to make them aware of the positive feedback given by those
who have attended training sessions.
 Conclusion 6: Coordinating efforts with resource acquisition programs provides
credibility to the initiative and opportunities to present the argument for achieving energy
savings through business practice changes.
Recommendation: Continue and perhaps broaden initiative efforts to coordinate
activities with resource acquisition programs and investigate ways to achieve buyin for this coordination by the relevant utility commissions.
 Conclusion 7: The current initiative strategy – getting a small number of chains to adopt
most or all recommended practices and then to develop success stories that use those
chains as a model for others – may not be the most effective strategy. It is difficult to get
chains to adopt most of the recommended practices. However, even those that have
adopted one or two practices have realized substantial energy savings and so may serve
as models for others.
Recommendation: Explicitly revise the initiative strategy from the current one to
a strategy that promotes the range of recommended business practices as widely
as possible within the target market, and where success stories can be developed
based on those practices that are adopted and the savings that resulted.
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OFFICE REAL ESTATE
COMPONENT: MPER #2

This chapter constitutes MPER #2 for the Office Real Estate (ORE) component of the
BetterBricks target market, providing an assessment of its activities through fall 2008. Following
a brief background, we discuss this initiative component’s market experience. The assessment
methods are described in Appendix B.

BACKGROUND
The Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance’s ORE component “advocates for changes to energyrelated business practices” among real estate firms that own and manage office buildings in the
Pacific Northwest, with the goal of having these firms develop a “high-performance portfolio” of
buildings. This component’s target market consists of managed commercial real estate and does
not include owner-occupied buildings.33 The ORE value proposition for real estate firms is:
reduced energy use and energy management gives them a competitive advantage by increasing
their profitability and asset value.
The role that the ORE component plays in the overall BetterBricks commercial sector initiative
is illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Figure 6.1: BetterBricks Office Real Estate (ORE) Target Market Component

33

For a more detailed description of the ORE component see BetterBricks Office Real Estate Initiative Market
Progress Evaluation Report [#1], Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance, January 25, 2008:
http://www.nwalliance.org/research/reports/E08-181.pdf.
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Description
The BetterBricks ORE component began in March 2006. Initial steps included: researching the
real estate market; developing the program approach and concepts; contacting and collaborating
with professional organizations; and assembling the ORE team, which includes NEEA staff,
contractors, and Market Specialists. As reported in MPER #1, accomplishments in 2007
included:
 Developing a relationship with the Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA)
 Playing a critical role in the successful launch of the BOMA Energy Efficiency Program
(BEEP) in Seattle (Washington), Portland (Oregon), and Boise (Idaho)
 Sponsoring events to build market awareness
 Developing tools and resources to support ORE goals
In early 2008, ORE completed the High Performance Portfolio Framework (HPPF), a “how-to
guide for real estate professionals…to create – and maintain – energy excellence” in their office
portfolios. The HPPF outlines the process to achieve a high performance office building
portfolio by following five steps: Assess, Commit, Plan, Implement, and Capitalize.
During 2008, the ORE component worked with several real estate firms to apply and test the
HPPF approach. It has continued to work with market partners to deliver events and training that
build market awareness and capability.
The premise behind ORE (Figure 6.2) is to link energy efficiency and high performance
buildings with the strategic business interests of real estate firms. ORE then will promote these
linkages to attract real estate owners and their agents to develop energy management plans and
changes in energy-related business practices. A more detailed logic model is included in
Appendix A.
Market Characterization
The Pacific Northwest office real estate market has most of its inventory in three major markets:
Seattle/Puget Sound, Portland, and Boise. After recovering from the high-tech and dot-com
boom-bust cycle from the mid-1990s through 2001, Northwest office markets have been among
the strongest in the country. In October 2006, the Urban Land Institute (ULI) ranked the Seattle
urban area (which includes Bellevue) as the most desirable place in the U.S. to buy and own
office property.34 During 2007, the desirability of Northwest office properties was reflected in the
interest of major real estate investors and record levels of office transactions.

34

Seattle Times, November 9, 2006.
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Figure 6.2: Simplified Logic Model for BetterBricks Office Real Estate (ORE) Target Market Component

BetterBricks Office Real Estate
Component Logic Model
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Goal: Real Estate Firms Manage Energy as a Means
of Improving Competitive Position

INTERVENTION
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Audience

Strategy

Knowledge of how
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DEMAND
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Understanding of
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Service providers
lack:
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SUPPLY

Time and expertise
to address energy
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ACTIVITIES

MARKET EFFECTS
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IMPACTS

Long-Term

Direct customer
assistance
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EE delivery
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Coordinate with
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professionals
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Activity Indicators
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Service providers
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The crisis on Wall Street, tight credit markets, and a recession all point to a downturn in office
markets. Since real estate tends to be a lagging economic indicator, it may take some time to see
the full effects of the economic downturn on this market. In addition, how well the Northwest
economy performs in the current recessionary period will affect the level of the office market
slowdown here. To date, Northwest office markets are doing relatively well in 2008, compared
to other parts of the country. ULI and PricewaterhouseCoopers recently rated Seattle the number
one commercial real estate market in the country for 2009.35 In the third quarter of 2008,
Portland’s central city office vacancy rate was among the lowest in the country.36
Still, everyone we interviewed for the BetterBricks ORE component evaluation37 mentioned the
current economic crisis as a significant challenge for office real estate firms in the Northwest.
They report the tightening of credit markets is stopping new development and limiting the
buying and selling of office properties and they expect office vacancies to increase over the next
6 to 12 months. They see these events pushing down revenue and asset value and weakening the
financial position of real estate firms, which in turn leads to greater uncertainty and more
competition for time and money. If events unfold in this way, it could distract real estate firms
from efforts to improve energy efficiency and could impede the progress of the ORE component.
On the other hand, respondents told us the current economic downturn also encourages a return
to the fundamentals of good office management. Using energy efficiency to reduce operating
expenses and improve building performance could then become a more important business
strategy that might attract real estate firms to ORE and encourage them to take action.
The people we spoke with also highlighted the growing interest in sustainability and green as an
important market trend in office real estate. Given the complementary relationship between
energy efficiency and sustainability/green, this is a generally positive trend. However, they
cautioned that the proliferation of green options in the market could create confusion and
compete with the energy efficiency goals of ORE. They believe this BetterBricks component can
help firms sort through various green options to determine which ones best meet their business
goals.

35

Seattle Times, October 21, 2008.

36

According to Cushman & Wakefield, The Oregonian, October 17, 2008.

37

Respondents for this evaluation included 2 program staff, 5 market partners, 6 market contractors and
specialists, and 4 representatives of the three real estate firms participating in the test phase of the initiative
(n = 17). Please see Appendix B for more information on the methods used.
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MARKET EXPERIENCE
The strategies the ORE component is using to influence the market include tools and resources
(such as the HPPF), marketing, education and training, and direct customer service. The
evaluation explored how well these various approaches are working.
Usefulness of Tools and Resources
During much of 2007, the ORE Market Manager worked with three contractors in a
collaborative, iterative process to develop the HPPF and a series of 30 supporting briefs and
templates, some of which are still being developed. Individuals in the real estate industry,
utilities, and energy service companies contributed to and reviewed these materials, with an
emphasis on making them clear, concise, accurate, and readable. The goal was to produce a
guide that would help real estate firms adopt best practices that would take energy management
to a higher level. Across the respondents for this evaluation, views of the HPPF were generally
positive and fell into three related areas.
 The HPPF is a valuable communication mechanism when first meeting with real
estate firms. It describes the BetterBricks ORE component, creates credibility, and
complements discussions with real estate firms.
 The HPPF provides a roadmap. It outlines the steps for moving forward and illustrates
the process in a way that most real estate firms have not seen before.
 The HPPF is a reference document. It is a resource that the real estate firms, Market
Specialists, and initiative staff can refer to as needed.
The three real estate firms38 that agreed to test the HPPF approach liked the orderly presentation
of information in the HPPF, as well as its discrete pieces. While only one respondent said they
had read it in detail, they all suggested ways to simplify it and make it easier to use. Suggestions
included adding checklists and simple how-to’s, putting a summary that “pulls it all together” at
the end of each section, and streamlining or shortening it. As one respondent put it, “It is a big
document. That…will turn people off.”
Others we interviewed also mentioned concerns about the document being too long. At the same
time, they noted that one of the reasons the development took so long was due to efforts to
reduce its length and to make it readable and accessible.

38

A fourth real estate firm recently signed a letter of agreement to become involved with the initiative. The
evaluation focuses on the initial three firms, since the fourth firm is just getting started with the HPPF
process.
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It is still early in the testing process to appreciate how the HPPF will be used and what revisions
might be needed. At this point, our interviews suggest that the real estate firms are not using this
resource, but are relying on initiative staff and Market Specialists to guide them through the
process. However, the HPPF is an important resource for those delivering services to the real
estate firms.
We also do not have evidence that the real estate firms are using the briefing and template
documents that support steps in the HPPF process. However, the firms are still in the initial
assess step of the process and most of these materials are designed for the implement phase. In
addition, with the Market Specialists leading them through this process, they have not had a need
to delve into the HPPF.
Real Estate Sector Market Leverage Effectiveness
One of the key accomplishments of the ORE component in 2007 was establishing a strategic
alliance with BOMA.39 Through shared sponsorship of BOMA education and training, and other
events, ORE was able to establish recognition and credibility, and raise awareness in its target
audience. During 2008, ORE has continued to build on its relationship with BOMA, while also
developing another strategic alliance with the Urban Land Institute (ULI).
Education & Training
In 2007, BOMA and the ORE component partnered to deliver BEEP events in Seattle, Portland,
and Boise. Over 600 people attended these BEEP events. BOMA and ORE continued this
partnership in 2008, offering BEEP in Spokane (Washington), a series of energy training events
in Portland and Seattle, and one workshop in Boise (Table 6.1). The ORE component also
worked with BOMA to hold training on benchmarking the energy performance of buildings
using ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager. The people we interviewed and information we
reviewed, provided several insights about these education and training events.
One insight was that support from the ORE component allows BOMA to provide energy-related
training to their members that they otherwise would not be able to offer. BOMA representatives
say support for this training allows them to provide value to their members, gives them positive
exposure, and raises revenue.
Another key point was that the partnership with BOMA is an effective way for the initiative to
deliver its key messages to its target audience. It helps establish BetterBricks as a credible expert
on energy efficiency in real estate.

39

The Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA) is a professional trade association whose
members own or manage commercial real estate or provide goods and services to the industry.
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Table 6.1: Education and Training Events – October 2007 to October 2008
LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

NUMBER OF
EVENTS

ATTENDEES

OVERALL
RATING ON A
1 TO 10 SCALE
(SURVEYS)

Series of morning events:
1 BEEP session per event plus 1
or 2 new topics

4

101

8.4
(n=29)

Portland, Oregon
BOMA

Extended lunch hour events:
New topics

4

126

7.8
(n=74)

Boise, Idaho
BOMA

1-Day Fall Energy Efficiency
Workshop

1

38

NA

Spokane, Washington
BOMA

2 Days covering the 6 BEEP
sessions

1

NA

NA

Seattle, Portland, and
Boise

Benchmarking

4

80

8.0
(n=47)

Seattle, Washington
BOMA

Note: BetterBricks sponsored some other training events related to Office Real Estate including a series of office lighting
updates conducted by the Lighting Design Lab and was a co-sponsor of several events and conferences provided by other
organizations. We focus on BOMA events in the table and text because that is where the Office Real Estate part of
BetterBricks focused its efforts.

Contacts believe that the smaller attendance for 2008 BOMA events was partly due to the
success of the 2007 training sessions and partly because previous attendees did not realize new
content was being presented. However, they believe many new people attended the 2008
sessions.
Participant surveys from attendees at the BOMA and benchmarking events were favorable.
While a limited number of these surveys were available for review, all but a few participants
rated the trainings as useful or very useful (ratings of 7 or higher on a scale of 10).
Marketing
The ORE component has relied primarily on two methods to build awareness and support of high
performance buildings and develop credibility in the marketplace: sponsoring events, and
developing relationships with key players and organizations in the real estate industry. Our
respondents commented on both these marketing strategies.
We found that ORE is getting its message out to the target audience and the approach and the
message are right. However, certain groups in the industry – like brokers and tenants – still need
to be reached.
Sponsoring events with key organizations has helped the ORE component reach its intended
audiences. For example, being a sponsor for Urban Land Institute’s Emerging Trends events in
2007 and 2008 has given BetterBricks a lot of exposure to ULI members (450+ top real estate
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professionals) and has allowed ULI to do an even better job with what they are offering. In
addition to ULI and BOMA, BetterBricks’ ORE component has worked with the U.S. Green
Building Council to sponsor events.
Finally, respondents commented that events like the BOMA Portland Office Energy Showdown
II and the BOMA Kilowatt Crackdown in Puget Sound have involved key audiences in energy
efficiency activities. These friendly competitions use the ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager
to benchmark participating office buildings. Sizeable portions of the office real estate in these
markets are being benchmarked in these contests – 7 million square feet in Portland and 20
million square feet in Puget Sound. These events have gained a great deal of visibility in the
office real estate community and are being copied in other parts of the country.
Value of BetterBricks to ORE Participants
Respondents identified four areas where BetterBricks’ ORE component provides value to
participants.
 ORE is seen as a valuable resource. Participants and market partners recognize that
ORE has brought together a top-notch team of professionals who are credible and know
what they are talking about. They bring specific knowledge about energy that clients do
not have and respond to the questions and needs of the target audiences.
 ORE provides value by supporting benchmarking through training, events, and
direct services. ORE contractors provided the engineering review necessary to qualify a
subset of buildings that participated in the Office Showdown and Kilowatt Crackdown as
ENERGY STAR® Certified. Many real estate firms have benefitted from these
benchmarking services. As one person noted, “I think that has been very helpful to every
property manager in town.”
 Building performance has improved and energy has been saved through the Office
Real Estate scoping process. Two to four buildings were scoped as part of assessment
services for each of the initial three real estate firms. Scoping consists of a simple
building walk-through by a BetterBricks contractor with facility staff to identify
opportunities to improve the energy efficiency of a building. The scoping turned up a
number of quick-fixes – performance problems in the building that could be solved on the
spot. One participant noted these fixes allowed one of their buildings to achieve an
Energy Star® Certified rating and estimated they would be saving more than $50,000 on
their energy bill.
 ORE is helping real estate firms achieve their strategic objectives. Participants
believed they were (or would be) advancing their sustainability initiatives through the
HPPF process.
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PROGRESS INDICATORS
BetterBricks’ ORE component has been underway for two and a half years; in the past seven
months, it began to work with three real estate firms to test the HPPF approach. While it is still
early to expect specific outcomes, this evaluation collected information on penetration and
evidence of changes in business practices. It also assessed where firms fall on the adoption
continuum and looked at critical factors for success.
Penetration
The ORE component has a set of objectives associated with the acceptance, adoption, capability,
and promotion (penetration) of desired practices and skills. Table 6.2 highlights the progress in
meeting those objectives.
Table 6.2: Penetration and Market Progress of the Target Market ORE Component
OBJECTIVE

MARKET PROGRESS

Percentage of Targeted Real Estate DecisionMakers (Such as Owners, Property Managers,
Asset Managers, etc.) Aware of the Specific
Benefits Available from High-Performance
Buildings

Qualitative data suggest awareness among real estate
professionals of the link between energy efficiency and
sustainability and the strategic business interests of their
firms is growing.

Percentage of Targeted Real Estate Floor Space
that Adopts Energy Management Policies that
Change Energy-Related Business Practices

The three test firms own/manage approximately 10 million
square feet of office space, approximately 6% of Pacific
Northwest office space.

Percentage of Relevant Real Estate
Professionals (Senior Managers, Property
Managers, Owners) that Is Capable of
Managing Change in Energy-Related
Business Practices for Design and
Construction and Facility Operations

Over 600 real estate professionals attended BEEP training
in 2007 and a little less than 300 attended BOMA training
events in 2008.

Market Partners, Including Utilities, Trade
Associations, and Select Firms Begin Support
and Promotion of High Performance
Portfolios

BOMA is a key market partner working with ORE to deliver
training events in major markets and key events like the
Office Showdown and KW Crackdown. ORE staff and
contractors are also involved on local and national BOMA
committees.

Approximately 80 real estate professionals have received
training on benchmarking their buildings and 20 million
square feet of office space was benchmarked in Puget
Sound (~20%) through the KW Crackdown and 7 million
square feet in Portland (~10%) through the Office
Showdown II.

ORE has worked with ULI to co-sponsor events and a staff
member is on the ULI board.
ORE has also worked with other organizations to co-sponsor
events such as the U.S. Green Building Council, Northwest
Energy Efficiency Council (NEEC), and local governments.
Electric utilities have been actively involved as co-sponsors
of many of these events.
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Documented Business Practice Changes
Benchmarking is the most significant business practice change that has occurred due to initiative
activities. Many office real estate firms had never benchmarked their buildings using the
ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager until they became involved in initiative events. The 27
million square feet of office space benchmarked during the Office Showdown and Kilowatt
Crackdown is approximately 15% of Northwest office space, and there is evidence that more
floor space is being benchmarked. Firms that had a few buildings participating in these events
have benchmarked other buildings in their portfolios. Firms that did not participate have asked
contractors that provide benchmarking services to help them benchmark and certify their
buildings.
Evaluation respondents told us that it is too early in the process for any other business practice
changes as a result of their involvement with ORE. All three real estate firms are progressive, so
in some cases they had already taken some steps to be more efficient, green, or sustainable (such
as forming a Green Team). They may have also made some small changes in their operation
practices as a result of scoping activities, but these changes have not been formalized because
they are just at the point of developing their plans. All three firms have benchmarked all of their
buildings as part of the assessment phase of the HPPF process. Benchmarking is a business
practice they will likely continue.
Placement of Firms Along the Adoption Continuum
The road a real estate firm takes to operating within the HPPF is more of an adaptive than a
linear process. Figure 6.3 gives an indication of where the real estate firms are on the adoption
continuum.
Figure 6.3: Adoption Continuum for the Office Real Estate Target Market Component

Firm #1 (7 Months)
Firm #2 (6 Months)
Firm #3 (6 Months)
Firm #4 (1 Months)
Engaged

Committed

Practicing

Input from the evaluation respondents shows the status of the initial three firms and a fourth firm
that recently signed on.
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The first three firms had taken steps or were considering steps to improve the sustainability of
their operations; thus, they were receptive to ORE’s high performance portfolio message. ORE
sought out these firms because they are industry leaders and were fairly committed to the process
when it began.
The HPPF process begins with the assessment step, where information and data about the real
estate firm’s operations are collected. This step is intended to engage the firm in the process.
Interviews are conducted with firm staff, buildings in the portfolio are benchmarked, and several
representative buildings go through the scoping process. The assessment phase is nearly
complete for the first three firms. As shown, the firm that most recently joined (Firm #4) has just
begun the assessment process.
The initiative team (contractors, Market Specialists, and staff) compile the results of the
assessment phase into a report. The report has been completed for Firm #2, is nearly done for
Firm #1, and is about to be started for Firm #3. The report will be used to create a specific plan
for each firm to move forward. On the adoption continuum this can be viewed as the last step in
the committed phase, after which the firms begin to implement the business practices to create a
high performance office portfolio. However, it is important to note the firms have already started
to implement some practices like benchmarking.
Critical Success Factors / Lessons Learned
Critical Success Factors
Respondents agreed that the critical success factors for ORE are:
 Establish relationships with real estate firms and key organizations like BOMA.
 Provide a knowledgeable and credible service team.
 Respond to client needs, staging the rollout to allow for learning and adaptation.
Lessons Learned
Our interviews also raised a number of issues, lessons, and challenges that need to be considered.
 “Trying to find the time and resources to do this stuff” is hard. While none of the
participating real estate firms thought the staff time they were committing to the initiative
was unreasonable, they still had to fit it into their work load. In a couple of cases, firms
asked the initiative staff for a “time out” so they could deal with other issues. This in part
explains the amount of time it took to complete the assessment phase of the process.
 Factoring in changes in the economy -- such as the current economic crisis – and
how they may affect the competition for time and resources at real estate firms is
important.
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 Interest in sustainability and LEED (the Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design green building rating system) in the real estate industry has exploded. This
has greatly increased awareness and motivation to take action in these areas. This is good
for the initiative’s ORE component, but the many competing green messages in the
market could create confusion and detract from ORE’s core objectives.
 Developing service delivery capacity to support high performance office portfolios is
necessary for future success. ORE has developed a strong team to deliver services to
initial participants, but it faces challenges in how to build capacity to respond to growing
demand while maintaining a high level of quality.
 Multi-tenant, multi-owner buildings create challenges. Real estate firms that manage
and own property may want to create a high performance office portfolio, but tenants in
their buildings and the owners they manage property for may not buy into this goal.
 ORE may need to respond to changing codes and standards in the market. Some
local jurisdictions are considering green building requirements, such as LEED and
benchmarking. These actions would affect the role of ORE in responding to real estate
industry needs.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Overall, BetterBricks’ ORE component is making good progress and we received strong positive
feedback about the approach they are taking in the market place. This positive regard for this
initiative component is reflected in the conclusions and recommendations below.
 Conclusion 1: Market partners and participating real estate firms were very
complimentary of the high quality of the ORE team.
Recommendation: Continue to look for ways to bring in new team members and
develop the unique skills necessary for providing quality services to more real
estate firms.
 Conclusion 2: Participating firms appreciate the ORE component’s flexibility and
responsiveness, that it tailors its services to their needs, and that it is a credible resource
that is not trying to sell anything.
Recommendation: Continue the slow and deliberate rollout of the program to real
estate firms, allowing ORE to continue to be responsive to real estate clients and
to learn and adapt from its experiences.
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 Conclusion 3: The ORE component is still in the early stages of the HPPF test phase, so
it is too soon to draw any conclusions about this approach, except to say it takes time.
Recommendation: Continue to follow through with HPPF testing. Control
expectations to allow time to learn from this experience.
 Conclusion 4: Respondents highlighted how well ORE has developed partnerships and
relationships in the industry and how this has contributed to a strong awareness of the
benefits of a high performance portfolio.
Recommendation: Continue working with market partners and consider ways to
reach some audiences that have not received as much attention such as brokers,
tenants, and owner-investors.
 Conclusion 5: ORE in partnership with BOMA has provided training to approximately
900 people, but interest declined in 2008.
Recommendation: Provide more targeted training that gets deeper into practices
and skills that support the HPPF, and make sure that target audiences understand
the level and benefits of the training being offered.
 Conclusion 6: The real estate industry’s stronger interest in sustainability has been a key
motivation for the first three real estate firms to participate.
Recommendation: Continue to support the sustainability framework that interests
the three real estate firms. Based on this experience, consider how the HPPF can
more specifically incorporate or account for the wider interest in sustainability.
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7

DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION
COMPONENT: MPER #3

This chapter constitutes MPER #3 for the Design & Construction component (D&C) of the
BetterBricks cross-cutting market, and presents an assessment of accomplishments as of October
2008. A brief review of this component’s background precedes a discussion of progress
indicators and market experience. The assessment methods are described in Appendix B.

BACKGROUND
This section provides a brief description of D&C, a simplified logic model, and a
characterization of the target market. The role that D&C plays in the overall BetterBricks
commercial sector initiative is illustrated in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: BetterBricks Design & Construction (D&C) Cross-Cutting Market Component

Description
The goal of the BetterBricks D&C component is to transform the commercial new construction
market so that a set of approaches and practices collectively known as Integrated Design (ID)
becomes standard practice and significant energy efficiency is achieved. The D&C component
targets for efficiency have been aligned with those of the American Institute for Architects (AIA)
2030 Challenge.
BetterBricks funds five Integrated Design labs (IDLs or labs) – located in Portland (Oregon),
Seattle and Spokane (Washington), Boise (Idaho), and Bozeman (Montana) – to provide
technical support for the D&C component. The IDLs define ID as the synthesis of climate, use,
loads, and systems in the creation of buildings, resulting in a high-performance building that is
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more energy-efficient than current best practices. Benefits of ID include: reduced operating
expense; reduced construction cost; increased staff comfort and productivity, retention, and
morale; positive community image; and continuous improvement from project to project. A
major emphasis of BetterBricks D&C is to encourage ID’s application early in the design
process so that all members of the design team can make far-reaching decisions about a
building’s design as early as the programming or conceptual design stages.
To catalyze the market’s transformation to ID, the D&C uses a set of interrelated approaches,
including technical assistance, education and training, and marketing. The primary delivery
strategy is the Firm Focus approach – working closely with a few selected architecture firms40 to
influence their business practices and increase their technical capabilities to deliver ID,
particularly in the BetterBricks target markets. The second tier priority of D&C is technical
assistance for target market projects outside of Firm Focus firms, while the third tier is all other
projects. In addition, there are education and training opportunities offered to the broader design
and construction market. A more detailed description of the D&C component may be found in
the Second MPER.41
A simplified logic model for the BetterBricks D&C component is presented below as Figure 7.2.
A detailed logic model is included in Appendix A.
Market Characterization
As discussed in previous MPERs, the $3 million average annual budget of the BetterBricks D&C
component over the 2006-2008 funding cycle is just a small fraction of the $10 billion annual
new construction market in the Pacific Northwest, as reported by the 2002 Economic Census (the
most recent detailed data available).42 About 55% of new construction occurred in Washington,
which had almost twice as much construction as Oregon (28% of the total), which had more than
twice as much as Idaho (11%), which in turn had twice as much as Montana (5.4%). Through
2007, the Pacific Northwest market was among the fastest growing in the country, but in 2008
the effects of the economic slowdown became evident across the region, with non-residential
construction spending down about 9% from the previous year through October, according to
Davis Langdon.43

40

To protect firms’ identities, these are referred to in this document as Firm #1, Firm #2, Firm #3, Firm #4, and
Firm #5.

41

See: http://www.nwalliance.org/research/reports/E08-189.pdf.

42

U.S. Census Bureau, 2002 Economic Census: http://www.census.gov/econ/census02/.

43

Davis Langdon is an international consulting firm, with a regional San Francisco office. See 2008
Construction Market Report: Third Quarter: http://www.davislangdon.com/upload/images/publications/USA/
2008%203rd%20Qtr%20Market%20Report.pdf.
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Figure 7.2: Simplified Logic Model for BetterBricks Design & Construction (D&C) Cross-Cutting Market Component

BetterBricks Design & Construction
Component Logic Model
Situ ation

INTERVENTION

DEMAND
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Owners,
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engineering
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Change business
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Work directly with
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Influence national
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ACTIVITIES
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The Pacific Northwest continues to be among the most progressive regions in the country in its
acceptance of energy efficiency and sustainable building practices. As of July 2008, Washington
and Oregon accounted for 12% of certified, bronze, silver or gold LEED New Construction
projects, even though they represent less than 5% of the U.S. new construction market. The
Pacific Northwest also has almost 3,000 LEED Accredited Professionals, including 743
architects and 116 mechanical engineers. In addition, both Oregon and Washington ranked in the
top six states employing energy efficiency to meet electricity demand, according to the American
Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy’s 2008 State Energy Efficiency Scorecard, while
Idaho was rated the “most improved” state.
The national market has also begun to increase its focus on energy efficiency and sustainability
as the importance of reducing greenhouse gas emissions becomes more widely recognized. In
particular, the 2030 Challenge, a highly visible initiative backed by AIA, has set as its goal to
make new buildings carbon-neutral by that date. Interim targets include designing new buildings
to be 50% more efficient than comparable existing buildings by 2010. These goals overlap with
– and to some extent supersede – the initial D&C goal of exceeding code by 25%. BetterBricks
has taken steps to leverage the interest in the 2030 Challenge for its own D&C efforts to the
point of now aligning its own targets with those of the Challenge. In addition, recent reports on
construction costs for sustainable building note that fears of significantly higher first costs are
largely unfounded and that LEED-qualifying buildings, on average, cost little or no more than
conventional buildings to design and construct.
As interest in sustainable building continued to grow in 2008, so did the recognition among
design professionals of the need for infrastructure and tools to support the implementation of
sustainable building practices. Examples of such tools include AIA’s 50 to 50, which offers a set
of 50 strategies to help architects achieve 50% carbon reduction; AIA’s Integrated Project
Delivery (IPD) initiative, which shares BetterBricks’ emphasis on collaboration between all
parties early in the design process; and Center for the Built Environment’s (CBE’s) development
of an Occupant Indoor Environmental Quality Survey to help ensure consistency in postoccupancy evaluations.
In addition, codes and standards are evolving to incorporate more ambitious efficiency targets.
BetterBricks staff or its contractors have some level of involvement or relationship to each of
these efforts:
 The American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers
(ASHRAE) is refining its existing 90.1 code (to make the 2010 version of 90.1 30% more
efficient than the 2007 version), and developing and promoting a new standard (Vision
2020), specifically to support design of zero-net-energy buildings.
 The U.S. Green Building Council (USGBC) is revising the LEED points system so that
greater emphasis is placed on the energy-efficient aspects of a commercial building’s
design. The new 110-point LEED scorecard for new and remodeled buildings nearly
doubles the optional credits for energy performance and requires a minimum of two
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points (approximately equivalent to 15% energy savings). In addition, commissioning
buildings will earn two credits instead of one.
 At the state level, most of the states in the Pacific Northwest are moving toward more
efficient building codes. In addition, a number of government organizations have placed
added emphasis on minimizing their jurisdiction’s carbon footprint.
The overall effect is that the market has never been as receptive to the message being put forth
by BetterBricks D&C. Owners – particularly institutions, government, Fortune 500 firms, and
some large developers – are not only open to the energy efficiency message, but are increasingly
demanding it from architects and engineers. Several Firm Focus architecture firms are reporting
that more of their clients come to new projects with a mindset that asks, “How green can we go,”
as illustrated by a hospital that has set as a goal to have its new facility to be the most efficient
hospital in the country.
Despite the favorable attitude toward sustainable design, however, the current economic
downturn has some architects worried about the level of construction activity and whether green
projects will be more susceptible to recession. Architect billings (including the AIA billing
index, which is said to be a reliable indicator for about a year into the future) show a significant
decrease in institutional and commercial work, suggesting that conditions will be even more
depressed near the end of 2009. For firms that promote sustainable design, the challenge will be
to incorporate energy efficiency into design strategies without increasing first cost. It is expected
that being able to deliver high performance energy-efficient buildings using integrated design
will be a differentiation that firms will need to be competitive in the market.
Concerns over the economy’s impact on energy efficiency are particularly salient in the designbuild (DB) market. Since these contracts make the contractor team with an engineer and
architect responsible for both the design and construction of a building at a fixed cost, the fear is
that energy-efficient design alternatives will be discouraged because they may lead to higher
costs – which traditionally has been the case. That said, however, one Firm Focus architecture
firm is reporting some success in pursuing ID approaches on speculative design-build office
buildings by leveraging long-standing relationships and the perceived marketability of green
buildings.

MARKET EXPERIENCE
Although, as noted above, the D&C component uses several interrelated approaches to promote
ID, the majority of budget and resources are allocated to the design labs and the Firm Focus
relationships. As a result, that is where the majority of efforts to update the previous MPER were
focused.
A fundamental focus of the evaluation was to test the D&C component’s theory that working
intensively with a few firms will be a leverage point for transforming the D&C market. On one
hand, the advantage of the Firm Focus approach is that it has the potential to be truly
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transforming. In fact, one of the design principals at Firm #1 has described the firm’s experience
with the Firm Focus relationship in precisely those terms. And while the number of projects
directly affected is much smaller than for a more prescriptive approach, these projects tend to be
much larger energy users and the overall effects are more far-reaching. Projects completed by the
Firm Focus firms are coming to be seen as exemplary, not just within the region, but nationally
and even internationally – an important consideration in a highly competitive industry where
such exemplary works help to define best practice and thus promote the firms that deliver it.
On the other hand, many new construction projects in the Pacific Northwest continue to be
relatively straightforward buildings that may be better suited to simple prescriptive rebates rather
than the more complex Firm Focus approach. Northwest utilities, in particular, seem to prefer the
easily applied prescriptive rebates that can be used for the typical strip malls, speculative office
buildings, or other small commercial projects. These building types or markets are not the center
of D&C Firm Focus, but are included by the E&T and marketing efforts.
Usefulness of D&C Services
In an effort to understand the process by which the D&C component aims to transform the
market, this evaluation looked at BetterBricks’ delivery of various types of Firm Focus
assistance and the extent to which each of the five Firm Focus firms used these services in 2008.
Services fall into three main categories: technical assistance; business assistance; and skillbuilding or education/training provided by the Business Advisor (BA), Integrated Design Labs
(IDLs), and BetterBricks Marketing (BBM) and Education and Training (E&T) Departments.
Findings are summarized in Table 7.1 below. Note, however, that this discussion focuses on the
activities of the D&C component and their effect on business and design practices within the
Firm Focus firms; the effect of these activities on the broader market will be investigated 2009,
and will include a survey of non-Firm Focus architectural firms.
Table 7.1: Use of Firm Focus Services, by Firm
TYPE OF SERVICE

PROVIDED BY

FIRM
#1

FIRM
#2

FIRM
#3

FIRM
#4

FIRM
#5

BA

2

—

2

2

2

BA, BBM

2

1

2

—

1

Staff Development

BA, IDLs, E&T

2

2

3

2

2

P & S Development

IDLs

3

1

1

3

2

Technical Assistance

IDLs

3

2

3

3

2

Business Practices
Marketing

Key: 1 = minimal activity, 2 = moderate activity, 3 = significant activity, blank indicates no use of this service.
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Business Assistance
Assistance with business practices and marketing is provided primarily by the Business
Advisors, a contracted team of experts in the planning, positioning, and marketing of architecture
firms. In 2008, the Business Advisor helped the newest Firm Focus firms define and document
their corporate commitment to energy efficiency and identify internal champions for ID. For the
larger and more established firms, the Business Advisor focused on tracking implementation
goals suggesting potential external partners (such as engineering firms) to help advance ID at the
firm. The Business Advisor also provided assistance on marketing, helping several of the Firm
Focus firms with strategic positioning of their ID practice. In addition, the Business Advisor
worked with the BetterBricks Marketing staff and contractors to help Firm Focus firms develop
and disseminate ID success stories through article placement, speaking engagements, and
preparation of proposal materials. Note, however, that the two largest firms made little or no use
of BetterBricks marketing support, as they feel their internal departments are capable of handling
that function. Firm #5 has plans to utilize BetterBricks marketing support more extensively, but
had not done so in its first year of its participation as a Firm Focus partner.
Staff Development
Part of the rationale for the Firm Focus approach is that, particularly in larger firms, the lessons
learned by architects working directly on IDL-supported projects will spread throughout the firm
and be incorporated into standard practice by the rest of the design staff. As a result, staff
development takes place both through project-based education (where architects working on a
project acquire expertise in an approach introduced by the IDL) and through formal seminars,
informal brown-bag lunches, project review sessions, and other training events for those not
directly involved on a project. Content for these sessions may be developed by the Business
Advisor, the IDLs, or the BetterBricks Education and Training Department, although the latter is
not involved in the actual organization of these events and the presentation of course materials.
Product and Service Development
Product and service (P&S) development refers to the creation of packages of techniques or
services that can be adopted, both by the Firm Focus firms and by other designers, with the goal
of helping trade allies in the cross-cutting markets to develop best practices to meet demand for
ID and techniques that support the construction of energy-efficient buildings. P&S development
accounts for about 11% of the combined budgets of the IDLs. Examples of P&S activities by the
IDLs include: the University of Oregon Energy Studies in Buildings Laboratory’s (ESBL’s)
work on climate analysis and hospital patient room optimization; the Seattle/Puget Sound IDL’s
work on energy modeling and mechanical engineering with selected partner firms; and the Boise
lab’s work on a Measurement and Verification Protocol for Nampa High Performance
Classrooms. BetterBricks also has a separate P&S development effort independent of the labs,
comprising such activities as development of eQuest modeling capabilities or creation of a
carbon calculator to help designers track progress toward 2030 Challenge goals.
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Technical Assistance
Accounting for more than three-fourths of the combined IDL budget, technical assistance
remains the signature service of the IDLs and is the reason they are typically resource
constrained. Every one of the Firm Focus firms interviewed sang the praises of the assistance
they received from the labs, noting that resources such as physical daylight modeling are not
available from any other source, and that the breadth of experience of the IDL directors lends
credibility to innovative design approaches that otherwise might not be accepted by clients.
Because of the demand for technical assistance, the ESBL and Seattle/Puget Sound labs in
particular have been forced to devise standard approaches for those designers who want their
help when there is no time available.
A summary of the in-depth technical assistance initiated for both Firm Focus and other firms by
each of the labs in the first seven months of 2008 is presented in Table 7.2. Note that over half of
all technical assistance is provided to projects that are outside the target markets, primarily to
educational institutions, which continue to have a strong interest in sustainable design and are
involved in several post-occupancy evaluation studies. A more detailed cumulative breakdown
of all projects worked on will be provided in the 2009 MPER.
Table 7.2: Projects Receiving Technical Assistance in 2008 – by IDL
TARGET MARKET/
BUILDING TYPE

OREGON

WASHINGTON
WESTERN

IDAHO

MONTANA

TOTAL

PERCENT

EASTERN

TARGET MARKETS
Hospitals / Healthcare

2

6

2

2

2

14

16%

Grocery

1

0

0

0

1

2

2%

Office Real Estate

1

10

0

6

6

23

27%

4

16

2

8

9

39

46%

Subtotal

OTHER BUILDING TYPES
K-12 Schools

0

7

1

0

2

10

12%

Retail

0

2

0

0

0

2

2%

University / College

8

1

0

6

1

16

19%

Other

2

6

0

6

4

18

21%

10

16

1

12

7

46

54%

14

32

3

20

16

85

100%

16%

38%

4%

24%

19%

100%

Subtotal
TOTAL PROJECTS

1. Projects where Lab assistance began in the first seven months of 2008
2. Does not include Master Planning, out of region projects, or research projects
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D&C Sector Market Leverage Effectiveness
Education & Training
In addition to one-on-one staff training, BetterBricks also offers public education and training
sessions through its E&T department, frequently in partnership with the IDLs or professional
associations such as the Cascadia Chapter of the USGBC, the AIA, and ASHRAE. Although the
E&T department is not typically directly involved with professional education at Firm Focus
firms, 2008 saw an exception to this with E&T’s Transformational Lecture Series in Portland
and Seattle. Following a presentation for a general audience, distinguished speakers at these
events visited each of the Firm Focus firms along with the Business Advisor and lab staff, where
they made a presentation – usually to the whole firm – and followed up with a smaller group
discussion of specific projects. This collaboration between the D&C effort and E&T to take
advantage of the Cascadia speaker being available was enthusiastically received by all of the
Firm Focus representatives, who said the visits helped motivate their staff, while also providing
valuable specific information on sustainable design techniques being used elsewhere in the U.S.
and in Europe.
For 2008, E&T to the broader market emphasized practical steps needed to attain the ambitious
goals of the 2030 Challenge, with such topics as the Integrated Design Process and Design
Synergies, Benchmarking, and the AIA’s 50 to 50. As an example, the Real World Integrated
Design series explored the application of ID through the experiences of local integrated teams on
completed local projects. In addition, BetterBricks helped sponsor training on Advanced
Buildings Core Performance, the enhanced prescriptive path for more efficient small and
relatively simple commercial buildings. Training has also been offered on energy modeling, and
the director of the Montana IDL has developed curricula for several courses on the use of
eQuest. It should be noted, however, that these courses are designed to help design professionals
understand the use of energy modeling; they will not produce fully qualified modelers to assist in
the ID process.
One potentially important part of the E&T effort that has still not been completed is the delivery
of a course for Firm Focus partners (and ultimately other architecture firms) on how to sell ID to
building owners. This curriculum has been under development for over a year and is now said to
be near completion.
Marketing
In addition to the strategic marketing support provided by the Business Advisor to Firm Focus
firms, as described above, BetterBricks marketing for D&C operates on several levels:
developing and maintaining the BetterBricks website; working with the Business Advisor to
provide one-on-one assistance to Firm Focus firms with marketing collateral and public relations
(such as the Daylighting Hospital Patient Rooms summary for Firm #2 or the Mount Angel
Abbey brochure for Firm #1); and organizing public events, such as the BetterBricks Awards.
Marketing also provides limited assistance to the IDL network for their collateral needs. Most
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important in terms of market transformation, marketing is responsible for the dissemination of
success stories to the broader D&C market to raise awareness of Integrated Design and its
benefits.
The marketing activities in 2008 leveraged the overall interest in sustainable design and carbon
reduction, as well as the visibility of the 2030 Challenge. For example, an ad for BetterBricks in
the AIA Portland Annual Directory specifically linked BetterBricks to the 2030 Challenge. In
addition, the BetterBricks website is continuing to add content on How To Get There, including
new case studies as they become available.
As more Firm Focus firms complete projects started under the Firm Focus relationship, more
new case studies will be possible. Lab directors and Firm Focus staff alike say they cannot
overemphasize the importance of having completed buildings that people can see and touch as a
tool for both education and marketing. A number of completed projects (including Mount Angel
Abbey, Banner Bank, Providence Newberg Medical Center, Oregon Health & Science
University Center for Health & Healing, and a number of elementary schools) have been
instrumental in demonstrating the practicality of what initially may have seemed like radical
design concepts to some. An illustration of the importance of these projects is the number of
tours of the Banner Bank building in Boise: 66 tours in 2006-07, and 17 in the first nine months
of 2008.
As noted previously, some forms of post-occupancy evaluations (POEs) are being considered for
inclusion as an integral part of the ID package, and most of the Firm Focus partners are
embarked on some form of POE to monitor both occupant satisfaction and energy performance
of several completed buildings. The results of these studies will serve as valuable input to future
designs, training curricula, and marketing materials.
Value of BetterBricks to Participants
All of the Firm Focus participants interviewed said that the Firm Focus relationship had
exceeded their expectations, with each of them citing the technical support available from the
IDLs. Those who had agreed to use the services of the Business Advisor were equally
enthusiastic about that resource. While the IDLs are among the greatest strengths of the Firm
Focus approach, they are also a finite resource, and the limited availability of the lab directors
has led to delays in curriculum development and other activities that could benefit the broader
D&C component. For example, the NEEA marketing lead would like to disseminate information
about the IDLs as a means of building their visibility nationally and internationally. The
marketing team has pursued the possibility of a monthly IDL column on the BetterBricks
website explaining some aspect of the ID approach. This would be an excellent medium for
disseminating advances in ID to the design community; however, the lab directors are simply too
time-constrained to provide this resource and have a tendency not to delegate to other lab staff.
The demands on the IDLs – particularly on the IDL directors – highlight the continuing need for
high level assistance to architects who are pursuing energy-efficient, sustainable design. While it
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is a long-term goal of BetterBricks to have the market provide all the services needed to support
ID, the R&D-oriented expertise provided by the IDLs is unlikely to become available to the
design community in a timeframe consistent with aggressive efficiency and sustainability targets.
To address the ongoing issue of resource constraints, over time, supplemental capability (i.e., in
addition to the IDL directors themselves) is being built at many of the labs, and this could be
supported by the labs’ charging a fee to provide this assistance to the market. Each lab employs
graduate students (many of whom become practitioners of ID), and one of the Firm Focus firms
funds a graduate research position that will support ongoing post-occupancy evaluations, with
the goal of building a database of actual versus modeled performance. In Seattle, efforts are
moving forward to bring on a senior level architect to support and ultimately replace the lab
director, who is approaching retirement. In Idaho, the loss of an energy modeling and building
science expert to an overseas position created a serious challenge; while a qualified mechanical
engineer has since been hired, the lab still wants to rebuild its modeling expertise.

PROGRESS INDICATORS
The criteria used by NEEA to place firms along a continuum in the adoption of ID have Firm
Focus participants moving from the initial stage of engaged to committed and through practicing
to sustaining. Firms are considered to be engaged when they have been contacted by initiative
staff and met the selection criteria for Firm Focus firms. They are committed when they sign an
agreement.
Penetration
As of late 2008, all five Firm Focus firms may be considered at least in the practicing stage –
representing about 25% to 30% of the architects in the top 25 firms in the region and over 50%
of the healthcare and office real estate design and construction market.
However, there are clearly different degrees of practicing ID, and the stages of practice are not
that clearly defined. Although there are a number of characteristics that define the application of
ID to an architectural practice, it is rare for all of these characteristics to be universally applied.
Large firms, in particular, comprise multiple offices and studios addressing different markets;
and those studios operate with relative autonomy from the head office or the studio that holds the
Firm Focus relationship. One office or studio may be working closely with BetterBricks to
implement ID on multiple projects, while another studio in the same firm may – at least initially
– barely have heard of ID or BetterBricks. To reflect the different degrees of practicing, we have
identified several key aspects of the design and construction process that characterize ID and
have tried to determine which steps in the process each firm often or routinely fulfills. Note,
however, that because Firm A is shown as practicing a specific aspect of ID does not mean that it
is does so on every single project. The selected indicators include:
 Setting Energy Goals for Every Project
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 Early and Iterative Energy Modeling
 Analysis of Climate/Occupancy/System interaction
 Active Promotion of Building Commissioning
 Post Occupancy Evaluation
With the caveat discussed above, we have placed the Firm Focus firms on the adoption
continuum, as shown in Figure 7.3. The first three firms are those that signed on as a Firm Focus
partner in 2005; Firms #4 and #5 joined relatively recently – in the second half of 2007. Within
each of those two groups, firms are arranged according to the extent of their adoption.
Figure 7.3: Adoption Continuum for the Design & Construction Cross-Cutting Market Component

*Firm #1 (30 Months)
Service Packages
Firm #2 (30 Months)

Marketing Materials

Firm #3 (30 Months)

Sales Training

Firm #4 (13 Months)

Technical Training

Firm #5 (16 Months)

Selling Services

Engaged

Committed

Practicing

Documented Business Practice Changes
The experience of each of the Firm Focus firms is discussed briefly below, with significant steps
in the implementation of ID highlighted for each. Note that some of the activities listed may have
been motivated by LEED or the 2030 Challenge, rather than directly by BetterBricks; they are
mentioned here because they support the overall shift toward ID of high performance, energyefficient buildings. Lack of detailed market penetration data for the design and construction
market made it impossible to assess progress toward the 2005-2009 business plan goals.
Firm #1
Firm #1 is a medium-sized firm with offices in Portland and Seattle, and is a striking success
among the Firm Focus firms, with its Portland office having moved into the sustaining stage in
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its adoption of ID. No other Firm Focus office has so thoroughly embraced the ID approach in
the way it addresses all of its projects, although this same level of progress has not been achieved
at the Seattle office. The ESBL director reports that one of the senior partners at this firm – a
former skeptic regarding ID – announced to a group of visitors that “sustainability will provide
both form and content to our architecture.” And the actions taken by this firm validate this
partner’s words; as illustrated by the following, the firm:
 Uses the buildings it has “on the ground” to prove their ability to deliver designs far more
energy-efficient than code and to demonstrate ID concepts
 Has made a public commitment to the 2030 Challenge
 Conducts detailed research on climate and occupancy to look for opportunities to affect
the fundamental design of every project, with input from the engineer right from the start
 Has funded a graduate research position at ESBL
 Is developing an ID database and a systematic approach to POE for all the projects it has
completed with ESBL
 On a project for a university laboratory, encouraged a manufacturer of shading systems to
conduct project-specific research for a building that could use as little as half as much
energy as a typical laboratory – on a budget one-third less than average for comparable
facilities
 On that same project, asked for a new engineering firm that was more experienced in the
details of energy modeling
 Has LEED accreditation for almost all of its design professionals
 Makes the ESBL an integral part of virtually every project, combining lessons learned
from its recent projects with new research and analysis
 Actively promotes its sustainable design capabilities in winning work, and is a strong
proponent of what it calls a “blue collar approach” to ID, so that it is not limited to $800
to $1,000/square foot buildings, but can use ID on projects with more modest budgets
Despite these demonstrated successes and the firm’s commitment to pursuing ID, Firm #1
acknowledges that it would find it difficult to maintain this commitment if the services provided
by ESBL were not available. Not only are services, such as analysis of physical modeling,44 at

44

For example, to analyze effective performance, ESBL has a heliodon to study the relationship between an
architectural scale model and a representation of the direct sun and a mirrored-box artificial sky to test the
daylighting performance of the scale model under overcast sky conditions.
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ESBL not available in the region outside of the lab network, even if they were available, they
would need someone with the depth of experience of the lab staff to accurately interpret the
results. Similarly, this firm acknowledges that, while it relies heavily on energy modeling
provided by leading engineering firms, even the best modelers at most firms do not have the
detailed architectural knowledge to be able to validate or challenge the underlying assumptions
behind the model results.
As a result, despite the advances Firm #1 has made in becoming a sustaining practitioner of
Integrated Design, a clear exit strategy that will enable the firm to carry on its ID practice with
no outside assistance is not yet in place. The market does not yet provide all of the expertise
required to support an ongoing, sophisticated degree of analysis on a full range of projects. It
may be feasible to identify and engage national or international experts with these skills on a few
marquee projects with ample design budgets; it is not yet possible on more typical projects,
whether in healthcare, education, or commercial real estate. Assuring a market supply of the
needed resources in the absence of direct BetterBricks support remains a challenge and will be
investigated in detail for the 2009 MPER.
Firm #2
Firm #2 has approximately 200 employees and offices both in Portland and Seattle, is one of the
largest architecture firms in the Pacific Northwest. Unlike several other Firm Focus partners, this
firm has not shared marketing and other strategic plans with the Firm Focus business advisor, but
continues to take a number of steps that demonstrate the practice of Integrated Design, including:
 Expanding the sustainable design group within the firm, with one sustainability
coordinator winning a BetterBricks award
 Hiring a former ESBL staff member who has become a very effective advocate for SD
within the firm
 Holding several firm-wide roundtables and retreats on sustainable design
 At the Puget Sound IDL’s suggestion, retaining highly qualified engineering firms to do
early energy modeling on two laboratory projects
 Continuing the process of benchmarking their designs against the efficiency of existing
buildings for the 2010 goal of making new buildings 50% more efficient than the current
building stock
Several observers have noted that, while Firm #2 is pursuing ID on some projects and is actively
using its sustainable work in its marketing, the underlying culture has not fully changed, in that
architects often still approach the earliest phases of design without direct input from the
engineering team. However, this firm continues to work with both the Portland and Seattle labs
on specific hospital, office, and laboratory projects. Although some of the terms of the original
Firm Focus agreement (i.e., the role of the Business Advisor in strategic planning and marketing)
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have not been met, the size and influence of the firm have allowed the Firm Focus relationship to
be maintained. Talks for extending or renewing the relationship beyond the end of 2009 should
require Firm #2 to make a more clearly defined, measurable commitment to ID.
Firm #3
Firm #3 has built an impressive record of successes with ID using the assistance of the Puget
Sound IDL. However, many of these projects were completed in the schools market before it
became a Firm Focus partner. Since then, this firm has made progress in applying ID to its
healthcare projects, as well as continuing to advance ID in school design. Examples of progress
in 2008 include that the firm:
 Worked with the BetterBricks Hospitals target market lead, the Puget Sound IDL, and the
BetterBricks Business Advisor to secure a major hospital design project on the strength
of a sustainable design approach
 Has about half of its design professionals LEED accredited
 Typically leads with sustainable design in marketing
 In healthcare design, uses Green Guide or LEED for hospitals as the default – regardless
of whether the client asks for it
 Is beginning to track all projects against 2030 Challenge milestones (50% by 2010, 60%
by 2015, and so forth)
 Remains a leader in sustainable school design and is aiming to meet the 2030 Challenge
with a new school environmental education center
 With input from the Puget Sound IDL, is conducting a systematic post-occupancy
benchmarking assessment of 30 to 40 schools, as well as detailed assessments on several
hospitals
 Has sought out business relationships with engineers and modelers who are committed to
sustainable design
 Now has as one of its three managing partners, the designer who first initiated the Firm
Focus relationship, has worked closely with the IDL, and also has won a 2008
BetterBricks Award
Although Firm #3 has a demonstrated commitment to ID, there are still some existing clients
who do not value the ID approach and long-time project managers may not market sustainability
consistently or aggressively. Also, some of the engineers the firm works with continue to resist
doing energy models early in the design phase, preferring to wait until the basic design decisions
have been made.
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With a year remaining in the Firm Focus relationship, Firm #3 is planning an exit strategy that
will allow it to continue its transformation, and it is developing an internal sustainability task
force in anticipation of the end of the formal relationship after 2009. While it is likely that this
firm will reach the sustaining stage by that time, it will continue to require at least some access
to the resources of the IDL to help sustain its commitment to ID.
Firm #4
Firm #4 is one of the largest architecture firms, not only in the Pacific Northwest, but in the
country, and is one of the leading firms serving the healthcare and commercial real estate
markets. Initially, the Firm Focus relationship with this firm has been limited to the firm’s
healthcare practice, although some work has begun with the commercial office building practice
as well. Indications of the progress made by Firm #4 in the context of the Firm Focus
relationship include the following:
 In addition to being committed to the 2030 Challenge as a firm, Firm #4 is undertaking
its own 2030 Challenge, specifically in its healthcare practice – the Sustainable Health
Care Initiative – bringing in consultants, contractors, and clients, as well as their own
team.
 After a year of gathering baseline data on all their projects, the firm decided that all new
projects would be at least LEED silver and that energy use would be in line with the 2030
Challenge (i.e., 50% better than existing in 2010).
 The firm launched an in-house discussion of sustainability issues via intranet.
 Steps are being taken to being to apply ID to non-healthcare projects, specifically large
commercial real estate projects, which are being promoted with the help of the ORE
Market Specialist.
 The firm conducted a firm-wide (international) critique of exceptional sustainable
projects from each studio, with the Seattle IDL director participating.
Despite the major steps taken in 2008, a senior partner at the firm believes that it is only “about
50% of the way there.” Some healthcare clients fear higher first cost and there is still some
skepticism within the firm. Overall, however, the degree of change in this large organization in
just one year of Firm Focus participation is remarkable.
Firm #5
Firm #5, based in Montana, is the largest Pacific Northwest architecture firm east of the
Cascades and is a true A&E firm, with mechanical engineering in-house. Firm #5 has 14 offices
in all and 11 in the Northwest, including all the major cities in Montana. It has projects around
the region and serves all of the BetterBricks target markets. With the help of the Business
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Advisor, this firm has made significant progress in defining a commitment to ID at the highest
level of the firm, although steps taken to implement and practice ID have been more limited.
Indicators of progress include the following:
 The firm has committed to sustainability as a top goal for its 2009-2013 strategic plan.
One of the partners has said that, “We firmly believe that ID should not be a choice, but
the way we do business.”
 Managing partners have identified champions for ID and placed them in key positions to
influence change.
 Almost 80 employees are LEED Accredited Professionals, including most of the
principals.
 The number of LEED-certified buildings has grown.
 The company is revamping its marketing materials and approach to emphasize
sustainable design.
 Energy modeling is being done on most projects and modeling capability is being
developed for in-house engineers.
 Project managers and designers provide monthly reports on ID and sustainability
progress.
Senior-level designers and engineers at Firm #5 recognize that they have a long way to go before
they truly integrate ID into their business. One says:
 “I feel like we have the resources, but we keep having to remind people to use them. We
want it to be a natural part of the process, but we’re not quite there yet. It tends to be a
demographic of older professionals, both architects and engineers, who are harder to
bring around. Young people may be giving this most of its momentum.”
Critical Success Factors / Lessons Learned
The following are some of the concepts critical to the success of the D&C component:
 The Demographics of Change must be considered. Not surprisingly, one of the lessons
learned from the Firm Focus experience is that architecture firms are widely different in
size and organization and can take time to change. A relationship with an individual
studio may not translate immediately or directly into firm-wide acceptance of ID,
especially for large national or international firms. Moreover, because of the
demographics of change, some of the oldest, most senior firm members – those with the
most decision-making authority – may be most resistant to change. However, a counter to
this is the response of the senior partner in Firm #1 and the management team of Firm #5.
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Conversely, individual champions of ID can have a significant impact on how quickly a
firm adopts sustainable goals and practices. Individual champions have been instrumental
in the gains achieved at Firms #1, #2, and #3, and both Firm #4 and #5 are taking care to
assign this responsibility to highly qualified senior staff.
 Leveraging effective firm commitment is important. When the BetterBricks Firm
Focus approach coincides with a firm’s decision to embrace sustainable design, change
can be fast, even in a large firm, as has happened with Firm #4. A publicly-announced
commitment to energy efficiency goals, supported by well-placed, qualified champions
of sustainability, can lead to a relatively rapid shift in corporate culture. In addition, the
architecture profession has a tradition of highlighting exemplary individual buildings and
using them as the basis for the latest and greatest best practices, so some of the high
profile projects supported by the Firm Focus relationship have the potential to influence
the design of many subsequent buildings.
 There is value in routine involvement. One of the keys to having the Firm Focus
relationship effectively influence design practice at the partner firms appears to lie in
having regularly-scheduled meetings between the firm and the IDL. Both the ESBL and
Puget Sound IDL report holding weekly or semi-weekly meetings with the firms that
have made the most progress. Many active projects are reviewed at these meetings and
even relatively minor issues are automatically brought to the table; in contrast, if
discussion of a topic has to wait until a meeting is arranged, the lab’s opportunity to
provide input is more likely to be lost.
 There is a market gap of technical expertise. Finally, it is clear that even the most
successful, committed Firm Focus partner would find it difficult to continue to pursue ID
as defined by BetterBricks without some ongoing technical assistance. The marketplace
does not currently offer many alternative sources with the depth of energy-related
architectural knowledge that the IDLs provide. Therefore, some form of support will
continue to be needed by these firms, even as they enter the sustaining category –
although that support could be provided by the IDLs on a fee-for-services basis.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the lessons learned, we make the following conclusions and recommendations:
 Conclusion 1: The design and construction (D&C) market in the Pacific Northwest has
strongly shifted toward sustainable design. The 2030 Challenge in particular has created
new goals and interim targets with an explicit energy efficiency focus. The BetterBricks
D&C component continues to help meet demand for information on how to meet those
goals with Education and Training, web-based information, and support for related
efforts, such as the Advanced Buildings Core Performance path.
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Recommendation: In addition to the Firm Focus approach, discussed below,
BetterBricks should continue to provide tools to help owners, architects,
engineers, and contractors achieve more efficient new buildings. Specifically this
would include:
− Provide help on protocols for benchmarking to track progress toward 2030
and interim goals, especially on how to use CBECs data.
− Continue to support alternative approaches for less-complex buildings,
including looking for possible prescriptive measures that might result from
IDL project work; for example, the chilled beams being used in SRGs UC
Riverside Lab design.
− Publish Lab director columns for the BetterBricks website to inform the
broader market of advances in ID, including both research and application.
 Conclusion 2: The Firm Focus approach appears to be succeeding. Firm Focus
relationships account for over half the healthcare design market and are expanding into
commercial real estate. One partner firm is already at the sustaining level and another
looks likely to reach that by the end of 2009. To keep working at this level, however,
both of these firms are likely to require some access to the technical services provided by
the IDLs once the Firm Focus relationship is terminated.
Recommendation: NEEA should try to make possible a mechanism to provide
some access to IDL technical support for firms once the terms of the Firm Focus
contracts expire. For those firms that have not reached the sustaining stage and
need to extend the original Firm Focus relationship further, an explicit transition
strategy with milestones and targets should be agreed upon.
 Conclusion 3: One of the keys to having the Firm Focus relationship effectively
influence design practice at the partner firms appears to lie in having regularly scheduled
meetings.
Recommendation: The ESBL and Puget Sound Labs should continue their
regular meetings with partner firms. More importantly, the Montana IDL should
initiate weekly or semi-weekly face-to-face meetings with its Firm Focus partner
in Bozeman.
 Conclusion 4: Proper use of energy modeling is critical to the success of the ID approach
– both to ensure that interactions between climate, usage, and systems are identified, and
to ensure that the energy use of as-constructed buildings meets expectations. Despite
advances in the market’s capability to deliver energy modeling, there are continued gaps
in the ability of engineering firms to provide sophisticated iterative energy modeling
early in the design process.
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Recommendation: As Firm Focus firms incorporate advanced designs in
buildings, it is important that that these buildings perform as predicted. Since
predicted performance depends critically on the quality of energy models used in
the design, BetterBricks should make the development and use of energy
modeling capability in the region a high priority. Specific actions could include:
− Develop and publish specifications for hiring modelers (one of the IDLs is
currently doing this for a Firm Focus partner).
− Train owners and architects in how to use and interpret models (e.g.,
model results early in the design process indicate relative, not absolute
energy performance).
− Engage a leading modeler to act as a modeling Help Desk, providing
phone or Internet support on modeling issues.
− Support eQuest or other user groups to ensure best practice in iterative
energy modeling.
 Conclusion 5: There is a growing (and welcome) interest among designers, as well as
owners, in post-occupancy evaluation to determine the actual performance of completed
buildings – including energy performance, as well as occupant comfort and satisfaction.
Recommendation: NEEA should provide information and guidance on collecting
and analyzing as-built energy use, including developing and publishing protocols
for tracking energy use and encouraging the use of consistent tools for capturing
occupant feedback, such as the CBE survey used to gather data on occupant
satisfaction. Collaboration between CBE and the IDLs could help facilitate the
development of such tools. If possible, a database of POE results should be
developed and accessible via the BetterBricks website.
 Conclusion 6: Among the Firm Focus firms that are using them, the services of the
Business Advisor are highly valued, both for their business and strategic planning
assistance and for their input into the marketing of ID. The assistance on marketing ID
would be of value not only to the Firm Focus partners, but also to other architecture firms
that seek to use their ID capabilities in their marketing.
Recommendation: The training on marketing ID should be rolled out to the Firm
Focus firms as soon as possible, and to the rest of the market shortly thereafter.
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BUILDING OPERATIONS
COMPONENT: MPER #3

This chapter constitutes MPER #3 for the Building Operations component of the BetterBricks
cross-cutting market and documents its progress from January to December 2008. After briefly
reviewing this component’s background, we discuss progress indicators and the market
experience. The assessment methods are described in Appendix B.
The role that the Building Operations component plays in the overall BetterBricks commercial
sector initiative is illustrated in Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1: BetterBricks Building Operations Cross-Cutting Market Component

BACKGROUND
Description
The Building Operations component focuses on improving regional building performance by
facilitating market adoption of improved operations and maintenance (O&M) strategies by
market actors on both the demand and supply sides of the market.
On the supply side, BetterBricks provides both technical training and business development
support to select mechanical and controls service providers (the Firm Focus approach). The
ultimate goal of the Firm Focus activities is to expand the breadth and quality of energy
efficiency-focused building O&M services offered in the Pacific Northwest. Firm Focus work
occurs on two primary fronts: building skills to deliver new building tune-up and
retrocommissioning services; and helping firms enhance their existing basic service agreements
to include energy efficiency benchmarking, monitoring, and on-going service. Technical
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Advisors focus on how-to training for new service delivery, while Business Advisors help firms
learn how to market, sell, and write effective proposals for these energy efficiency services.
On the demand side, the Building Operations component looks to stimulate demand for building
operations and maintenance services in the Pacific Northwest, primarily through focusing on the
BetterBricks target market efforts of Hospitals and Office Real Estate. Technical Advisors
support the activities of Market Specialists in each target market to identify energy savings
opportunities on specific projects. They have worked with hospital firms to develop RFPs that
include energy efficiency components in operations and maintenance contracts, as well as
helping to build local teams to provide the necessary building O&M services.
In 2008 a simplified logic model was developed by BetterBricks staff to illustrate the basic
program approach for market transformation (see Figure 8.2). A more detailed logic model,
developed in 2007, is included in Appendix A. A detailed description of the roles,
responsibilities, and expectations of Technical Advisors, Business Advisors, Firm Focus firms
and other actors in the Building Operations component was provided in MPER #2; they have not
changed significantly over the past year.
Market Characterization
As discussed in more detail in MPER #1 and #2, 45 currently data are not available on the
absolute size of the building operations market in the Northwest in specific terms of revenue
generated from operations and maintenance service agreements. For this MPER, we identified a
list of 645 mechanical, heating, or air conditioning contractors or contractors that provide
services related to controls, control systems, or regulators in Washington and Oregon.46 We were
unable to find similar information for Idaho and Montana.
We previously were able to determine that two of the Firm Focus firms are among the largest
specialty contractors in Washington and Oregon, and the major firms in the mechanical and
control contracting markets have not changed significantly in the past year.
Several market trends for 2008 were identified by tracking regular newsletters from the
following major industry organizations: Building Owners and Managers Association (BOMA),
the International Facility Manager Association (IFMA), American Society of Heating,
Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), the Continental Association for
Building Automation (CABA), and the Mechanical Contractors Association of America
(MCAA). These organizations continue to focus a significant portion of their information on
green opportunities for their members.

45

For MPER #1, see http://www.nwalliance.org/research/reports/07-170.pdf; for MPER #2 see
http://www.nwalliance.org/research/reports/E08-186.pdf.

46

Source: The Blue Book of Building and Construction, http://www.thebluebook.com.
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Figure 8.2: Simplified Logic Model for BetterBricks Building Operations Cross-Cutting Market Component
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BOMA came out with an official position on carbon credits, recommending that building owners
have rights to these credits in a market-trading regime. BOMA also conducted a nationwide
survey of building occupants to identify current and best practices, and they launched a new
training series called the Sustainable Operations Series (SOS). Their new Green Lease Guide,
which provides support on designing a lease agreement, has also been a best seller. BOMA’s 7point challenge, which includes many of the same elements promoted by BetterBricks, signed on
100 voluntary partners this year. ASHRAE published its ASHRAE Standards, Guidelines; 90.1
Energy Efficiency this year and also published the first standards for hospital ventilation.
ASHRAE also issued a new standard for inspection and maintenance of commercial building
HVAC systems (ANSI/ASHRAE/ACCA Standard 180-2008). This standard “will help ensure a
consistent minimal level of heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration (HVAC&R)
maintenance and inspection to preserve a system’s ability to achieve acceptable thermal comfort,
energy efficiency, and indoor air quality in commercial buildings.” No other standard has
directly addressed inspection and maintenance of HVAC systems.
Conversations with market partners, staff, and advisors revealed two key market trends expected
to continue to influence the building services market. The first was the declining availability of
capital resources in a tight economy, which is seen by many as an opportunity to sell operation
and maintenance as a low-cost option to sustain systems. Others were not so optimistic,
recognizing the severe limitations for customers to make even small investments in their
systems. The other major influence is the persistence of high electricity and natural gas prices,
which continue to put pressure on customers to “do something” about energy costs. The shorter
payback that results from high costs play in favor of getting more customers to improve the
efficiency of their operations. Potential changes in federal energy policies that may affect their
businesses, particularly policies that encourage assessments and upgrades, were also on the
minds of those interviewed.

MARKET EXPERIENCE
Usefulness of Tools
Over the past year, Building Operations has adopted a relatively clear set of tools to introduce to
the market, especially to Firm Focus firms to further enhance their diagnostic, assessment,
benchmarking, and monitoring services. Most of these tools were not developed by BetterBricks,
but were already available in the market, the exception being the O&M Assessment tool, which is
being developed by BetterBricks Technical Advisors.
The most notable is the Field Diagnostic Services Inc. HVAC Service Assistant tool (FDSI tool),
a hand-held diagnostic tool for rooftop AC units.47 Introduction, support for purchasing, and

47

For details on FDSI HVAC Service Assistant visit: http://www.fielddiagnostics.com/serviceassistant.cfm.
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training on this tool has been a large part of Building Operations’ initial work with the three
newest Firm Focus firms. It has become an important part of their expanded services, with the
notable limitation that the unit only works in temperatures above 55°F. With continued
encouragement from BetterBricks staff, FDSI is working on expanding the tool’s capabilities to
also work on heat pumps in the heating season. Air Advice48 is another diagnostic tool that is
being used by a different Firm Focus partner. This tool provides system efficiency information as
part of an air quality assessment.
A new O&M Assessment tool – which uses an in-depth interview with a building owner or
operator to assess current practices with respect to O&M building controls, business practices,
documentation, and procedures – was developed by one of the BetterBricks Technical Advisors.
It has been used in several target market Office Real Estate projects, as well as in some Firm
Focus client projects. The tool provides useful information about the building’s context and
existing O&M practices that are not always captured during screening and scoping activities.
The tool is still being refined, with Advisors working on ways to streamline data collection, as it
is currently a time-consuming process. Despite this, the tool has received positive reviews from
both Firm Focus partners and the Technical Advisors.
The screening and scoping reports, walkthroughs, and the resulting proposals continue to be
important tools that are customized to each client. All of the Firm Focus firms have had exposure
to at least one client project that has included a walkthrough and a proposal, and three have
incorporated this type of detailed assessment into their service offerings. It is the primary tool
used by BetterBricks Technical Advisors to support BetterBricks’ Hospitals target market
projects.
ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager is gaining ground as the standard tool for benchmarking
building energy performance. As the first step in a LEED or ENERGY STAR®-rating project,
Portfolio Manager is widely used in the ORE component, particularly as the tool of choice in the
KiloWatt Crackdown contest. For Building Operations, it has been the subject of training events,
as well as being introduced directly to Firm Focus firms. Indeed, all of the Firm Focus firms
noted that they are aware of and developing their capacity to integrate Portfolio Manager into
their services.
For ongoing monitoring, Building Operations has introduced one Firm Focus firm to Energy
Expert – a tracking tool that provides facility managers a dashboard of ongoing system
performance and it is installed at one of their client hospitals. It may be introduced to another
Firm Focus partner; however, the one that currently has access to it noted challenges with
integrating it into their service offerings because processing the information takes considerable
time.

48

For details on Air Advice visit: http://www.airadvice.com/commercial/contractors.php.
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The BetterBricks Building Operations website, another tool for disseminating technical
information, was launched in late 2007, and the site continues to evolve as content is added. A
clear process for adding and maintaining content has been developed, and the collaboration with
the web-team and the technical contributors has been smooth. Efforts are underway to better
understand usage of the site through Google Analytics web assessment services. Early
indications are that the Building Operations section of the site is getting more hits than are some
of the other BetterBricks sectors; the precise reason for this is not yet clear.
The marketing team is looking at ways to encourage users and one way is by expanding the
number of ally sites that link back to the BetterBricks website. They believe that they are
currently doing a pretty good job of targeting web users on the demand side of the building
operations market (i.e., facility managers), but not as well on the service-provider side. Work is
underway to better target email and other messaging to specific audiences. Given the material
that is available on the website, it is potentially a more useful tool for a facility manager
audience; the service contractor side of the site is still largely under construction. A
comprehensive evaluation of its effectiveness in reaching and influencing change in the target
market was not part of this study, but will be the focus of future evaluation work.
Building Operations Market Leverage Effectiveness
In addition to directly leveraging the market through relationships with service providers and
providing technical support in target market projects, Building Operations has two primary ways
to leverage the market: education and training (E&T), and marketing.
Education & Training
The E&T Building Operations activities pursued in 2008 were very similar to the suite of
activities in 2007. The Lighting Design Lab supported several training sessions that continue to
create buzz in the market and provide access to smaller markets outside of the Portland and
Seattle regions. Other training activities, including the BOMA Energy Efficiency Program
(BEEP) series, are not designed by Building Operations staff or advisors, but address many of
the components of building performance that the initiative is attempting to promote. There has
not been tight collaboration between the E&T and the Building Operations teams to scope out
the efforts or develop training. Instead the education and training team has sought out partners,
and training materials have been crafted or found that address issues partners are interested in
and that focus on energy efficiency.
This approach has resulted in an education and training effort that has been focused on building
relationships in the market and raising awareness among participants. The E&T team has
succeeded in expanding the number of partners they are connected with over the past year. They
are now working on crafting an education and training regime that focuses on tools for action,
and building capacity in the service provider market.
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This year, for example, Building Operations has supported technical training among trade union
members. Many mechanical contracting firms employ union-trained and affiliated technicians to
service equipment in the field. Local 290, the Plumbers and Steamfitters Union, provides
training for technicians at the apprentice level, as well as continuing education credits to keep
seasoned technicians abreast of the latest technologies and methods. BetterBricks purchased the
FDSI tool for Local 290 and hosted a training of trainers. Participating trainers are now able to
host classes for the apprentices and members of Local 290, and participants get continuing
education credit. Greater provision of this type of hands-on, action and skill-oriented training has
been identified as a priority for the 2009 education and training efforts.
Technical Advisors to the Building Operations component noted that there is a great need to
focus more attention on education and training to build capacity in the market, but it needs to be
sensitive to regional needs. The I-5 corridor (Portland to Seattle metro areas) enjoys a depth and
breadth of firms that are able to deliver these types of services, as well as a customer base that is
generally more aware of the opportunities. The area east of the Cascades sees a more limited
number of firms that can deliver these types of services, a less aware customer base, and a
smaller overall potential for energy savings.
To date, work in the Firm Focus and target markets has received a greater level of attention than
education and training. However, education and training is recognized by staff as one of the
major drivers for market transformation. Plans for 2009 do appear to elevate the stature of
education and training by making it a more coordinated effort to promote the use of specific
tools, integrate web and other resources, and build capacity in the labor force by focusing more
aggressively on concrete actions that training participants can take.
Marketing
The core elements of the marketing campaign also have not changed significantly since 2007.
The annual BetterBricks Awards are still an important means of recognizing achievements at the
regional level and in the various market segments, but it is still a challenge to get nominations
from the service provider population. Press releases announcing winners have been picked up by
local media, as well as used by winners in marketing pieces.
Last year, a case study and a profile article were developed, and more are currently in the works.
Of the ones completed last year, the results have been mixed. The firm profile has been posted
on the website for an extended period of time, but has not been widely distributed. The potential
impact of the case study was muted by the need to satisfy a wide variety of stakeholders in its
creation. For example, the firm for which the building improvements were made did not want to
disclose the degree to which the building was inefficient. Muting the extent of the existing
problem made the solution and resulting benefits seem less valuable. There is another case study
in the making, but the challenges of sharing sensitive information about existing performance
and protecting reputations will need to be addressed if this is to be an effective means of
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promoting market transformation. Effective case studies will have to include hard numbers that
reflect the change in the bottom line.
The marketing team is still providing some direct support to Firm Focus firms; the most notable
effort this year was the creation of the Fat Buildings brochure by Coates Kokes. The imagery of
the overweight building, coupled with the case for pursuing building performance services, has
been put to use by at least two firms and they were encouraged by its influence. Others have
adapted the messaging into their own materials. The missing piece of the message is laying out a
clear solution to the problem, and the marketing team is working on additional materials to fill
that gap including Tune-up Tips and Enhanced O&M Tips brochures. Working with the Business
Advisor has continued to provide an important bridge of expertise between the technical
demands of the material and the sales value.
With the outline of the marketing plan – completed in July 2008 – as a guide, the marketing team
and the Building Operations team should strive to work more closely in the upcoming year to
follow through on this plan. As is the case with training and education, successfully marketing
the case and evidence of success is becoming more important as the Building Operations
component matures. The Market Manager again confirmed that marketing is an important driver
for the market transformation theory.
Value of BetterBricks to Participants
In BetterBricks, companies participate by signing up to be a Firm Focus firm on the supply side
(i.e., the cross-cutting markets) and by working as a partner on the demand side of the market
(i.e., the target markets). Firms were asked to rank the value of support they received in five core
areas (with “1” indicating the greatest value and “5” the least), and to provide a description of
the nature of the support and why it was important to their firm. The wide variation in the results
illustrates the flexibility with which the Building Operations component approaches each firm
and the adaptability of each firm to take advantage of the opportunity placed before it (Table
8.1).
Table 8.1: Firms’ Rankings of BetterBricks Support
CORE AREAS OF SUPPORT

FIRM
#1

FIRM
#2

FIRM
#3

FIRM
#4

FIRM
#5

MEAN

Technical Advisory

4

2

3

2

1

2.4

Business Planning / Marketing Assistance

1

4

1

3

N/A

2.2

Project Cost Share

2

1

5

4

3

3.0

N/A

5

2

N/A

N/A

3.5

3

3

4

1

2

2.6

Professional Development and Training
Product and Service Development

Note: Rankings are from 1=Greatest Value through 5=Least Value. Two additional firms, Firm #6 and Firm #7, are not shown.
Firm #6 is a recent recruit and Firm #7 discontinued participation.
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Technical Advisory
Technical advisory for Firm Focus firms continues to be important for several of the firms. For
those ranking technical advice among the most valued services, using the O&M Assessment tool
and building walkthroughs were seen as particularly beneficial. Access to technical support has
helped them both identify opportunities and prepare an effective proposal. One firm noted that
without the walkthrough and the proposal assistance they “never would have thought to do it that
way.” Technical assistance has also helped to identify specific parameters to include in new
service packages. Other value cited was that of providing a “second set of eyes” to review
proposals. The firms with more mature internal technical expertise found this support valuable.
Partnering firms also noted the value of the Technical Advisors and Business Advisors they were
working with. The Building Operations component places significant weight on the success of
inter-personal relationships and, while this does provide strength, it can also present some risk if
the relationships falter (the same is true for target market relationships). Firms that invested
significant time and resources in changing their service offerings and business approach were
especially appreciative of the Business Advisors. Those that have been developing specific retrocommissioning and building tune-up projects for targeted clients were impressed with the
knowledge and abilities of the Technical Advisors.
The Technical Advisors for target market participants have focused on target market Hospitals
and Office Real Estate assessments, walkthroughs, and use of the O&M Assessment tool. This
support continues to be important as a means of identifying opportunities and developing
specific proposals that lay the groundwork for action plans promoted via the Market Specialists.
Technical Advisors also provide support to the Market Specialists by helping to identify
qualified contractors and engineers who can meet the technical needs of a given project. This has
been done through direct recruiting and support for clients developing RFPs for services. While
these activities, particularly direct team-building, are time consuming, the hope is it will pay off
with a larger pool of market actors who have the appropriate skills in the eastern regions.
Business Planning / Marketing Assistance
Business planning and marketing assistance was identified as the most important area of support
for two of the firms, one being a new firm and the other a long-time partner. The new firm
attributes their business planning activity (including developing strategies to approach
customers, integrating new tools, and raising internal awareness of the business opportunity)
with pushing them about two years ahead of where they otherwise would have been without this
partnership. The long-time partner continues to feel that the BetterBricks association provides a
valuable third-party endorsement of the services they are promoting to clients. The value of
business planning was not universal among these firms (new or old), but the value of being
associated with the BetterBricks brand was noted by all firms.
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Project Cost Share
Consistent with last year’s finding, project cost share did not represent the most important kind
of support received by firms, with the exception of one. The greatest value of the project cost
share, they noted, is its ability to move clients a little more quickly in adopting a proposal or
pursuing the assessment services in the first place, which in turn helps the firms launch new
services. Another value cited was support in developing new services. One of the new firms
expressed confusion about the level of funds available, how they may be applied, and the process
for getting them. They expected a greater level of financial support and believe that it would help
them to take action on specific projects.
Professional Development and Training
Professional development and training was not seen as part of their activities for most of the
firms, categorizing the importance of new tools and the associated training in product service
and development. Two firms suggested that they would like to see more support for professional
development in their firm. The one firm that felt this was the second most important element of
their support from BetterBricks noted that it had led to a fundamental growth in their
organization’s ability to deliver and sell services, which they saw as an important form of
professional development.
Product and Service Development
Product and service development was also important for two firms: a new firm that has focused
much of their efforts on the FDSI Service Assistant tool and have acquired some large contracts
with it; and a long-time partner that still feels the tools they have acquired through BetterBricks
continue to be an important additional “arrow in their quiver” (e.g., AirAdvice, Energy Expert,
ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager, and custom service proposals). The other three firms also
found that these elements were important in certain cases, but ranked this support lower because
they either had not pursued them extensively, or noted that the fundamental changes in their
approach to the market were a more important outcome than the specific tools that they had
adopted. It is also valuable to them to have BetterBricks staff looking out for emerging
technologies that they can integrate.
Challenges
Other challenges to capturing the value were noted in the context of pursuing business practice
changes in both basic services offered and the capacity to provide customized building
assessment services. On the one hand, BetterBricks is encouraging enhancements to service
agreements and packages that are offered to clients. To get firms to make these adjustments, they
need buy-in from the service department and to be able to clearly specify the types of changes
they are recommending and the potential benefits of bolting-on such services to these
agreements. The people responsible for selling these services are not typically professional
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engineers and will be more effective in selling these upgraded services with a clear set of
offerings and the case behind them.
Building Operations managers noted that they have not done as good a job of clarifying the types
of services that should be included in an enhanced service package and feel they’ve only been
successful in tackling this change with one partner, while others have included bits and pieces of
improved services or technologies in their offerings. On the other hand, retrocommissioning and
building tune-up projects require the involvement of a professional engineer who is ready to
build experience in looking for likely energy efficiency opportunities in addition to other
projects. While all of the Firm Focus firms have taken on these types of projects with clients, it
takes more time to develop the internal skills that will allow firms to implement and sell these
services on their own. Currently, just two firms are able to do this on their own.

PROGRESS INDICATORS
Penetration
In 2008, the Building Operations component was engaged with six Firm Focus firms: four in
Washington and two in Oregon. Two of the firms in Washington represent the largest
mechanical contracting firms in the Pacific Northwest. The other four partners are somewhat
smaller providers, but also have a substantial client base. The diversity of the Firm Focus
partners provides an opportunity to demonstrate the value of providing these services to both
large and small customers, and to make the business case to large and small service providers.
These partners now have over 70 trained technicians that can use the FDSI tool, and have
pursued approximately 24 retrocommissioning and building tune-up projects with the support of
BetterBricks Building Operations Technical Advisors.
In addition, Building Operations Technical Advisors have supported about 30 projects in the
Hospitals and Office Real Estate markets since the beginning of this component. As a result of
BetterBricks’ support in funding the purchase of a FDSI tool and training local trainers,
hundreds of union members in the Portland area have been exposed to new energy efficiency
field diagnostic equipment.
A more detailed review of market penetration of business practice change and client adoption
will be the focus of evaluation in 2009.
Documented Business Practice Changes
The Building Operations component has identified five core business practice changes it is
encouraging in the market, and these are expected to be achieved through Firm Focus
relationships. Below, we discuss evidence of each type of business practice change and the
extent to which it has occurred in any of the five practicing Firm Focus firms. This information
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is summarized in Table 8.2. Lack of detailed market penetration data for the Building Operations
market made it impossible to assess progress toward the 2005-2009 business plan goals.
Table 8.2: Types of Business Practice Change, by Firm
TYPE OF BUSINESS PRACTICE

FIRM
#1

FIRM
#2

FIRM
#3

FIRM
#4

FIRM
#5

1. IDENTIFY NEW PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Incorporate Assessment and Tune-ups Into Service
Offerings

z

z

z

Upgraded their Standard Service Packages

z

z

Include FDSI (or other on-site diagnostic) as Part of
Service Offerings

z

z

{
z

Use Energy Expert Monitoring Software

z
z

®

z

Use ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

2. MARKETING MATERIALS AND STRATEGIES
Leveraging BetterBricks Brand

z

z

Rolling Marketing Energy Services Into Other Sales (not
using specific marketing materials)

z

z

Use Fat Building Brochure

{

{

z

{

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

3. SALES TRAINING
Pursued Formal Sales Training
4. TECHNICAL TRAINING
Trained Technicians on FDSI
®

Trained Staff on ENERGY STAR Portfolio Manager

z

Have Hired Staff with Energy Efficiency Experience

z
z

5. SELLING SERVICES (ON THEIR OWN)
Actively Selling and Identifying Custom Projects

z

Actively Selling On-Site Diagnostic Services
Actively Upgrading Service Agreements

z
z

{
z

z

z

z

Key: z = fully changed, { = partially changed, blank cell indicates no change.

Identify New Products and Services
Identifying new service products or technologies to offer clients has been a focus of business
practice change, but the types of products and technologies that have been adopted by the active
firms has somewhat differed. Two of the early participants have developed services based on
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their experience with the pilot Building Performance Services (BPS),49 and they have
incorporated detailed assessment and tune-up services. One of the new firms developed a BPStype service offering prior to working with BetterBricks, but is still a new service. Three firms
have purchased and trained staff on the FDSI Service Assistant and built it into their service
offerings. Air Advice and Energy Expert are also being used by one firm. All firms have been
introduced to and plan to integrate ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager into their services.
Marketing Materials and Strategies
Marketing materials and strategy changes have also occurred. All Firms recognize a value in
being associated with the BetterBricks brand and they leverage it as a third-party endorsement of
their services. One new partner is working on re-initiating service contracts with existing clients;
they are also mining the client database for firms that have sufficient building information to
target a specific message; and have used the Fat Buildings brochure in addition to their own
materials. One new partner was able to win a major multi-year diagnostic contract as a result of
their association with BetterBricks and their training in FDSI, but otherwise has not worked on
marketing materials. One firm is able to wrap it into service offerings but does not use dedicated
marketing materials.
Sales Training
Sales Training has only formally been pursued by two firms and one did it on their own. Other
firms rely on the skills of their existing sales staff or engineers to understand, frame, and sell the
services with whatever marketing effort has preceded them or is available to support them.
Technical Training
Technical training changes have been seen among all of these firms. Over seventy technicians
have been trained in the use of the FDSI Service Assistant in these firms. All firms will have staff
that can use ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager. One firm has staff familiar with Air Advice
and Energy Expert. One firm has hired new staff with particular expertise in Air Advice and
building tune-ups to better address future client needs.
Selling Services
Changes in selling services have also occurred for several firms. Two firms are able to both
identify and sell service packages, custom assessment, and retro-commissioning and building

49

For more detail about the Building Performance Services Pilot see the evaluation report: Market Progress
Evaluation Report: BetterBricks Building Performance Services (E05-144) 07/27/2005 by Dethman and
Associates: http://www.nwalliance.org/research/reports/144.pdf.
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tune-up services on their own. Four partners are selling clients with on-site diagnostic services
that include an assessment of energy efficiency. One firm has contacted all existing clients to
propose upgrades to their existing service maintenance agreements. All firms have at least one
major client project or proposal in process.
Placement of Firms Along the Adoption Continuum
Based on their adoption of these specific business practices, each firm was assigned to specific
categories along an adoption continuum (Figure 8.3). While progress is not necessarily linear,
the Building Operations component does expect that firms, once engaged and committed, will
make progress on the five business practices for which they provide support. The types of
activity and evidence of progress is provided in more detail in the prior sections of this report;
this graphic representation is provided as a summary of the relative progress of each firm.
Figure 8.3: Adoption Continuum for the Building Operations Cross-Cutting Market Component

*Firm #1 (31 Months)
*Firm #2 (12 Months)

Service Packages

Firm #3 (31 Months)

Marketing Materials

Firm #4 (12 Months)

Sales Training
Technical Training

Firm #5 (12 Months)

Selling Services

Firm #6 (2 Months)
Firm #7 (31 Months)
Engaged

Committed

Practicing

Two firms (Firm #1 and Firm #2) are considered to be sustaining, which means they are
capturing projects on their own and implementing them without direct initiative involvement.
These firms have not necessarily mastered each of the business practice areas, but they have
addressed them to an adequate extent that if BetterBricks assistance was no longer available,
they would be on a path of sustained service consistent with the core objectives of the Building
Operations component. One firm has come to this position after an extended relationship with
BetterBricks and the other has integrated changes on an accelerated trajectory. Each had a strong
infrastructure and provided these services as they came into the relationship with Building
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Operations; the relative influence of BetterBricks to push them into these services was minor.
BetterBricks provided some technical support to review and modify client proposals and
financial support to encourage client adoption. The newer firm was involved in FDSI tool
training and received support in purchasing the initial tool, but had developed their building
performance service offering before working with BetterBricks. Though considered sustaining,
there is continued value in the relationship on both sides. BetterBricks benefits from having
skilled firms in the field developing a portfolio of success stories, while the firms benefit from
ongoing technical review on projects, as well as some well-placed financial support for particular
innovations or unique projects.
Firm #3 has been working with BetterBricks for an extended period, since the initial Building
Performance Services pilot project. They are continuing to work on each of the core business
practice areas, but need to broaden their technical skills to acquire and complete projects on their
own to be considered sustaining.
Firms #4 and #5 came into BetterBricks Building Operations at almost the same time last year,
but have had strikingly different experiences. Firm #4 has: upgraded their service packages;
purchased and trained on FDSI and ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager; started working on
three promising client retrocommissioning and tune-up projects with Technical Advisors; and
are on a trajectory of adopting fundamental business practice changes. Firm #5 purchased and
trained on FDSI and ENERGY STAR® Portfolio Manager, and has worked on three client
projects. However, only one of these looks promising and they are still struggling to understand
how to turn the relationship into real value for their company.
Firm #6 has only recently come on board, but is already considering an upgrade to its service
package, purchasing and training on FDSI, and identifying opportunities in their client base.
Firm #7’s relationship is no longer active, despite being engaged with BetterBricks since the
Building Performance Services pilot. This is due to losing the internal champion and facing
challenges associated with local innovation in a large national organization.
Critical Success Factors / Lessons Learned
Based on this year’s review of Firm Focus relationships, a few elements of success and lessons
learned have emerged:
 Motivation may be more important than time. The success of firms is less dependent
on the time engaged with them than the motivation they have for coming into the
relationship. The firms that were first involved with the Building Operations component
in the pilot phase were struggling to understand the concepts and expectations of a new
initiative component as it was being rolled out. The awareness and urgency generated by
recent high energy prices was not as compelling at that time. Newer firms benefit from a
clearer message coming from BetterBricks about the opportunities and expectations of
the partnership, which allows them to advance more quickly down the adoption
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continuum. A market context that makes addressing the issue potentially more urgent
also fosters advancement of the Building Operations component’s goals.
 The context of the relationship with BetterBricks matters. Success is also heavily
dependent on the existing staff capacity, the presence of an internal champion, the
commitment of management, the relationship with the BetterBricks liaison, and even
geographic location. These are all matters of context that are not easy to assess coming
into any given relationship, and may or may not be able to be effectively addressed in the
course of the relationship. BetterBricks Building Operations has used its flexibility to
address these varied contexts with arguably high success, and should continue to meet
firms “where they’re at” and adjust resources as necessary to move them down the path
of adoption in the practice areas that are most feasible for them.
 The presence of an internal champion (more than one is best), is critical to success
on the Firm Focus front and in target market projects. A successful internal
champion needs to be able to work well with the BetterBricks Advisors and possess
enough clout and enthusiasm to cultivate organizational change. This is also true for the
target market projects. As such, utility programs that support on-site energy managers are
a valuable asset to Building Operations.
 Custom projects require a professional engineer. From assessments to
recommendations, custom projects require a professional engineer. Technicians (and
engineers new to the field) are looking for validation that the recommended actions are
going to have the desired effect. While it may seem self evident, the customized nature of
building tune-up and retrocommissioning services requires a flexible, dynamic approach,
and professional engineers are best equipped to grasp and take advantage of the
opportunity in both Firm Focus and non-Firm Focus firms.
 Service agreement upgrades require a clearly defined set of services. For service
agreement upgrades, or “bolt-on” services, technicians and sales staff need a clearly
defined set of services and a case to pitch to clients. BetterBricks should clearly lay out
the expectations of what must be included in an improved service agreement to test the
interest of Firm Focus firms. Service departments are typically less savvy and need to
have clear add-on services to sell. The marginal returns that may result from this type of
service upgrade may not be of interest to some firms. One firm noted that, “It took us 30
years to develop a service department that didn’t mess things up,” so modifications to
that branch of the business may not be a high priority.
 The perceived benefit to the firm is critical to maintaining a commitment. The
Building Operations team should remember to be sensitive to a firm’s time and their
clients’ time. Staff is closely watching the revenue generated (or potential) as a function
of the time they are committing to meetings and planning. Their perceived benefit is
critical to maintain a commitment from the firm. Also, Technical Advisors need to be
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mindful of the sales process and try to resist making adjustments to systems during the
walkthrough.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the lessons learned, we make the following conclusions and recommendations:
 Conclusion 1: Firm Focus activity in 2008 has been significant. The addition of three
new firms, together with a focus on concrete tools, appears to have made the business
case somewhat easier to sell both to potential partners and for them to sell to their clients.
The business practice changes that they have adopted have been the result of close
coordination with Building Operations Technical and Business Advisors and illustrate the
ongoing ability of the Building Operations component to meet firms “where they are”
with regard to their capability, markets, clients, and service mix.
Recommendation: Continue to refine the message with respect to what
BetterBricks can and cannot offer. Focus on those areas that firms care about and
that overlap with program objectives, especially for firms that are still struggling
to understand how to leverage the relationship for future growth.
 Conclusion 2: Technical Advisor resources have grown over the past year, but with the
Office Real Estate target market revving up and only one official Business Advisor
available, resources may get tight in the upcoming year. Building Operations also has
limited resources to troubleshoot relationships that may have soured or to compensate for
an unexpected loss of a valuable BetterBricks advisor. Plans to add advisors that can
serve both technical and business needs is the right approach.
Recommendation: Continue to expand Technical and Business Advisor resources
available to the Building Operations component, and be flexible about where they
can use be used.
 Conclusion 3: Project work in the target markets continues to be a venue for building
awareness and understanding among building owners and facility managers. It also
provides a venue for Technical Advisors to test new tools and materials, and potentially
to adapt them to Firm Focus use. In addition, it adds important value to BetterBricks
Building Operations by reaching geographic areas outside the I-5 corridor.
Recommendation: Continue to support target market project work through
Building Operations Technical Advisors and make sure they take the time to build
service provider capacity through local team building or other approaches that are
appropriate for a given situation.
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 Conclusion 4: Training and education of service providers has not been a large focus of
activity and involvement of the Building Operations team. Much of the work has been
focused on raising awareness, especially on the demand side of the market. Advisors,
staff, and Firm Focus service providers all see a need to expand the availability of
technical skills in the market. Working with the trade union in Portland is a good
example of an intervention that has significant market spillover. Plans to link building
operations directly to tools and action-oriented training and education are right on target.
Recommendation: Relationships with technical schools, engineering programs,
and other training institutions in both the I-5 corridor and east of the Cascades
should be a priority to build sustained labor capacity on the supply side of the
market. Building Operations staff should be more involved in developing
education and training strategies that complement and reinforce their activities in
the broader market.
 Conclusion 5: Marketing has also not been a significant focus of the Building Operations
component to date. Awards, Firm Focus support, and website development have been
important components. Case studies and profile articles have been developed, but have
not had significant circulation or impact. A new marketing plan has also been developed,
and it is a good guide for greater collaboration on marketing between the Building
Operations team and the marketing team. Materials developed to date, including the Fat
Buildings brochure, are appropriate for making the case for improved efficiency among
building owners, operators, and facility managers, but have not yet focused on action.
Recommendation: Work closely with the marketing team to identify success
stories that promote a consistent message and lead the target audience to take
specific action.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (HOSPITALS)

HOSPITALS & HEALTHCARE INITIATIVE
SITUATION

THE CONTEXT AND NEED
THAT GIVES RISE TO AN
INITIATIVE, INCLUDING
OPPORTUNITIES AND
BARRIERS

OPPORTUNITIES:

•

•

•

•

Hospitals are under
increasing financial
pressure and have
slim operating
margins so are
looking to reduce
costs
Hospitals own their
facilities and so
directly benefit from
energy
management (EM)
EM tangibly and
directly supports
mission-critical
goals: patient care,
staff retention,
community
leadership, and
environmental
stewardship
Hospitals are
energy intensive
and have significant
EM opportunities
Continued

PHASE I

PHASE II

IMPACT

ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM (BY 2010)

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)

OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF

WE EXPECT THAT IF
COMPLETED OR ONGOING
THESE ACTIVITIES WILL
LEAD TO THE FOLLOWING
CHANGES BY 2010

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION, WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF
COMPLETED OR ONGOING,
THESE ACTIVITIES WILL
LEAD TO THE FOLLOWING
CHANGES POST 2010

CHANGES IN THE MARKET

BetterBricks can
document market
awareness of SEMP
benefits among
hospital decisionmakers representing
75% of beds
Hospitals representing
25% or more of
regional beds will be
2
committed to and
3
practicing SEMP
elements:
• Financial decisionmaking clear and
uses total cost of
ownership
• Integrated design in
new facilities and
major renovations
• Enhanced facility
O&M practices
• Consistent
purchase of energyefficient equipment
• Cost-effective
capital upgrades
Continued

Based on feedback
from hospitals doing
SEMP, further refine
approach & resources:
• BetterBricks will
focus on online
tools & resources
and E&T that will
enable hospitals to
do SEMP with less
and less direct BB
advisory support
Continue, but
deliberately reduce,
one-on-one support:
• Continue to help
Phase I hospitals
with practice
change, but reduce
support as change
takes root
• For hospitals
outside the Phase I
target group,
provide “limited”
one-on-one
assistance;
Continued

BetterBricks can
document market
awareness of SEMP
benefits among hospital
decision-makers
representing 90% of
beds
Hospitals representing
60% or more of regional
beds will be committed
to and practicing SEMP
elements (see Phase I
for elements)
Hospital decisionmakers (DMs)
representing 60% of
beds request &/or
require (e.g., through
RFPs & contracts) trade
allies to support SEMP
practices (see Phase I
for elements)
Utilities, hospital
associations (SHEs and
SHAs), and select
hospitals promote
SEMP on their own;
examples:
Continued

Hospitals,
associations, and
trade allies are widely
aware of and embrace
the value of the SEMP
approach and its
associated practices
Hospitals actively
implement SEMP with
the support of a welldeveloped trade ally
network
Hospitals achieve
significant measurable
reductions in energy
usage and costs:
• 10% to 30% in
existing facilities
• 25% to 40% better
than current code in
new facilities

Develop/test/ refine
SEMP approach &
resources:
• Develop
descriptions of
SEMP approach and
practices
• Develop marketing
content for SEMP
• Develop tools,
materials, education,
and training to
support
development and
implementation of
SEMP
• Test/refine the
above with market
specialists, target
hospitals, and state
hospital engineering
assoc. (“SHEs”)
• Develop new BB
website to house
information, tools,
materials on SEMP
Continued

COMPLETED OR
UNDERWAY, THESE
ACTIVITIES WILL PRODUCE
THE FOLLOWING
EVIDENCE

(1) Clear articulation of
SEMP approach;
(2) Effective marketing;
(3) Effective resources:
• Clear internal
materials on
hospital initiative,
SEMP approach
and practices:
(a) initiative logic
model, (b) SEMP
Value Proposition,
(c) description of BB
support.
• Marketing content
and materials,
refined based on
market feedback:
targeted messaging,
presentations,
brochures, success
stories, articles,
awards, etc.
• SEMP tools/
materials, refined
based on feedback
(see website for
example)
Continued
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RESULTING FROM THE
PRECEDING OUTCOMES

APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (HOSPITALS)

SITUATION

•
•

•

Hospital
associations are
market channel
Multi-hospital
systems and
networks represent
aggregation points
Related healthcare
market momentum
(e.g., “green,”
“sustainable”
trends)

BARRIERS:

•

•

•

•

Executives unaware
of EM opportunities
and how they
support missioncritical goals
Facility managers
not well-equipped to
develop or push
business case to
hospital executives
for EM; often
project-focused
Facility managers
and staff have many
competing priorities;
facility departments
often under-staffed
Some lack internal
expertise to identify
and implement EM
opportunities
Continued
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PHASE I

PHASE II

IMPACT

ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM (BY 2010)

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)

OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

Work intensively oneon-one with target
hospitals to develop &
begin to implement
SEMPs:
• Market Specialists
(MSs) and utilities
together select
target hospitals and
develop coordinated
customer strategy
• MSs work
intensively one-onone with targets to
develop and begin
to implement SEMP
• MSs, BetterBricks
technical advisors,
and utilities provide
coordinated support
to hospitals on
selected technical
projects (e.g., new
construction,
upgrades)
Develop strong working
relationships with SHEs
(for SHAs see section
below):
• BetterBricks Market
Manager and MSs
raise awareness of
SEMP value
Continued

Education &
training, refined
based on feedback.
Topics:
- SEMP Overview
- Benchmarking
- Financial Analysis
- Successfully
Selling Efficiency
- EM for Small
Hospitals
-TBD – integrated
design and building
opportunities
• E&T outputs in
terms of # & type of
engagement TBD
• New BetterBricks
website, refined
based on feedback
Engagements with one
to three large hospitals
and systems in each
state develop and
begin to implement
SEMP:
• Written account
plans by MSs
documenting
coordinated
customer strategies
• LOEs1
Continued

Tracking &
accountability
Hospital decision
makers (DMs)
representing 25% of
beds request &/or
require (e.g., through
RFPs and contracts)
trade allies to support
SEMP practices as
follows:
• Financial DecisionMaking: DMs
request/ require
that engineers and
equipment vendors
provide welldocumented energy
& O&M cost data
for financial
analysis of energy
investments
• Integrated Design:
DMs
request/require that
A&E teams are
experienced in or
willing to learn ID
• Enhanced O&M:
DMs request/
require that service
providers are
experienced in or
willing to learn
enhanced O&M
Continued

Limited means that
on SEMP
development, a
hospital might do
75% of work, MS
might do 25%
(Phase I, the
opposite)
• In Phase II on
SEMP
implementation,
BetterBricks also
anticipates
providing one-onone advisory
support as market
embraces value of
SEMP, BB online
resources, and E&T
are refined, and
trade ally
capabilities improve
BetterBricks and SHE
leaders work more
closely together:
• SHEs encourage
BetterBricks to be
more involved in
SHE decisions on
events, initiatives,
and materials
• BetterBricks works
with SHEs to more
consistently include
SEMP content
Continued

Utilities and
associations refer
hospitals to
BetterBricks website
• Both SHEs and
SHAs provide webbased information on
the why/how of
SEMP to their target
audiences (may be a
link to the BetterBricks website)
• SHEs regularly
deliver SEMP
content through
events
• Facility-level and
executive-level
peers share value of
SEMP among
themselves
Sustained and
deepened commitment
to & implementation of
SEMP practices:
• Initial adopters
continue to
implement and
improve SEMP,
achieving efficiency
goals and setting
new targets
Continued

•

•

•
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SITUATION

•

Capital is
constrained due to
fixed capital
budgets and
tradeoffs with
competing priorities

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

Hospitals targeted
for SEMP
communicate value
to peers
• BetterBricks offers
SEMP-related tools,
materials, education
& training
• SHEs provide
opportunities to
interact, present,
and market
Deliberately leverage
successes &
relationships:
• Encourage target
hospitals to share
SEMP experiences
with peers
• BetterBricks
publicizes through
stories, articles, and
awards
• SHEs & SHAs
publicize through
websites and other
communication
channels
• BetterBricks gets
other partner
organizations to
carry SEMP content
• BetterBricks
sponsors and
presents at
healthcare events

Verbal
communication &
documentation by
MS (CTS and
BetterBricks update)
of sustainable
practice change by
target hospitals
• Selected technical
projects pursued by
hospitals and
supported by
BetterBricks (e.g.,
new construction,
upgrades)
Strong working
relationships with
SHEs evidenced by:
• In each state,
BetterBricks attends
all SHE conferences
and at least one
chapter meeting to
network; and
periodically tables
and sponsors
depending on event
theme(s)
• In each state, SHE
provides
BetterBricks with
opportunities to
formally present in
at least one SHE
conference and one
chapter meeting
each year
Continued

•

•

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM (BY 2010)

•

•

Purchasing And
Upgrades: See
financial decisionmaking above
Hospital decisionmakers and their
associations
consider
BetterBricks an
excellent source of
information &
practical tools on
energy-related
business &
technical practices

IMPACT

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)

OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

SHEs provide
increasingly visible
opportunities to
interact, present,
and market
Continue to leverage
successes and
relationships but SHEs
and SHAs become
more likely to initiate
and lead the following:
• Peer-to-peer
sharing of
experience
• Publicizing
successes through
stories, articles, and
awards
• Publicizing through
websites and other
communication
channels
• Build/facilitate peerto-peer support
mechanisms/chann
els; examples: (1)
regional hospital
summit focused on
SEMP; (2)
interactive website
supported by
business and
technical advisory
experts
Continued

Market Spillover:
• One or more other
large hospitals and
systems besides the
ones directly
receiving
BetterBricks
business advisory
support have
developed and are
actively
implementing a
SEMP
Positive Market
Feedback:
• Evaluation can
document that key
market players find
the SEMP tools,
materials, and
information available
through the
BetterBricks website
and education
valuable and are
using them

•
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PHASE I
ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)
SHEs with websites
provide BetterBricks
link and periodically
post stories &
articles (for SHAs
see section below)
Evidence of market
leverage:
• Hospital peer-topeer conversations
on SEMP
• Regular appearance
of content of
success stories,
articles, and award
news in websites
and other
communication
vehicles of SHEs,
SHAs, and
BetterBricks partner
organizations
• Sponsorship and
presentations at
least two healthcare
events each year

•

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM (BY 2010)

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)

•

•

IMPACT
OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

BetterBricks
continues to work
with other partner
organizations to
carry SEMP content
BetterBricks
continues to
sponsor and
present at
healthcare events,
with increasing
focus on stories and
concrete financial
results

MARKET TRANSFORMATION HYPOTHESIS:
If executives, facility managers, and other key decision makers…
(1) Are convinced EE directly supports organizational and personal goals/needs;
(2) Understand the meaning and benefits of a “strategic approach to energy management” (see sector Value Proposition for specific benefits);
(3) Have the knowledge, ability, and tools to undertake a strategic approach…
…then they will commit resources and support to developing and implementing a "Strategic Energy Management Plan" (SEMP) resulting in…
(4) Energy efficiency becoming part of organizational planning, decision-making and day-to-day practices;
(5) Staff having clear goals and responsibilities, and being rewarded for energy management successes;
(6) Obtaining the benefits of optimal energy management
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1

Early in the initiative LOEs (Letters of Engagement) were not used consistently, but now are required and BB has a standard template.

2

Committed means the SEMP has top management support and resources have been committed to implement the plan.

3

Practicing means the SEMP is being implemented, with corresponding changes in policies, practices and energy use.
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GROCERY INITIATIVE
SITUATION

THE CONTEXT AND NEED
THAT GIVES RISE TO AN
INITIATIVE, INCLUDING
OPPORTUNITIES &
BARRIERS

Stores are energyintensive because of
the need for
refrigerated storage
and display, in-store
commercial kitchen
operations, long
operating hours, lack of
effective building
pressurization, and
retail merchandise
lighting needs.
Grocery is a highly
competitive, low-margin
business with lean,
busy staff who are not
aware of the impact
that everyday working
habits have on store
energy use. Effective,
accessible awarenessbuilding training
materials are rare in the
industry.
Continued

PHASE I

PHASE II

IMPACT

ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM

ACTIVITIES

OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF

WE EXPECT THAT IF
COMPLETED OR
ONGOING, THESE
ACTIVITIES WILL LEAD
TO THE FOLLOWING
CHANGES BY 2010

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF

COMPLETED OR
UNDERWAY THESE
ACTIVITIES WILL
PRODUCE THE
FOLLOWING EVIDENCE

Tools and Materials
are produced and
distributed to
appropriate parties
with sufficient
information that they
understand their value
and how to use them.
This includes
benchmarking data
with grocery EUIs.
Successful
refrigeration tune-up
demonstration projects
exist and are
documented so that
others can emulate
their success.
Store managers have
access to information
they need to take
energy-saving actions.
Trainings for
refrigeration
contractors are
offered.
Continued

Sixty percent of
Northwest regional
grocery decisionmakers are aware of
the specific benefits
available from new
and existing energy
efficient grocery
stores.
Regional grocers
representing 16% of
targeted floor space
adopt energy action
plans that change
business practices.
Managers no longer
view energy as a fixed
cost, but as a
manageable expense.
Energy cost is
monitored to detect
excursions from
expected trends, and
the information is used
to drive further
improvement and
learning.
Continued

PROVIDE GUIDANCE AND
COACHING:
Market Specialist
develops close
relationships with a few
targeted regional
grocery chains,
articulates and sells the
business case for
energy efficiency,
assists with the
development and
implementation of an
energy action plan, and
provides ongoing
support until energyefficiency-related
business practices
have become standard
practice.
DEVELOP TOOLS &
MATERIALS:

•

Succinct frame-work
for managing energy
cost
comprehensively in
a regional grocery
environment (RG1)
Continued

Continue to build
market awareness and
capability to selfsupport energy-efficient
grocery operations:
• Emphasize market
leader visibility with
success stories,
articles, awards,
events, etc.
• Build/facilitate peerto-peer support
mechanisms
• Support awareness
building activities by
others in the
market, such as
associations,
utilities, trade allies
Continued

COMPLETED OR
ONGOING, THESE
ACTIVITIES WILL LEAD
TO THE FOLLOWING
CHANGES POST 2010

Market penetration of
Phase I outcomes
broadens as the
number of successful
examples grows and
networking effects
occur.
Existing market actors
see energy efficiency
as a business
opportunity and
develop the capability
to offer new services
that address this
opportunity.
Refrigeration, HVAC,
and lighting controls
are specified in an
integrated manner, set
up initially, and
maintained effectively
in 60% of new
construction projects.
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CHANGES IN THE
MARKET RESULTING
FROM THE PRECEDING
OUTCOMES –
LONG TERM 2011-2015

Grocery owners and
executive decisionmakers expect energy
efficient buildings and
operations, driving
changes in energy
related business
practices.
The regional grocery
market segment in the
Northwest, taken as a
whole, reduces energy
consumption by an
average of 10% by
2015 (compared to a
2005 baseline).
Refrigeration
contractors are
capable of optimizing
the setup of a rack
system from an
energy-use point-ofview.
Continued
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SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES

In some cases, chains
regard their own
specific energymanagement practices
as proprietary
information.
Refrigeration
maintenance is usually
outsourced, guided by
a single directive –
make sure the cases
stay cold 24/7. Energy
consequences are not
part of the agreement.
There is no systematic
coverage of energy in
the training of service
mechanics.
Development of
detailed understanding
in this area is largely a
matter of self-study. As
a result, service
mechanics are often
surprised at the
magnitude of the
energy savings and
cost-impacts available.
Store managers do not
have the information
they need to detect
energy-consuming
problems and to
monitor progress.
Continued

•

•
•

•
•

Simple, effective
tracking and
monitoring tool for
energy use and cost
Energy awareness
training presentation
for staff
Energy awareness
reinforcement
materials (such as
magnets, posters,
stickers)
Energy action plan
template
User-oriented
information pieces
that help grocery
energy managers
understand cost
control
opportunities,
prioritize them, and
take action

ENERGY ADVOCATES/
CHAMPIONS:

•

The importance of
designating a
person to be
responsible for
energy use in each
store is
communicated in all
appropriate program
materials.
Continued

PHASE II

OUTPUTS

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM

ACTIVITIES

Buyer group and
wholesaler/retailer
meetings are held and
best practices are
communicated.
Experts in store
development and
refrigeration system
design are hired as
resources for technical
assistance and
collaborative design
review.
Firm focus
relationships are
established with
selected refrigeration
service contracting
firms.

Chains and store
managers use the
tracking spreadsheet,
energy awareness
presentation and
materials, action plan
template, and
informational materials
on the website or
equivalent materials.
Chains and store
managers designate
energy advocate/
champion for each
existing store They
plan activities and
projects that reduce
the chain’s overall EUI.
In new construction or
major remodeling
projects, management
appoints someone to
take responsibility for
the store’s overall
energy performance
and to advocate and
intervene in decisionmaking accordingly.
Refrigeration service
contractors and
purchasers of services
begin to integrate
efficiency
considerations into
their contracts and
performance
expectations.
Continued

Continue to support
and model
relationships between
service contractors and
grocery management
conceptually structured
around results for both
parties – reliability,
efficiency,
responsiveness, lifecycle cost
Monitor the
development of
enabling technologies
that are just now
emerging, such as
secondary loop
refrigeration systems,
low-refrigerant-charge
systems, LED case
lighting, integrated
controllers with remote
monitoring capability,
wireless mesh controls,
and a resurgence of
interest in various
methods of heat
reclaim. Disseminate
economic and
technical information to
build regional capability
to implement.
Continued
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IMPACT
OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM
Energy managers,
store managers, and
others make energy
management an
integral part of store
operations, resulting in
a high level of
operating
performance.
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SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES

Traditionally, there has
been a lack of
integration of
refrigeration, HVAC,
and lighting equipment
and controls in new
construction or
remodeling projects.
Upward cost pressure
has heightened interest
in controlling energy
cost and made
managers more
receptive. But the
combination of lean
staffing and an
avalanche of unprioritized information
from vendors leave
them wondering what
steps are actually
effective and
worthwhile.
No one in the chain is
in charge of monitoring
energy use and
proactively doing
something about it.
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OUTPUTS

TRAINING:
Develop training for
refrigeration contractors
on energy
consequences of
system setup and
opportunities in energyrelated service
offerings, equipment
upgrades, and controls
enhancement.
REFRIGERATION
DEMONSTRATION
PROJECTS:
Clarify the value of
energy-related
maintenance services
by conducting in-store
system optimization
projects (“tune-ups”) in
a handful of selected
stores.

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM

ACTIVITIES

Take rate for
refrigeration contractor
trainings increases.
Demand for multiple
sessions with the
same audience grows.
Chains conduct
refrigeration tune-ups
in their stores.

Assist service
contractors/providers
with the positioning of
new services that
support grocers’ efforts
to manage energy use
and cost.
Focus on the
development of an
integrated design
process model
specifically for the
regional grocery design
& construction
environment.

DEVELOP
BENCHMARKING DATA:
Collect EUI data on NW
grocery stores and
present it in scatterplot
form for ease of
recognition and
comparison.
Continued
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LONGER-TERM
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SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM

ACTIVITIES

CATALYZE THE SHARING
OF BEST PRACTICES:
Use the natural forums
of buyer group and
wholesaler/retailer
group meetings to
share the how-to
framework, technical
and managerial details,
and success stories.
NEW CONSTRUCTION
SUPPORT:
Identify experts in store
development and
refrigeration system
design to act as
resources for technical
assistance and
collaborative design
review.
FIRM FOCUS:
Assist interested
refrigeration service
contracting firms with
the planning,
positioning, and
marketing of service
offerings that recognize
and capture the value
of energy-efficient
refrigeration system
design and operation.
Assist service
contractors/ providers
with the positioning of
new services that
support grocers’ efforts
to manage energy use
and cost.
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OFFICE REAL ESTATE INITIATIVE
SITUATION

THE CONTEXT AND NEED
THAT GIVES RISE TO AN
INITIATIVE, INCLUDING
OPPORTUNITIES AND
BARRIERS

MARKET
OPPORTUNITIES:

•

•

The consolidation
and vertical
integration of real
estate companies
creates leverage
points and business
opportunities that
were not there in the
past
Linking energy
efficiency with
reductions in
operating costs to
improve net
operating income
(NOI) or funds from
operations (FFO)
Continued

PHASE I

PHASE II

IMPACT

ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM

ACTIVITIES
(2011+)

OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF

WE EXPECT THAT IF
COMPLETED OR
ONGOING PHASE I
ACTIVITIES WILL LEAD
TO THE FOLLOWING
CHANGES BY 2010

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF

COMPLETED OR
UNDERWAY, THESE
ACTIVITIES WILL
PRODUCE THE
FOLLOWING EVIDENCE

Tools and resources to
include:

Market partners,
including utilities, trade
associations, and
select firms begin
support and promotion
of high performance
portfolios. Direct
customer assistance
begins. Real estate
professionals receive
and download the High
Performance Portfolio
Framework and
associated tools, and
begin implementation.
Inquiries and initial
consultations begin
with the “Leasing Lab.”

PHASE I BEGINS WITH
STRATEGIC AND
TACTICAL PLANNING
AND DEVELOPS KEY
PRODUCTS AND TOOLS.
TARGETED AND
FOCUSED
IMPLEMENTATION
OCCURS.

•

Develop tools and
materials:

•

•

Value proposition
and marketing and
communications
platform to guide
the office real
estate effort
Business support
materials for use by
market consultants
Continued

•

•

High Performance
Portfolio
Framework
describing an
approach to
leverage energy
management as a
competitive
advantage and
driver of value
Key issue briefings
that further discuss
business areas
where energy and
profitability
intersect, such as
LEED, performance
incentives,
appraisals, TI
projects, building
operations, leasing,
etc.
Energy
Management Policy
Continued

Fifty percent of
targeted real estate
decision-makers are
aware of the specific
benefits available from
new and existing high
performance buildings.
Continued

PHASE II OBJECTIVE:
INFLUENCE THE
BROADER MARKET
BEYOND INITIAL
TARGETED EFFORTS.
IMPROVE THE
CAPABILITY FOR REAL
ESTATE PROFESSIONALS
TO SELF-ADMINISTER
IMPROVED ENERGY
MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES.

Monitor the
development of new
practices and emerging
technologies that merit
new tool and resource
development.
Shift the emphasis of
delivery:

•

Reduce direct
involvement;
provide background
assistance in limited
circumstances.
Continued

COMPLETED OR
ONGOING, PHASE II
ACTIVITIES WILL LEAD
TO THE FOLLOWING
CHANGES POST 2010

Leaders emerge in
real estate firms and
companies benchmark
their energy use and
business practices.
Deeper awareness
exists of competitive
advantages in
improved energy
management
practices.
Portfolio-level energy
management plans,
strategies, and policies
are in place – guiding
business decisions in
market transactions.
Property managers
regularly examine
leases in depth and
develop strategies to
align the financial
incentives.
Continued
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CHANGES IN THE
MARKET RESULTING
FROM THE PRECEDING
OUTCOMES

Investors, pension
funds, stockholders,
and other capital
sources begin to require
minimum thresholds of
efficiency and
sustainability for
funding.
Office real estate firms
find themselves
increasingly at a
disadvantage if energy
management practices
are not put in place.
Professional success
in property
management is
increasingly tied to
energy performance.
Professional
development
curriculums evolve to
recognize this change.
Continued
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (OFFICE REAL ESTATE)

SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES

•

•

•

Structural
disconnects
between property
management firms,
owners, and tenants
have historically
inhibited
investments in
energy efficiency
Partnership
opportunities
emerging through
BOMA, ULI, large
real estate firms,
etc.
Growing focus and
interest on LEED,
ENERGY STAR®
benchmarking,
valuation and
sustainability
issues, and tenant
interest

MARKET BARRIERS:

•

Real estate owners
are often unaware
of energy
management
opportunities, how
they relate to their
business objectives,
or how to capitalize
on them
Continued

•

•

OUTPUTS

Guidelines,
protocols, tools and
information on how
to enact and
capitalize on the
competitive
advantages of
improved energy
management
Guidance for
financial decisionmakers on business
strategies in
creating and
managing high
performance
buildings

Develop and offer
education and training:

•

PHASE II

Professional
development
opportunities for
real estate
professionals
conducted in
partnership with
trade allies, utilities,
trade associations,
and other related
organizations
Continued

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Portfolio
Implementation
Plan
Leasing Lab
Sample
procurement policy
Sample RFPs
Sustainability
Investment Index
Valuation case
studies
Etc.

Education and training
materials and
engagements:

•

•

Licensing and local
delivery of the
BOMA BEEP series
in Seattle, Portland,
and Boise
Curriculum on the
High Performance
Portfolio
Framework and
associated
principles, such as
leasing, TI, building
ops, etc.
Continued

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM
Real estate companies
representing 20% of
targeted real estate
floor space adopt
energy management
plans that change
energy-related
business practices,
including:

•

•

Two or more
nationally-based
companies with
significant
Northwest assets
One or more
regional companies
in each major
Northwest
commercial market

Twenty percent of
relevant real estate
professionals are
capable of managing
change in energyrelated business
practices for design
and construction and
facility operations.

ACTIVITIES
(2011+)

•

Transfer intellectual
capital (Indexes,
leasing labs, etc.) to
trade associations,
individual firms,
trade allies, and
market actors for
continued delivery.

Increase emphasis on
education and training:

•
•
•
•
•

Expand training to
broader market
Add training on new
tools
Continue to partner
with others
Improve content of
existing training
based on user input
Disseminate
information, tools
and resources
through internal and
external websites.

Continue to build
market awareness &
capability to selfsupport:

•

Emphasize market
leader visibility with
success stories,
articles, awards,
events, etc.
Continued

IMPACT
OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

Property managers
seek tune-up and
enhanced O&M
services through their
service contractors.

Tenants actively seek
and evaluate the
performance
characteristics of office
space.

Polices are set in
place to pursue
®
ENERGY STAR ,
LEED, or other
certifications.
Marketing plans exist
that capitalize on
financial transactions
between investors,
buyers, tenants, etc.

The energy
consumption of the
office building stock in
the Pacific Northwest
is reduced
considerably.

Appetite for more
professional training,
resources, and
examples of best
practices accelerates,
and begins to be
reflected in
professional
certification
curriculums.
New market actors
emerge, carrying the
message and offering
new services.
Transactions begin
reflecting increased
value and price
premiums for high
performance spaces.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (OFFICE REAL ESTATE)

SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES

•

•

•

•

Structural
disconnects
between property
management firms,
owners, and tenants
typically reduce
motivation to pursue
greater energy
efficiency
Leasing practices
can dilute or prohibit
financial rewards.
Misperceptions
persist on how to
align energy
efficiency
investments with
business objectives.
Property managers
and staff have many
competing priorities
for their time. The
internal expertise to
identify and
implement energy
efficiency
opportunities is
lacking.
Contractor services
are tailored to the
status quo.
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OUTPUTS

Build market
awareness via
marketing strategies:

•

Build awareness
and support for high
performance
buildings through
collateral materials,
public relations and
events, articles and
case studies,
electronic media
(website and
email), and
selective
advertising.

•

•

Create an approach
that aligns market
segments (national,
regional, local) with
appropriate delivery
channels, such as
contractors, utilities,
and other market
actors
Test and validate
delivery

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM

ACTIVITIES
(2011+)

Delivery of classes,
workshops, and
presentations
through partner
organizations,
direct to firm-focus
firms, direct to
market actors
Participate in
related conferences

•

Marketing content and
activities:

•

•

•

•
•
•

Develop and test
market delivery
approaches:

PHASE II

•
•

Case studies
Web content/
website section
Collateral such as
briefs, flyers, fact
sheets, posters,
and handouts for
events
Sponsorship and
events with partner
organizations
Articles in trade
publications

•

•

Build/facilitate peerto-peer support
mechanisms/
channels
Support awareness
building activities by
others in the
market, such as
associations,
utilities, trade allies
Emphasis on webbased delivery of
tools and materials
Enhanced access to
utility, state, and
federal incentive
programs

Continued
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IMPACT
OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (OFFICE REAL ESTATE)

SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES

OUTPUTS

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM

ACTIVITIES
(2011+)

IMPACT
OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

Provide direct
customer assistance:

•

•

•

Rollout validated
delivery approach
utilizing market
consultants, utility
staff, and other
NEEA resources
Market consultants
work one-on-one
with select real
estate firms to
adopt and
implement the
strategies of a high
performance
portfolio
Market consultants,
technical advisors,
and utilities provide
coordinated support
on selected
technical projects

MARKET TRANSFORMATION HYPOTHESIS:
If real estate owners and their agents are aware of the benefits available through energy efficiency and high performance buildings, then they will request and support changes in
energy-related business practices. If property managers and contractors are encouraged to pursue energy management, and are capable of developing, selling, and implementing
such plans, then they will do so. If real estate owners and their agent’s request trade ally support to achieve energy efficiency in design and construction, and facility operations, the
trade allies will be able and willing to support these efforts.
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DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION INITIATIVE
SITUATION

THE CONTEXT AND NEED
THAT GIVES RISE TO AN
INITIATIVE, INCLUDING
OPPORTUNITIES AND
BARRIERS

PHASE I
OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM ( BY 2010)

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)

OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF

WE EXPECT THAT IF
COMPLETED OR ONGOING
THESE ACTIVITIES WILL
LEAD TO THE FOLLOWING
CHANGES BY 2010

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION, WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF
COMPLETED OR ONGOING,
THESE ACTIVITIES WILL
LEAD TO THE FOLLOWING
CHANGES POST 2010

Market partners,
including utilities, trade
associations and
select firms help
support and promote
integrated design.

PHASE II OBJECTIVE:
INFLUENCE THE

PHASE 1 BEGINS WITH

OPPORTUNITIES:

STRATEGIC AND
TACTICAL PLANNING
AND DEVELOPS KEY
PRODUCTS AND TOOLS
FOR THE STRATEGIES
AND TACTICS.
TARGETED AND
FOCUSED
IMPLEMENTATION
OCCURS. SPECIFIC
ACTIVITIES INCLUDE:

•

•

•

Frustration among
all parties with the
traditional
approaches to
design and
construction and
owner’s desire for
lower costs, and
faster schedules.
Architects are very
interested in energy
efficiency and
sustainability.
A rapidly expanding
green building
movement, and
increasing concern
with performance.
Energy efficiency
options are more
likely to be included
when the team
meets early on in
the process.
Continued

IMPACT

ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

MARKET

•

PHASE II

Develop products
(tools and guidelines):

•
•

Value proposition to
guide the D&C
effort.
A&E business
support materials
for the business
advisors (e.g. Letter
of Agreement and
Activity Plan)
Continued

COMPLETED OR
UNDERWAY, THESE
ACTIVITIES WILL PRODUCE
THE FOLLOWING
EVIDENCE

Products: associated
tools, materials and
resources include:

•
•
•

•
•
•

Letter of Agreement
for firms
Firm-Focus Activity
Plan
Definition of
integrated design
and detail on
process and
methods
Guides for owners
(Hospital, Office)
Generic ID Guide
for Designers
Technology or
Design strategyspecific information
(e.g. Perimeter
Beam Study,
Hospital Patient
Room Study,
Prototype
Classrooms, etc.)
Continued

60% of NW A&E firm
decision makers are
aware of the business
opportunity and client
benefits of high
performance buildings.
A&E firms
representing a
significant percentage
of the design and
construction market
adjust their business
practices to deliver
high performance
buildings.

•

A&E firms
representing 40%
of healthcare
market share.
Continued

BROADER MARKET
BEYOND INITIAL
TARGETED EFFORTS.
BUILD VALUE OF ID WITH
KEY AUDIENCES AND
THE CAPABILITY TO
TAKE INITIATIVE ON
THEIR OWN TO DELIVER
ENERGY EFFICIENCY
THROUGH INTEGRATED
DESIGN.

Products:

• Designer Guidelines
• Owner guidelines in
other building
sectors (Retail, etc)

• Impact studies (cost
and savings
analysis)

• Enhancement of

modeling tools and
BIM tools

Market partners,
including utilities and
associations regularly
promote and support
integrated design.
There are numerous
success stories with
measurable results (as
defined by what the
market cares about) in
the region.
Firm-focus firms
continue to improve
their delivery
capabilities, achieving
higher efficiency goals
and broader market
share.
Market penetration
increases as increasing
numbers of firms use
integrated design to
deliver high efficiency
buildings on their own.
ID becomes the norm.

Continued
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Continued

CHANGES IN THE MARKET
RESULTING FROM THE
PRECEDING OUTCOMES

Owners regularly
demand energy
efficient (high
performance)
buildings, with A&E
firms promoting their
attributes and aligning
their business
resources accordingly.
The building design
and construction
process embraces
integrated design and
the application of
advanced design and
construction practices.
Design and
construction market
capabilities result in
buildings that minimize
energy use as the
norm (at least 25%
below 2006 baseline).
Net zero buildings by
2030.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION)

SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

•

Many architects in
the region have had
some experience
with advanced
design and
construction
practices.

•

Market barriers:

•

•

•

Owners and their
agents remain the
principal decisionmakers on designs
Decision-makers
are unaware of the
attributes of energyefficient buildings,
how these attributes
align with their
business interests,
or how to obtain a
high performance
building.
Projects reward
minimum design
time, lower first
costs, and shorter
construction time
frames.
Continued

•

•

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

Useful guidelines,
protocols, tools and
information on
integrated design for
A&E practitioners
(e.g. definition of
integrated design
process and
methods).
Limited guidance for
owner-side decision
makers on design
and construction
best practices in
support of TM
efforts.
Support
development of
national standards

•
•

•

Curriculum on
integrated design
process and
methods with
modules for each
target market.
Delivery of classes,
workshops and
brown bags:
a) through partner
organizations,

A&E Firm Focus:
Work in-depth with
select A&E firms to
evolve their
business models
and service
offerings.
Continued

Guidance on
modeling tools
(BIM, energy
modeling).
Support Advanced
Buildings (Core
Performance)
Limited new or
revised national
standards.

Education & training
materials and
engagements:

•

Provide direct
assistance to design
firms:

•

•

b) direct to firmfocus firms
c) direct to market
actors.

•

Participation in
regional
conferences
Continued

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM ( BY 2010)

•

•

A&E firms and inhouse designers
representing 30%
of targeted grocery
market share.
A&E firms
representing 20%
of targeted real
estate market
share.

A significant
percentage of the
floor area of new
project designs are
incorporating partial
and full integrated
energy design
strategies that rely on
passive or low-energy
solutions for lighting,
ventilation, comfort
and critical process
loads resulting in
savings greater than
25% over baseline:

•
•
•
•

40% of Hospitals &
Healthcare projects.
30% of targeted
groceries.
20% of targeted
real estate.
10% of projects
within other vertical
markets.

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)
Shift the emphasis of
direct assistance:

•
•

Wind down existing
commitments with
select firms
Business advisors
and Labs provide
limited consultation
and direct advisory
assistance to a
wider number of
firms

OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM
New market
actors/channels
emerge as evidenced
by new services, tools,
etc developed
independently of
NEEA.

Increase emphasis on
education & training:

•
•

•
•
•

IMPACT

Expand training to
broader market
Support curricula
and practica at
Schools of
Architecture in
region
Add training on BIM
and new tools
Continue to partner
with others
Improve content of
existing training
based on user input
and experience

Use BetterBricks and
association websites to
disseminate info, tools
and resources.
Continued
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION)

SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

•

•

A&E firms have
limited opportunities
to apply integrated
energy design and
advanced design
practices, and
limited time for
research and
advanced training.
Traditional design
and construction
process is linear
and restricts
communication
between designers
and builders

Subcontractors
generally aren’t aware
of building system
interactions.
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OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

Technical Advisory
Resources:

Marketing content and
activities:

Provide project
specific technical
assistance on
integrated design
with primary focus
on target market
projects.

•
•

Develop and offer
education & training:

•

•

•

Professional
development
opportunities for
architects and
designers conducted
in partnership with
AIA, ASHRAE,
Cascadia GBC,
utilities/public
benefits
administrators,
professional training
organizations and
others.
Continued

•

•

Case studies
Web content/
Website section
Collateral such as
briefs, flyers, fact
sheets, posters and
handouts for events.
Sponsorship and
organizing events
with partner
organizations
articles in trade
publications.

Assistance to Design
Firms:

•
•

•

Specific firms
targeted for firm
focus
Activity Plans
developed and
being implemented
at selected firms:
a) business
planning
b) technical
assistance
c) professional
development (E&T)
d) product & service
development

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM ( BY 2010)

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)
Continue to build
market awareness &
capability to selfsupport ID:

•

•

Emphasize market
leader visibility with
success stories,
articles, awards,
events, etc.
Build/facilitate peerto-peer support
mechanisms/chann
els with AIA,
ASHRAE,
CascadiaGBC, etc.

Support awareness
building activities by
others in the market,
such as associations,
utilities, trade allies

•
•

Emphasis on webbased delivery of
tools & materials.
Enhanced access to
utility, state and
federal incentive
programs.

A few
comprehensive
integrated design
projects
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IMPACT
OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION)

SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM ( BY 2010)

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)

IMPACT
OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

Build market
awareness via
Marketing strategies:
• Build awareness and
support for
integrated energy
design and high
performance
buildings with A&E
firms, owners and
developers using:
a) Collateral
materials
b) Public relations
and events
c) Articles and case
studies
d) Electronic media
(Website and email)
e) Limited
advertising
MARKET TRANSFORMATION HYPOTHESIS:
If owners (and their agents) are aware of the benefits of high performance buildings and how they align with their business interests, then they will demand high performance
buildings. If A&E firms are aware of the benefits of high performance buildings and how they relate to their clients business interests, then they will promote high performance
buildings to their clients. If architects and design engineers are encouraged by their firms and clients to apply integrated design and advanced design and construction practices, then
they will do so to the extent of their abilities. If architects and design engineers gain further experience with integrated design and advanced design and construction practices, then
capabilities will increase and these practices will become common practice.
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BUILDING OPERATIONS INITIATIVE
SITUATION

THE CONTEXT AND NEED
THAT GIVES RISE TO AN
INITIATIVE, INCLUDING
OPPORTUNITIES AND
BARRIERS

Market Barriers:
• Building owners,
managers, and
operators are
generally unaware of
the potential to
improve operating
performance.
• Market
fragmentation, with a
lack of clearly
defined products and
services.
• Lack of credibility of
traditional service
providers due to their
historical focus on
equipment sales.
• Lack of tools to sort
through the current
building stock and
prioritize which
buildings are most
likely to benefit and
which are not.
• Lack of clear process
for identifying
specific opportunities
within a building.
Continued

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF

OBJECTIVE: DEVELOP
AN APPROACH TO
IMPROVE BUILDING
OPERATING
PERFORMANCE AND
BUILD SERVICE
PROVIDER CAPABILITIES
TO SUPPLY APPROPRIATE
SERVICES.

DEVELOP PRODUCTS TO
PROVIDE A PATH TO
BETTER BUILDING
OPERATIONS

Support service
delivery
• Define services and a
service delivery path
• Identify potential
service packages
• Provide technical
assistance
Create a building
operation website
• Showcase value
proposition for
owners and the
business case for
service providers
Continued

PHASE II
ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)

OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

WE EXPECT THAT IF
COMPLETED OR
COMPLETED OR ONGOING
UNDERWAY, THESE
THESE ACTIVITIES WILL
ACTIVITIES WILL PRODUCE LEAD TO THE FOLLOWING
THE FOLLOWING EVIDENCE
CHANGES BY 2010

IN ORDER TO ADDRESS
THE SITUATION, WE WILL
CONDUCT THE
FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES

WE EXPECT THAT IF
COMPLETED OR ONGOING,
THESE ACTIVITIES WILL
LEAD TO THE FOLLOWING
CHANGES POST 2010

CHANGES IN THE MARKET

• NW service provider
decision makers
representing 50% of
market share are
aware of the
business opportunity
and customer
benefits from
improving building
operating
performance.
• Service providers
representing a
significant
percentage of the
building operations
market adopt
business
approaches that
promote building
operating
performance.
 25% of
healthcare market
share
 10% of targeted
real estate market
share
Continued

OBJECTIVE: INFLUENCE

• Market partners,
including utilities,
trade associations
and trade allies
regularly promote and
support better
building operation
• Market penetration
increases in target
and other markets
• New market actors
and delivery channels
emerge as evidenced
by new services,
tools, etc. developed
independently of
NEEA
• There are numerous
success studies with
measurable results in
the region

• Owners and property
managers demand
improved building
operating
performance
• Contractors, control
companies,
equipment
manufacturers and
commissioning
agents promote
building operating
performance to their
clients.
• Service providers
offer products and
services that
enhance building
operating
performance
• Service providers
capabilities are
increased and best
practices are
common practice.

Building operations
products
• Definitions of building
tune-up and
enhanced O&M
• Value propositions for
owner/operator and
service providers
• Example business
models
• Financial calculator
• Sample work
products
 RFP for services
 Scoping report
 Tune-up report
• Technical guidance
 Enhanced O&M
guidelines
 How-to find
common
opportunities
 Master problem list
Building operations
website
• Access to tools and
sample products
• Case studies, articles
• Downloadable guides
Continued

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM ( BY 2010)

IMPACT

THE BROADER MARKET
WHILE CONTINUING TO
BUILD CAPABILITY WITHIN
TARGETED FIRMS AND
WITHIN TARGET
MARKETS.

Products
• Conduct cost and
savings analysis
• Refine existing tools
• Adapt tools to needs
of other markets
• Develop new tools
according to market
needs
• Expand capability of
website to respond to
and interact with
users
Marketing
• Continue to recognize
success through
awards, articles, case
studies
Continued
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RESULTING FROM THE
PRECEDING OUTCOMES
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (BUILDING OPERATIONS)

SITUATION

PHASE I

PHASE II

ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM ( BY 2010)

• Lack of qualified
service providers
with demonstrated
ability to capture the
opportunities and
secure the value
through specific
products and
services.

• Provide guidance on
building operating
performance
evaluation,
procurement and
implementation
• Provide access to
tools and technology
information

Marketing content and
activities
• Sponsorship and
presentations at
events
• Awards
• Articles
• Website promotion
• Success stories

Market Opportunities:
• There is
acknowledgement of
a significant
opportunity to
improve building
operating efficiency.
• Clearly defined and
differentiated service
activities that have
viable market value
can help encourage
a market structure
supporting better
building operating
performance.
• Capability to perform
these services can
be built by
developing support
tools and technical
skills, and by working
with service
providers and inhouse facility staff.
Continued

Build market
awareness by providing
information, tools
training and support to
owners, facility
managers and staff
• Presentations and
interaction at events
• One-on-one
interaction
• Success stories,
articles and awards
• Website tools and
information
• Improve credibility of
service providers
 Partner with
utilities
 Highlight project
success

Service provider
activities
• Firm Focus
presentations and
letters of agreement
• Activity Plans
developed and being
implemented at
selected firms:
 Business planning
 Technical
assistance
 Professional
development
 Product and
service
development
• Technical assistance
to other service
providers involved in
target market
projects

• A significant
percentage of
service providers
have staff capability
to tune building
energy systems and
provide enhanced
operations and
maintenance (O&M)
services.
• Service providers
representing 25% of
healthcare market
share
• Service providers
representing 10% of
targeted real estate
market share
• A significant
percentage of inhouse facility staff is
capable of providing
or obtaining building
energy system tuneups and enhanced
O&M services.
 25% within
Hospitals &
Healthcare
 10% within
targeted real
estate

Implement Firm Focus
Strategy
• Select and recruit
qualified service
providers
Continued

Education and training
• Brown bags
• Training modules
• Joint presentations
Continued

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)
• Reinforce utility
partnerships with
joint marketing
opportunities
• Enhance access to
incentive programs
Service provider
support
• Follow through on
existing Firm Focus
commitments
• Provide limited
consultation and
direct business
advisory assistance
to other firms
• Continue to provide
business and
technical advice as
needed to target
markets
• Provide technical
assistance to
selected projects
• Facilitate adoption of
new building
operation
technologies
Education
• Continue to assist
with professional
training development
Continued
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IMPACT
OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (BUILDING OPERATIONS)

SITUATION

• Demand for services
can be stimulated by
working with building
owners and
managers to
increase their
awareness of the
potential to improve
building operating
performance and its
impact on their
overall business
objectives.
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PHASE I
ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

• Provide technical
advisory, business
planning and
marketing assistance
• Selectively provide
project cost-share
• Assist with
professional
development and
training
• Provide Product and
service development
support

National Outreach
• BetterBricks building
ops concepts part of
ASHRAE educational
materials, guidelines
and special
publications
• BetterBricks website
contains information
on and links to the
best building
operations tools and
technologies.

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM ( BY 2010)

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)
• Continue
relationships with
associations
 Influence curricula
 Provide speakers
Continue National
Outreach Activities

Develop and offer
education and training
• Present education on
important topics
• Influence and
leverage curriculum
and trainings by
associations and
trade allies
• Influence conference
and association
meeting agendas
Influence and leverage
building operations
Initiatives on a national
level
• Actively participate in
ASHRAE’s building
performance related
technical committees
Continued
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED LOGIC MODELS (BUILDING OPERATIONS)

SITUATION

PHASE I
ACTIVITIES
(2007-2009)

OUTPUTS
(BY END 2009)

PHASE II
OUTCOMES –
SHORT-TERM ( BY 2010)

ACTIVITIES
(2010-?)

IMPACT
OUTCOMES –
LONGER-TERM

• Increase regional
awareness of national
Initiatives
• Assess, promote and
provide access to the
latest tools and
technologies
MARKET TRANSFORMATION HYPOTHESIS:
• If owners/property managers (and their agents) are aware of the opportunity to improve building operating performance and how they relate to their business interests, then they
will demand improved building operating performance.
• If service providers (i.e. mechanical contractors, control companies, equipment manufacturers and commissioning agents) are aware of the business opportunity, and how it
relates to their clients business interests, then they will promote building operating performance to their clients.
• If service providers are encouraged by their clients to offer products and services that enhance building operating performance, then they will do so.
• If service providers gain further experience with best practices that enhance building operating performance, then capabilities will increase and these best practices will become
common practice.
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EVALUATION METHODS

UTILITY SURVEY
We completed the survey with 37 contacts, which represented the full range of public and private
utilities, as well as the Bonneville Power Administration and the Energy Trust of Oregon, Inc., a
public benefits administrator. Given an original sample frame of 92 names, the number of
completes provides 10% precision of sample estimates with 90% confidence. Table B.1 shows
the final disposition of contact attempts.
Table B.1: Final Disposition of Call Attempts
DISPOSITION
Eligible

COUNT
36

Completed
Partially Completed

1

Refusal

3

Left Company

4

Other Difficulties

1
47

Quota Reached Before Contact Made
Subtotal
Ineligible

Because of Missing Contact Information, Duplicated
Information, etc.

TOTAL

85
7
92

HOSPITALS & HEALTHCARE INITIATIVE
This section briefly discusses the approach for the fourth market progress evaluation for the
BetterBricks Hospitals & Healthcare Initiative. The first MPER covered the period from January
2003 to October 2005; the second MPER covered the period from October 2005 to October
2006; the third MPER covered the period from October 2006 to November 2007; this fourth
MPER covers the period from November 2007 to November 2008.
Table B.2 shows the tasks included in MPER #4, along with those for the previous MPERs.
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Table B.2: BetterBricks Hospitals Initiative Evaluation Tasks
COMPONENTS

MPER #1
JUN 2006

Market Characterization

MPER #2
MAR 2007

MPER #3
Q1 2008

MPER #4
2009

z

z

z

Assess Logic Model

z

z

z

z

Assess Market Progress

z

z

z

z

Assess Progress Towards Goals

z

z

z

z

Estimate/Validate Savings Impact

z

z

ACE Model Review

z

z

Table B.3 shows the specific activities that have been conducted and the data sources that have
been used for each MPER.
Table B.3: Activities and Contacts for Hospitals Initiative MPERs
ACTIVITY
Interviews

DATA SOURCES

MPER #1
JUN 2006

MPER #2
MAR 2007

MPER #3
FEB 2008

MPER #4
JAN 2009

Hospitals Market Specialists

z

z

z

z

NEEA Staff

z

z

z

z

z

z

Market Professionals

z

Executives / Facility Managers of
Hospitals Initiative partners

z

E&T Developers / Presenters

z

Tools and Materials Developers

z

z
z

BetterBricks Marketing Contractor

Surveys

BetterBricks Technical Advisors

z

z

Hospital Facility Managers

z

z

E&T Participants

z

z
z

Utilities

z

z

Market Partners (State Societies of
Healthcare Engineering)
Document Review

z

z

z

z

Tools and Materials

z

z

z

Marketing Materials

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Hospitals Initiative Documents

Logic Models, Indicators
Literature Review

Hospital News / Journals

Database Review

CTS, Hospitals Initiative Documents

z

z

z
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Information Sources
The evaluation was based on information collected through in-depth interviews and a review of
program documents, such as monthly reports and emails. We interviewed the NEEA
BetterBricks Hospitals manager, five consulting Hospitals market specialists, and a key contact
for a Hospitals market partner – the Washington State Society of Healthcare Engineering. Table
B.4 shows the interviewed groups and the number of contacts in each. In addition, the evaluation
drew from the research conducted for the previous MPERs, especially the extensive in-depth
interviews with 21 executives, managers, and lead staff at hospitals participating in the Initiative
conducted for MPER #3.
Table B.4: Summary of In-Depth Interviews and Surveys for Hospitals Initiative
INTERVIEWED / SURVEYED GROUPS

POPULATION

INTERVIEWED

BetterBricks Hospitals Manager

1

1

Consultant – Hospitals Market Specialist

5

5

Market Partners (State Societies of Healthcare Engineering)

4

1

GROCERY INITIATIVE
This section briefly discusses the approach for the fourth market progress evaluation for the
BetterBricks Grocery Initiative. The first MPER covered the period from January 2004 to
October 2005; the second MPER covered the period from October 2005 to September 2006; the
third MPER covered the period from October 2006 to October 2007; this fourth MPER covers
the period from October 2007 to October 2008.
Table B.5 shows the tasks included in MPER #3, along with those for the previous two and next
planned MPER.
Table B.5: BetterBricks Grocery Initiative Evaluation Tasks
COMPONENTS

MPER #1
JUN 2006

Market Characterization

MPER #2
MAR 2007

MPER #3
Q1 2008

MPER #4
2009

z

z

z

Assess Logic Model

z

z

z

z

Assess Market Progress

z

z

z

z

Assess Progress Towards Goals

z

z

z

z

Process Evaluation

z

z

z

z

Estimate/Validate Savings Impact

z

z

ACE Model Review

z

z
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Table B.6 shows the specific activities that have been conducted and the data sources that have
been used for each MPER.
Table B.6: Activities and Contacts for Grocery Initiative MPERs
ACTIVITY
Interviews

DATA SOURCES

MPER #1
JUN 2006

MPER #2
MAR 2007

MPER #3
FEB 2008

MPER #4
JAN 2009

NEEA Contractors/Market Specialists

z

z

z

z

NEEA Staff

z

z

z

z

Market Professionals

z

Store/Facility Managers of Grocery
partners

z

z
z

z

Resource Acquisition Program
Sponsors
E&T Developers

z

Tools and Materials Developers

z

z
z

Refrigeration service providers

BetterBricks Advisors

z

Corporate Facility Leads

z

z

Grocery Store Managers

z

z

z

z

Chain Owners

Document Review

z
z

BetterBricks Marketing Contractor

Surveys

z

New Construction Managers

z

Refrigeration service providers

z

Grocery Initiative Documents

z

z

z

z
z

z

z

Tools and Materials

z

z

z

Marketing Materials

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Logic Models, Indicators
Literature Review

Grocery trade journal

Database Review

CTS, Grocery Initiative Documents

z

z

z

Information Sources
The evaluation was based on information collected through in-depth interviews and a review of
program documents (such as monthly reports and emails). We interviewed two NEEA staff
members (the BetterBricks program manager and the commercial sector marketing manager),
two consulting grocery market specialists, and key contacts for six grocery chains, three
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refrigeration service providers, and three sponsors of resource acquisition programs (two utilities
and Energy Trust of Oregon). The key contacts for the grocery chains and refrigeration service
providers typically were the company’s owner, president, or head of operations. Table B.7 shows
the interviewed groups and the number of contacts in each.
Table B.7: Summary of In-Depth Interviews and Surveys
INTERVIEWED / SURVEYED GROUPS

POPULATION

INTERVIEWED

BetterBricks Staff

2

2

Consultant – Grocery Market Specialist

2

2

Grocery Key Contacts*

8

6

Refrigeration Service Providers

3

3

Resource Acquisition Program Contacts

4

4

* These were key contacts for the eight grocery chains that were most active in the initiative, out of 12 participating.

OFFICE REAL ESTATE INITIATIVE
This is the second of two evaluations planned for the ORE Initiative. Table B.8 gives an
overview of the evaluation components for each MPER. This second MPER documents the
progress of the ORE Initiative and updates the market characterization. It includes interviews
with staff from several real estate firms receiving services from the initiative, as well as
interviews with initiative staff, contractors, and Market Specialists delivering those services.
Table B.8: ORE Initiative Evaluation Tasks
COMPONENT

MPER #1

MPER #2

Document ORE Initiative Activities

z

z

Update Market Characterization

z

z

Assess Logic Model

z

z

Conduct Baseline Survey

z

Assess Progress Toward Goals (including real estate firm interviews)

z

Review Product and Service Descriptions/Materials

z

Assess Education and Training (including market partner and contractor
interviews)

z

Assess Marketing Efforts (including market partner interviews)

z
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Document Review and Secondary Data
To gain an understanding of ORE Initiative strategies and program delivery, we reviewed
program documents, such as: the High Performance Portfolio Framework;50 briefings, templates,
and other supporting resources on the ORE Initiative website; and presentations, agreements, and
other materials used with real estate firms. We used the BetterBricks Updates, Education and
Training Updates, training event participant survey summaries, and the Commercial Tracking
System to document initiative activities. We collected information for the market
characterization update from: office market reports for Seattle/Puget Sound, Portland, and Boise
from Colliers International; and business journal, newspaper, and trade publications.
Primary Data
To supplement our document review, we collected primary data in interviews with program staff,
directors, and board members for BOMA, contractors and Market Specialists, and real estate
professionals (Table B.9). We interviewed the ORE Initiative Manager and Commercial Sector
Manager about initiative goals, development, activities, accomplishments, and plans. We
interviewed BOMA Directors and Board Members in Portland, Seattle, Boise, and Spokane, as
well as the Urban Land Institute Director in Seattle, about the partnership that developed
between these organizations and the initiative, the joint activities that took place, and the value
of the ORE Initiative to the organization and their members. Our interviews with contractors and
Market Specialists focused on product development and service delivery to real estate firms. We
also interviewed staff from the initial three real estate firms receiving services from the initiative.
Table B.9: Completed Interviews
MARKET ACTOR

INTERVIEWS

Program Staff

2

Market Partners: BOMA and ULI

5

Market Specialists and Contractors

6

Real Estate Firms

4

Working with NEEA staff, we developed interview guides and identified the people to be
interviewed. All the interviews were relatively open-ended conversations lasting approximately
30 to 60 minutes.

50

The High Performance Portfolio Framework is the core document of the Initiative that outlines the strategy
and offers guidance to real estate firms “on making energy management a winning business strategy.”
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DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION INITIATIVE
This MPER is last of three planned for the Design & Construction initiative. Evaluation research
for this MPER focused on documenting the activities of the integrated design labs and Firm
Focus firms, and conducting a survey of architects in the regions.
An overview of activities for the entire 2006-2008 evaluation period is presented in Table B.10.
Table B.10: Design and Construction Evaluation Tasks
COMPONENT

MPER #1
MAR 2007

MPER #2
JAN 2008

MPER #3
Q1 2009

Market Characterization

z

z

z

Assess Logic Model

z

z

z

z

z

z

z

Assess Market Progress
z

Assess Progress Towards Goals

Table B.11 shows the specific activities that were conducted and the data sources used for each
MPER.
Table B.11: Activities and Contacts for Design and Construction MPER
TASK
Review Program

Document
Initiative
Activities

AREA

DATA SOURCES

MPER #1
MAR 2007

MPER #2
JAN 2008

MPER #3
Q1 2009

Program Documents

z

z

z

BetterBricks staff

z

z

z

Firm Focus Firms

A&E firm staff

z

z

z

Technical Resources

IDL Directors

z

z

z

Business Advisors

Business Advisor

z

z

z

Education and Training

BetterBricks staff

z

z

z

BetterBricks contractors

z

z

z

Literature review

z

z

z

A&E firm staff

z

z

z

A&E firm documents

z

z

z

IDL staff

z

z

z

Business Advisors

z

z

z

Approach, Theory

Marketing
Market
Assessment

Market Characterization

Market Progress

Firm Focus Firms

Architects

Architect Survey

Engineers

Engineer Survey

z
z
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The evaluation was conducted through: analysis of data collected through a combination of
secondary data and program document review; and on-site and telephone interviews with
BetterBricks staff, contractors, and Firm Focus partners. Each of these data sources is discussed
below.
Document Review and Secondary Data
Program descriptions, letters of agreement, progress reports, and other program documents were
reviewed and analyzed, first to state and illustrate the program theory, and second to provide a
basis for comparing these documents against expectations and experience to date. Secondary
data also helped to provide a picture of the industry structure to support an overview of the
market, including a comparison to national trends or developments. Specifically, the market
characterization was drawn largely from secondary sources, including U.S. Census Bureau
statistics, trade associations, and regional and national industry publications and websites.
Primary Data
Primary data for the 2008 MPER were collected directly from the Integrated Design Labs, the
Design and Construction Business Advisors, other contractors and program staff, Firm Focus
participants, and other market actors. The number of interviews completed is presented in Table
B.12.
Table B.12: Completed Interviews
GROUP

INTERVIEWS

BetterBricks Staff

4

Integrated Design Labs

5

Business Advisor

1

Firm Focus Architecture Firm Staff

11

BUILDING OPERATIONS INITIATIVE
Evaluation of the Building Operations initiative employs a multi-faceted approach, with a large
dependence on interviews with key initiative players. For this third MPER, assessment of
progress is based on activities identified in the logic model, expected business practice changes,
and progress toward expected outputs. Changes in behaviors for the market as a whole will be
the focus of the next evaluation effort. In-depth interviews with staff, advisors, and market
partners provide an opportunity to identify improvements in the implementation of the initiative
and to recognize accomplishments. The principal tasks covered in each MPER are displayed in
Table B.13.
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Table B.13: BetterBricks Building Operations Initiative Evaluation Tasks
COMPONENT

MPER #1
MAR 2007

MPER #2
APR 2008

MPER #3
Q4 2009

Market Characterization

z

z

z

Assess Logic Model

z

z

Assess Market Progress

z

z

z

z

z

Assess Progress Towards Goals

The data analysis methods used in this study include analyzing in-depth interviews with key
service providers about market conditions, and with the initiative manager and contractors about
Building Operations activities. The information collected during the interviews is reviewed to
ensure:
 The initiative is operating in a manner consistent with its current theory.
 The efforts outlined in the initiative’s work plan are being conducted.
 Progress is made with respect to the initiative’s activity indicators, short-term objectives,
and long-term market transformation goals.
Data sources used by task are shown in Table B.14, and Table B.15 shows the number of
completed interviews by category for the current MPER.
Table B.14. Building Operations Initiative Evaluation Activities and Contacts
ACTIVITIES
Literature Review
Interviews

DATA SOURCES

MPER #1
MAR 2007

MPER #2
APR 2007

MPER #3
Q1 2009

Industry journals

z

z

z

Initiative Staff

z

z

z

Firm Focus staff

z

z

Business Advisors

z

z

Technical Advisors

z

z

z

BetterBricks E&T Manager

z

z

z

BetterBricks Marketing Manager

z

z

z

P&S developers

z

Targeted audiences/product users
Continued
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ACTIVITIES
Document Review

Theory Review
Baseline Surveys

DATA SOURCES

MPER #1
MAR 2007

MPER #2
APR 2007

MPER #3
Q1 2009

BetterBricks documents

z

z

z

Proposals for services, policies/procedures

z

z

z

Session evaluation forms

z

Tools and materials

z

z

Marketing products

z

z

Logic models

z

z

z

All progress indicators

z

z

z

Facility managers / Directors
Service Providers

Database Review

Tracking System, project documents

z
z

z*
z

z

* Two new Firm Focus firms completed the baseline survey in December 2007. Results will be aggregated with the results
from baseline surveys conducted in 2006 for analysis that will be presented in MPER #3.

Table B.15: Completed Interviews
GROUP

INTERVIEWS

BetterBricks Staff

3

Firm Focus Staff

5

Business Advisor

1

Technical Advisors

4
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UTILITY SURVEY INSTRUMENT

ID
Contact Information
Name of Contact
Name of Utility
Phone Number
Interviewer Name

Introduction
Hello, my name is ______ from Research Into Action in Portland, and I am calling on behalf of
the Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance or NEEA. We are talking with experts from a select
sample of utilities about energy efficiency and your commercial customers. This is an important
study that will guide many of NEEA's commercial building activities over the next five years. Is
this a good time to talk or can we schedule another time? Our interviews are taking 15-20
minutes. Your responses are completely confidential.
1.

What are your utility’s energy efficiency goals and priorities for commercial customers?

2.

Which commercial customer groups or segments are most important to your utility’s
efficiency goals and priorities? [OPEN-ENDED. DO NOT READ LIST. RECORD ALL
THAT APPLY.]
 Hospitals
 Grocery stores
 Commercial real estate
 New commercial building and design and construction services
 Existing commercial buildings and building operations
 Other (please specify)
If you selected other, please specify

3.

Have you ever heard of BetterBricks?
 Yes
 No
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4.

How familiar are you with NEEA’s BetterBricks initiative? Are you not at all familiar, a
little familiar, moderately familiar, or very familiar with it?
 Not at all familiar [SKIP TO Q9]
 A little familiar
 Moderately familiar
 Very familiar
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q9]

5.

How would you briefly describe BetterBricks to one of your customers that hasn’t heard
about it?

6.

How has your familiarity with BetterBricks changed during 2008, if at all? Would you
say your familiarity. . .
 Is the same
 Increased a little
 Increased moderately
 Increased significantly
 DON'T KNOW

7.

How well does BetterBricks complement your utility’s energy efficiency goals and
objectives? Would you say ‘not complementary at all, ‘complements a little’,
‘complements moderately’, or ‘complements very well’?
 Not complementary at all
 Complements a little
 Complements moderately
 Complements very well
 DON’T KNOW

8.

What comments have you heard from your customers about BetterBricks, if any?

9.

Which of the following have you read, used or attended?
BetterBricks newsletter
BetterBricks website
BetterBricks Awards
BetterBricks sponsored training
BetterBricks brochure
BetterBricks case study

Yes







No
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10.

Overall, how would you rate BetterBricks’ communication with your utility regarding its
initiatives and ongoing projects?
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW

11.

How would you rate BetterBricks’ communication with your utility regarding
BetterBricks events, such as the BetterBricks Awards?
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW

12.

Has there been a change since last year in the level of communication between
BetterBricks and your utility? Would you say communications have…
 Decreased
 Stayed the same
 Increased moderately
 Increased significantly
 DON'T KNOW

13.

Do you have any comments or suggestions about communications between BetterBricks
and your utility?

Hospitals interactions with Market Specialists and Technical Advisors
14.

Have you had any interactions with the BetterBricks market specialist or technical
advisors working with hospitals in your area?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO GROCERY SEQUENCE]
 Don't know [SKIP TO GROCERY SEQUENCE]
[IF (Q4=1 OR Q4=99) AND Q14=1, SKIP TO Q18]
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15.

Specifically with regard to being invited to appropriate meetings and having adequate
notice of events and meetings with your customers, How would you describe the
coordination with the BetterBricks hospital market specialists? Would you say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW
 NA

16.

Overall, how would you describe communications between the BetterBricks hospital
market specialists and you regarding their activities with your customers? Would you
say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW
 NA

17.

Do you have any recommendations for improving communications and coordination
between the BetterBricks hospital market specialists and utility staff such as yourself?

18.

Have you accompanied BetterBricks technical advisor contractors as they assessed
facility operations at hospitals?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q20]

19.

Using the sale of 'very dissatisfied,' 'dissatisfied,' 'satisfied,' or 'very satisfied,' how
satisfied were you with their...
Technical
knowledge
Suggestions
for efficiency

Very
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very satisfied

Don't Know
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20.

How familiar are you with Strategic Energy Management Planning or SEMP, the
business approach that BetterBricks is promoting for hospitals? Are you not at all
familiar, a little familiar, moderately familiar, or very familiar with it?
 Not at all familiar [SKIP TO Q22]
 A little familiar
 Moderately familiar
 Very familiar
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q22]
 NA [SKIP TO Q22]

21.

How would you briefly describe Strategic Energy Management Planning to one of your
customers that hasn’t heard about it?

22.

To what extent has the BetterBricks initiative helped your hospital customers become
more energy efficient? Would you say…
 Not at all helpful
 A little helpful
 Moderately helpful
 Very helpful
 DON’T KNOW

23.

And why did you say that?

24.

Would you suggest any improvements BetterBricks could make in their initiative to help
your hospital customers become more energy efficient?

Grocery store interactions with Market Specialists and Technical Advisors
25.

Have you had any interactions with the BetterBricks market specialists working with
grocery stores in your area?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO REAL ESTATE SEQUENCE]
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO REAL ESTATE SEQUENCE]
[IF (Q4=1 OR Q4=99) AND Q25=1, SKIP TO Q29]
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26.

Specifically with regard to being invited to appropriate meetings and having adequate
notice of events and meetings with your customers, how would you describe the
coordination with the BetterBricks grocery market specialists? Would you say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW
 NA

27.

Overall, how would you describe communications between the BetterBricks grocery
market specialists and you regarding their activities with your customers? Would you
say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW
 NA

28.

Do you have any recommendations for improving communications and coordination
between the BetterBricks grocery market specialists and utility staff such as yourself?

29.

Have you ever accompanied BetterBricks technical advisor contractors as they have
assessed facility operations at grocery stores?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q31]

30.

Using the scale of 'very dissatisfied,' 'dissatisfied,' 'satisfied,' or 'very satisfied,' how
satisfied were you with their...
Technical
knowledge
Suggestions
for efficiency

Very
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very satisfied

Don't Know
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31.

How familiar are you with the refrigeration tune-up process that BetterBricks is
promoting for groceries? Are you not at all familiar, a little familiar, moderately familiar,
or very familiar with it?
 Not at all familiar [SKIP TO Q33]
 A little familiar
 Moderately familiar
 Very familiar
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q33]
 NA [SKIP TO Q33]

32.

How would you briefly describe the refrigeration tune-up process to one of your
customers that hasn’t heard about it?

33.

How familiar are you with the Energy Action Planning, the business approach that
BetterBricks is promoting for groceries? Are you not at all familiar, a little familiar,
moderately familiar, or very familiar with it?
 Not at all familiar [SKIP TO Q35]
 A little familiar
 Moderately familiar
 Very familiar
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q35]
 NA [SKIP TO Q35]

34.

How would you briefly describe the Energy Action Planning process to one of your
customers that hasn’t heard about it?
[IF (Q4=1 OR Q4=99) AND Q25=1, SKIP TO REAL ESTATE SEQUENCE]

35.

To what extent, if at all, do you believe that the BetterBricks initiative helps your grocery
customers become more energy efficient? Would you say…
 Not at all
 A little
 Moderately
 Very much
 DON’T KNOW

36.

And why did you say that?

37.

Would you suggest any improvements BetterBricks could make in their initiative to help
your grocery customers become more energy efficient?
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Real Estate
38.

Do you currently work with commercial real estate firms to improve the efficiency of
their buildings?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO NEW CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE]
[IF (Q4=1 OR Q4=99) AND Q38=1, SKIP TO Q42]

39.

Specifically with regard to being invited to appropriate meetings and having adequate
notice of events and meetings with your customers, how would you describe the
coordination with the BetterBricks real estate initiative specialist and market lead?
Would you say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW
 NA

40.

Overall, how would you describe communications between the BetterBricks real estate
initiative specialist and market lead and you regarding their activities with your
customers? Would you say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW
 NA

41.

Do you have any recommendations for improving communications and coordination
between the BetterBricks real estate initiative specialist and market lead and utility staff
such as yourself?

42.

Are you familiar with the Building Owners and Managers Association Energy Efficiency
Program (or BOMA BEEP) education series and other recent BOMA energy-related
training events?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q46]
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q46]
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43.

How valuable are the BOMA energy education events to your customers? Would you
say…
 Not at all valuable
 Valuable a little
 Valuable moderately
 Very valuable
 DON’T KNOW

44.

Using the same scale, how valuable are BOMA energy education events to your utility
efficiency program?
 Not at all valuable
 Valuable a little
 Valuable moderately
 Very valuable
 DON’T KNOW

45.

Can you please tell me more about why you gave those ratings for BEEP energy
education events?

46.

Are you familiar with the Kilowatt Crackdown (Puget Sound) or Office Energy
Showdown (Portland) competitions? [Office Building Benchmarking Competitions]
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q48]

47.

How interested are local commercial real estate firms (in the KC/OES?)
 Not at all interested
 A little interested
 Moderately interested
 Very interested
 Don't Know

48.

How familiar are you with the High Performance Portfolio Framework, the business
approach BetterBricks is using with commercial real estate? Are you not at all familiar, a
little familiar, moderately familiar, or very familiar with it?
 Not at all familiar [SKIP TO Q50]
 A little familiar
 Moderately familiar
 Very familiar
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q50]
 NA [SKIP TO Q50]
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49.

How would you briefly describe the High Performance Portfolio Framework process to
one of your customers that hasn’t heard about it?
[IF (Q4=1 OR Q4=99) AND Q38=1, SKIP TO NEW CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCE]

50.

To what extent, if at all, do you believe that the BetterBricks initiative helps your
commercial real estate customers become more energy efficient? Would you say…
 Not at all
 A little
 Moderately
 Very much
 DON’T KNOW

51.

And why did you say that?

52.

Would you suggest any improvements BetterBricks could make in their initiative to help
your commercial real estate customers become more energy efficient?

New Construction
53.

Does your utility currently target new commercial construction in its energy efficiency
activities?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO BUILDING OPERATION SEQUENCE]
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO BUILDING OPERATION SEQUENCE]

54.

What do you offer in terms of commercial new construction projects?
[IF Q4=1 OR Q4=99, SKIP TO Q57]

55.

How familiar are you with the integrated design approach being promoted by
BetterBricks? Are you not at all familiar, a little familiar, moderately familiar, or very
familiar with it?
 Not at all familiar [SKIP TO Q59]
 A little familiar
 Moderately familiar
 Very familiar
 DON'T KNOW [SKIP TO Q59]
 NA [SKIP TO Q59]
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56.

How would you briefly describe BetterBricks’ integrated design approach to one of your
customers that hasn’t heard about it?

57.

Does your utility take steps to encourage customers to use an integrated design approach
when designing new buildings?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q59]
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q59]

58.

Could you describe what your utility does to encourage integrated design?

59.

Are you familiar with the AIA 2030 Challenge (an initiative aimed at making new
buildings carbon neutral by 2030)?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q63]
 Don't Know [SKIP TO Q63]

60.

Does your utility have any activities specifically designed to align with the AIA 2030
Challenge?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q62]
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q62]

61.

Could you describe the activities?

62.

Have any BetterBricks staff members or contractors provided your utility with
information on the AIA 2030 Challenge?
 Yes
 No
 DON’T KNOW
[IF Q4=1 OR Q4=99, SKIP TO Q67]

63.

Have you had any interactions with the staff from the BetterBricks integrated design
labs?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q69]
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q69]
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64.

Specifically with regard to being invited to appropriate meetings and having adequate
notice of events and meetings with your customers, how would you describe the
coordination with the BetterBricks Integrated Design Lab staff? Would you say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW

65.

Overall, how would you describe communications between the BetterBricks Integrated
Design Lab staff and you regarding their activities with your customers? Would you
say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW

66.

Do you have any recommendations for improving communications and coordination
between the BetterBricks Integrated Design Lab staff and utility staff such as yourself?

67.

Have you ever attended a work session or design charrette led by the Integrated Design
Lab staff?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q69]
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q69]

68.

Using the scale of 'very dissatisfied,' 'dissatisfied,' 'satisfied,' or 'very satisfied,' how
satisfied were you with their...
Technical
knowledge
Suggestions
for efficiency

Very
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very satisfied

Don't Know





















[IF Q4=1 OR Q4=99, SKIP TO BUILDING OPERATION SEQUENCE]
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69.

To what extent, if at all, do you believe that the BetterBricks initiative helps your
customers who are designing and constructing new buildings make them more energy
efficient? Would you say…
 Not at all
 A little
 Moderately
 Very much
 DON’T KNOW

70.

And why did you say that?

Building Operations
71.

Does your utility currently encourage operations and maintenance practices that improve
the energy efficiency of existing buildings?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO CLOSING SEQUENCE]

72.

What activities does your utility do to encourage efficient operations and maintenance
practices?

73.

Have you had any interactions with the BetterBricks technical advisors for building
operations?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO CLOSING SEQUENCE]
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO CLOSING SEQUENCE]
[IF (Q4=1 OR Q4=99) AND Q71=1, SKIP TO Q77]

74.

Specifically with regard to being invited to appropriate meetings and having adequate
notice of events and meetings with your customers, how would you describe the
coordination with BetterBricks technical advisors? Would you say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW
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75.

Overall, how would you describe communications between the BetterBricks technical
advisors and you regarding their activities with your customers? Would you say…
 Very poorly done
 Could be better
 Satisfactory
 Very well done
 DON’T KNOW

76.

Do you have any recommendations for improving communications and coordination
between the BetterBricks technical advisors and utility staff such as yourself?

77.

Have you ever accompanied BetterBricks technical advisors as they have assessed a
facility’s operation?
 Yes
 No [SKIP TO Q79]
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q79]

78.

Using the scale of 'very dissatisfied,' 'dissatisfied,' 'satisfied,' or 'very satisfied,' how
satisfied were you with their...
Technical
knowledge
Suggestions
for efficiency

Very
dissatisfied

Dissatisfied

Satisfied

Very satisfied

Don't Know





















[IF Q4=1 OR Q4=99, SKIP TO THANK YOU]
79.

How familiar are you with the BetterBricks’ approach to building operations which
emphasizes tune-up and enhanced O&M practices for existing buildings? Are you not at
all familiar, a little familiar, moderately familiar, or very familiar with it?
 Not at all familiar [SKIP TO Q81]
 A little familiar
 Moderately familiar
 Very familiar
 DON’T KNOW [SKIP TO Q81]
 NA [SKIP TO Q81]

80.

How would you briefly describe BetterBricks’ approach to building operations to one of
your customers that hasn’t heard about it?
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81.

To what extent, if at all, do you believe that the BetterBricks initiative helps your
customers who work with existing commercial buildings operate their buildings more
efficiently?
 Not at all
 A little
 Moderately
 Very much
 DON’T KNOW

82.

Why did you say that?

83.

Would you suggest any improvements BetterBricks could make in their initiative to help
your customers who work with existing commercial buildings operate their buildings
more efficiently?

Closing
84.

Please tell me whether you strongly disagree, somewhat disagree, are neutral, somewhat
agree or strongly agree with the following approach: “Work intensively over three to five
years with a few firms in some target markets to build market capability and business
practice change, and later diffuse those changes to the broader market.”
 Strongly disagree
 Somewhat disagree
 Neutral
 Somewhat agree
 Strongly Agree
 DK

85.

Looking back over all the BetterBricks efforts we've been talking about, has participation
in any of your programs increased due to BetterBricks activities?
 Yes
 No
 Don't Know

86.

Can you share some examples?

87.

Finally, is there anything additional that you would like to tell NEEA about its
BetterBricks initiatives and how they work for your customers?

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME!!!
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